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The USG-led evaluation of 
faculty may be distributed 
with the faculty's own eval- 
uation surveys... if the fac- 
ulty agree. An advantage 
may be greater accuracy 
for the USG evaluation, but 
two surveys may be too tax- 
ing for students to complete. 
»■ See page 3. 
Improved birth con- 
trol: 
The recently approved 
Norplant method of birth 
control offers the greatest 
insurance against preg- 
nancy — other than absti- 
nence — but there are side- 
effects. 
► See page 4. 
Media dlstorion: 
Representatives of the 
Toledo Arab community ask 
Northwest Ohio journalists 
to put the Middle East crisis 




The American Red Cross 
bloodmobile will be in the 
Northeast Commons all 
next week 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Appointments can be made 
toaay by calling 352-4575 
and next week at 372-2775. 
Walk-ins also are welcome. 
Blood donating takes 
about an hour, according to 
a Red Cross spokesperson. 
"At least 1,000 pints are ex- 
pected," he said adding," 
we're expecting a gooa 
turnout. 
The Commons is adjacent 
to the Campus police station 




Residents of Wood County 
are having a rally to support 
the troops participating in 
Operation Desert Storm. 
The rally will take place 
Sunday, Feb. 10 at 2 p.m. at 
Perrysburg Junior High 
School, located at 140 E. In- 
diana Ave., Perrysburg. 
Participants are asked to 
wear yellow, bring flags, 
posters, pictures of family 
and friends serving in the 
Middle East and join in 
prayer for the troops. 
There will be music, 
speakers and prayers dur- 
ing the rally. 
Communications job 
hunt: 
The Columbus Chapter of 
Women in Communications, 
Inc. will be having a one- 
day seminar on Sat, March 
9 at Battelle Memorial Insti- 
tute. It is open to college and 
professional job seekers of 
all ages. Emphasis is placed 
on the communications 
field. 
JobHunt'91is8a.m.to 
4:15 p.m. and the cost is $18 
for full-time students and 
WICI members and $28 for 
non-member professionals. 
All registrations must be 
received no later than Fri- 
day, Feb. 22. Space is lim- 
ited to the first 200. 
For more information, 
call Tracie Fream at 
221-7777 between 9 a.m. and 
5 p.m., or Laura Letzler at 
436-5609 after 6 p.m. 
Weather 
Mostly sunny: 
Today, mostly sunny. 
High in the upper 20s. 
Southwest winds 5 to 10 
mph. Tonight, partly cloudy 
with the low in the upper 
teens. Saturday, sunny. 
High near 40. 
Compiled from local and 
wire reports 
*Space bridge* 
will link Soviets 
to BG students 
by Jeremy Stone Weber 
staff writer 
Soviet students, faculty and higher education administrators got a 
taste of American life and a look at the University during day one of 
their stay in Bowling Green. 
The delegation from Moscow's Mendeleev Institute arrived 
Wednesday night and were officially welcomed by University admin- 
istrators Thursday morning. The group will be in Bowling Green until 
Tuesday. 
University President Paul Olscamp met with Mendeleev Rector 
Pavel Sarkasov and other Mendeleev delegates to discuss progress on 
the two schools' global warming teleconference and an academic 
exchange agreement. 
Olscamp's executive assisant, Lester Barber, said the initial meet- 
ing went well. 
"They seem to be likeable and charming people," he said. "We had 
breakfast with them and it was very pleasant." 
The Soviet delegates — especially the three students — agreed. 
"It's been very fun so far," said Vladimir Starkov. "I've just read 
and dreamed about the United States, so to see this for myself is very 
exciting." 
During the day, assistant chemistry professor Robert Midden took 
the students on a tour of the University s chemistry department, and 
Olscamp hosted the delegation at his home Thursday night. 
Kathren Brown, a graduate student serving as a host for the event, 
said the students got along well. 
"There's been no problems with communication," she said. "They 
get our jokes." 
The visit is actually the second time Olscamp and Sarkasov have 
met to discuss academic cooperation. Olscamp, Board of Trustees 
Chairperson Richard Newlove, Photochemical Sciences Executive 
Director Douglas Neckers and History Professor Lawrence Friedman 
visited the Soviet Union for eight days in October. 
A group of students, faculty and administrators will make another 
□ See Exchange, page 6. 
/SiephanieLBwU 
University President Paul Olscamp and the Rector ot Moscow's Mendeleev Institute ot Chemical Technolo- 
gy, Pavel Sarkasov, chat at a Thursday morning meeting in McFall Center. 
Allies have mixed results BSU conference 
to generate unity U.N. forces retake Saudi city; U.S. plane downed 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Penta- 
gon sources said Thursday that 
another U.S. military aircraft 
had been lost in the Gulf War. Its 
crew of 14 was reported downed 
behind Iraqi lines. 
Members of Congress said 
after briefings from Pentagon 
officials that the aircraft was a 
modified version of the C-130 
equipped with small cannons and 
machine guns. 
The aircraft went down over 
Kuwait, the lawmakers said. A 
Pentagon source, speaking on the 
condition of anonymity, would not 
say whether the plane was dow- 
ned over Iraq or Kuwait. 
Despite the loss of the allied 
aircraft, allies snatched back a 
Saudi Arabian town from defiant 
Iraqi tank troops Thursday after 
lighting the sky in a fierce all- 
night battle. Iraq said it signaled 
the start of a "thunderous storm" 
on the desert floor. 





by Jeremy Stone Weber 
staff writer 
Student rooms in Chapman 
Hall will be outfitted with person- 
al computers next year if the 
University Board of Trustees ap- 
proves the 1991-92 residence and 
dining hall budgets today. 
Under the plan, students will be 
able to select Macintosh or IBM 
systems and will pay an addi- 
tional fee for living in Chapman. 
The idea of installing comput- 
ers in student rooms has been 
discussed for some time, and 
Dale Schroeder, director of aca- 
demic computer services, said 
several benefits could result. 
"Obviously one benefit is con- 
venience," he said. "Also, we 
hope this will help more students 
get exposure to computers. It 
could also help raise grade-point 
averages and be used as a re- 
cruiting tool." 
Students requesting the Macin- 
tosh Classic computer would pay 
an additional $135 per semester, 
D See Computer, page 6. 
tured the first womenprisoners 
of the 2-week-old war. The United 
States refused to confirm the re- 
port, but conceded that a woman 
was among two soldiers missing 
in action. 
Allied aircraft continued to 
dump a hailstorm of munitions on 
Iraq s front-line troops in Kuwait, 
the crack Republican Guards. 
Iraq, in turn, lofted another Scud 
missile into the Israeli-occupied 
West Bank. Israeli officials said 
there were no casualties. 
Iraq shot down another U.S. 
plane, a source at the Pentagon 
said. And a grim ritual began on 
the home front — the military be- 
gan notifying the families of 11 
Marines who were killed in the 
fighting around the Saudi town of 
Khafji. 
"He believed in his country," 
said Barbara Anderson, the 
mother of Marine Cpl. Stephen 
Bentzlin, 23, of San Clemente, Ca- 
lif. "He was there for all of us, not 
only for himself but for all of us." 
President Bush declared Sun- 
day to be a national day of 
Sirayer. He asked people of all 
aiths "to say a special prayer on 
that day, a prayer for peace, a 
prayer for the safety of our 
troops, a prayer for their fami- 
lies, a prayer for the innocents 
caught up in this war." 
See Storm, page 7. 
by Danny Gray 
staff writer 
The Black Student Union will 
attempt to "expose the lies of 
African History when it kicks off 
black history month as the spon- 
sor of a conference this weekend. 
The African Holocaust Confer- 
ence will include such familiar 
speakers to the African- 
American community as Ashra 
Kwesi, Charles Muhammad, Je- 
lani Ayize and Nommo X. 
"This conference will be a col- 
lection of speakers that will give 
presentations in an effort to in- 
crease black pride and con- 
sciousness," said Chana Peyton, 
BSU secretary. 
According to Peyton, Ashra 
Kwesi will show slides during his 
Eresentation which coincide with 
is topic of African origins of civi- 
lization. 
Kwesi's presentation begins at 
6:30 p.m. today in the Choral 
Room of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
Preceding Kwesi's presen- 
tation, the Omawale Society will 
present African drama and 
dance. This events also will take 
place in the Choral Room. 
Saturday at 11:30 a.m. in 
Northeast Commons, Charles 
Muhammad will explain truths 
and myths about the Islamic re- 
ligion. 
Also speaking Saturday are 
Imelda Hunt, discussing the is- 
sues facing African-American 
women, Jelani Ayize, expressing 
views about Afrocentricity and 
the direction of college student 
leadership, and Nommo X, on the 
African Holocaust. 
Briggitt Childs, public relations 




by Patrick Murphy 
writer 
M M«W«/J<JV Murdock 
Founders dining hall employees scrub a painting ol an American Hag ott the window earlier this 
week. 
Founders Quadrangle din- 
ing hall found itself in the 
middle of a controversy 
when paintings on the 
windows referring to the 
Gulf War were removed this 
week. 
All of the American flags 
that had been hung in the 
cafeteria were taken down 
as well. Both the window 
paintings and the flags were 
put up by student em- 
ployees. 
The paintings on the 
window   included   the 
Ehrases: "American by 
irth, proud by choice," 
"pray for peace," "support 
our soldiers," "operation 
desert storm," and a paint- 
ing of the American flag. 
Founders Dining Hall 
General Manager, Dave 
Maley said they had no 
choice but to take all the 
symbols down. 
"Being   in   a   residence 
hall, there are people who 
C See Founders, page 6. 
* 
History Month 
important for all 
TAJnite people will appreciate blacks more if they 
Y Vknow their history.'' 
Louis Farrakhan spoke these words to a group of 
2,500 at the University last semester. This month, all 
people will get the chance to enrich their knowledge of 
Black culture and history as part of Black History 
Month. 
We must remember this is not a month isolated to 
celebrate the Afro-American heritage and then forget 
about it for the rest of the year. Rather, it is a month to 
honor and pay special attention to the black communi- 
ty. 
Many people are indifferent to the month, ignoring 
special posters or attention given to Afro-Americans. 
Last year, posters and bulletins promoting the month 
were torn down in Founders Quadrangle, and one resi- 
dent claimed "we're not prejudiced, we're just tired of 
[the abundance of minority materials on the bulletin 
boards. ] It's getting pushed on us from all sides and the 
more I see it, the harder I get toward it." 
Bulletin boards and events coinciding with them are 
designed to educate students — of all races. And deter 
the white backlash shown by students who are ethno- 
centric and believe their culture must constantly be af- 
firmed. 
Students need to understand the real black commu- 
nity. All too often, "blacks are portrayed as less hard- 
working than they are, more violent than they are, less 
intelligent than they are, less universal, and also less 
patriotic," Jesse Jackson said. 
And, sometimes it is not entirely the fault of students 
here. Many students come from small, rural communi- 
ties with no more than 5,000 people. Many have rarely 
— perhaps never — had face to face contact with 
someone of a different race. This is why a month which 
will focus on truthful education of the black race is so 
pertinent. 
We must remember Africans were probably the first 
people on the earth. Since all peoples stem from the 
African race, it only seems logical that we do not per- 
petuate myths and stereotypes. 
This weekend, an African Holocaust conference will 
initiate Black History Month, which will give people 
the chance to learn the real history of Afro-Americans. 
Today, Ashra Kwesi, an African historian who is ded- 
icated to creating an increased awareness of African 
history through the use of books, slides and film will 
present a slide presentation about the origin of African 
civilization. On Saturday, presentations dealing with 
slavery and the myths and truths about the Islamic re- 
ligion will be discussed. 
Hopefully, students will not ignore this month or 
show indifference toward any of its events. According 
to a new poll by the National Opinion Research Center 
in Chicago, more white Americans than ever before 
favor racial desegregation, but the poll also indicates 
most still believe the same old, tired stereotypes. 
Perhaps this month will at least help us to ponder 
why discrimination and racial stereotypes are so 
Prevalent in American society, and what possible solu- 
ons exist. 
| Memorial could 
= mirror the future 
Presidency is no place for Celeste 
Throughout Richard Celeste's 
last two years as governor, he 
strived to position himself for a 
run at the 1992 presidency with 
the support of many Ohio demo- 
crats. 
When are democrats going to 
learn their lesson? 
The liberal faction of the party 
is citing many qualities which 
Celeste embodies as a great 
presidential candidate. In a re- 
cent column for the Dayton Daily 
News, Joe Lersky, one of the 
dems liberal spokespersons, 
claimed Celestes "baggage'' 
contains something for everyone 
in the Democratic constituency. 
"This is a bonafide champion of 
civil rights, a friend of education 
and the environment, a balancer 
of eight consecutive budgets yet 
still brave enough to make the 
case for new taxes when needed, 
a consumer activist and defender 
of the dispossessed," he said. 
While being blinded in his rev- 
erence for Celeste the man, Ler- 
sky has not viewed the realities of 
Celeste's corrupt and inept re- 
gime. But even if Celeste ran a 
clean political ship, he would still 
lose a presidential bid. 
Lersky must have been in a 
self-induced coma during the 1988 
presidential campaign. As cited 
from his column, ne unknowingly 
rattled   off   Michael   Dukakis's 
platform — the one that was cat- 
egorically destroyed by "the 
Wimp". 
In reference to the last three 
presidential campaigns, Lersky 
has no sound political argument 
for Celeste as a reasonable can- 
didate, rather, he continues the 





typical liberal ideological babble. 
The same babble that sent Jim- 
my Carter, Fritz Mondale and 
Michael Dukakis to the lecture 
circuit instead of the White 
House. 
In a campaign, Celeste easily 
would be defeated on both his 
practical and ideological views of 
government. 
For example, the Republicans 
would strangle Celeste on the re- 
cent clemency controversy. 
If you missed it, Ohio Attorney 
General Lee Fisher on Tuesday 
asked clemency granted by 
Celeste in the "final days" of his 
office to 11 women be revoked. 
Fisher said Celeste did not follow 
the state's constitution and sta- 
tutes. 
Celeste argued mental im- 
pairment and abuse led to the 
crimes and reduced the death 
sentences four days before he left 
office. 
The commutations by Celeste 
infuriated prosecutors and survi- 
vors of their victims. Meanwhile, 
Celeste is being as quiet as a 
church mouse on why he felt 
compelled to do this against the 
mandates of state law. Thus, we 
are left to our own interpreta- 
tions. (You can bet the Republi- 
can National Committe will have 
a unique interpretation.) 
Mainstream America does not 
want someone like Celeste tam- 
pering with the constitution and 
the judiciary which he did in both 
instances on this one particular 
issue. Celeste is a classic exam- 
ple of the liberal who eschews 
Bublic opinion because he be- 
eves the public is innately ig- 
norant. He scoffs at the majority 
and in turn follows his own con- 
science. 
Another impediment to Celeste 
is that he takes on the successes 
and failures of the state. There 
have been many failures. If 
Celeste brandishes the education, 
environment and competence 
line as Dukakis did, the campaign 
would be over early. 
Ohio is hurting in the former 
two categories and Celeste is 
hurting in the latter. You can 
name several virtues of Michael 
Dukakis, but the bottom line is 
that he was a big political loser 
simply  because  his  record in 
C;rnine came back to haunt 
. The link would be made with 
Celeste. 
Let's face it, Celeste would 
have a hard time winning a Bowl- 
ing Green street cleaning job 
right now. 
As evidence of the last 10 years, 
winning the presidency is an easy 
job. Americans want a president 
who is strong in defense, knowl- 
edgeable in foreign affairs and 
hesitant to raise taxes. The form- 
er governor comes up short on all 
three. 
This is a new age for democrats 
— one in which they must ignore 
rampaging liberals such as Ler- 
sky and find a happy medium 
with mainstream America. One 
in which they should usher in 
6radical leaders such as Sam 
lunn   and   usher   out   liberal 
dreamers such as Dick Celeste. 
'Til    see   it QA/d  roat -*>o  ^OOO 
The names were delicately and 
powerfully carved into the stone. 
It was surely the work of an art- 
ist. 
Last weekend, as I sat cross- 
legged on the grass, I strained my 
eyes to read each name on the 
block of wall in front of me. I tried 
to remember as many as I could, 
but after three lines they all blen- 
ded together and I had to bow my 
head. 
Just then my friend Jeremy 
quietly leaned over and said, "It 






Fifty-five thousand names — 
55,000 lives — placed on a wall for 
patriots to honor, families to 
mourn and for others to forget. 
For whatever reason, the Viet- 
nam Memorial Wall is a shocking 
reminder of a war that shouldn't 
have been fought and a genera- 
tion which was lied to. 
Just then a security guard pa- 
trolling the Wall came up behind 
us and told us that we weren't al- 
lowed to sit on the grass and that 
we must stand inside the one- 
chain fence that barely left 12 feet 
for visitors to move around in. 
It disgusted me to think how pa- 
thetic it is to cram visitors in like 
school children in a lunch line, in 
a place of such importance. 
A group turned around at the 
sound of the officer's voice. But 
nobody said anything. They soon 
turned their heads back to their 
dull reflection from the wall. 
Their faces showed little emotion, 
except for the occasional survi- 
vor who walked by with running 
tears. It was quiet, as if we were 
attending the funeral of 55,000 
loved ones. 
The mood was definitely 
different four blocks away. One of 
the largest demonstrations since 
the Vietnam War was concluding. 
In the distance we could hear the 
Rev. Jesse Jackson's propelling 
voice carry across the dead 
Washington air followed closely 
by the crowd's roars of approval. 
Jeremy and I had decided to 
skip the speeches and instead 
walk with my dad and uncle to the 
memorial. They had come down 
that morning on buses from 
Cleveland and incredibly during 
the march, I met up with them in 
front of the White House. 
The first time I visited the wall 
with my dad was when I was 15. 
At the time I didn't realize how 
much the Vietnam War had left 
many souls so hollow. But when I 
was 15 it was the emptiness of 
watching my dad stare blankly 
into the Wall. 
My father never served in the 
war, but the effects of the chang- 
ing times are with him, as well as 
with many others. And for many, 
the horrid reality of war is found 
in each and every name on the 
Wall. 
For my uncle, his wall came in 
Vietnam. A scar across his back 
is a permanent reminder of the 
bullet he took for his country. As 
he leaned up against the fence, 
another cold stare emerged. I 
could only guess at what he was 
thinking, but I couldn't ask. 
I've never thought it was my 
place to ask him about his experi- 
ences in the war and as I found 
out quick, for those veterans who 
saw the worse action, words don't 
come easy. 
As we hurriedly left to catch 
our 6 o'clock bus, we passed by 
the long line snaked around the 
Wall. From the distance we could 
see Capitol building were laws 
come down to send the young to 
war. 
It stood picturesque, yet almost 
superficial in the Washington 
skyline. 
Yet, on this day, I couldn't ad- 
mire that building or any of the 
great tributes to our country that 
surrounded me. 
I simply wondered why 80 per- 
cent of the nation was behind the 
building of another Wall, when we 
already had one. 
The BG News 
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USG aims for accuracy in evaluations 
! 
by Robert Davidson 
staff writer 
Student body leaders are urging faculty to support the USG Faculty 
and Course Evaluation booklet by releasing the results of departmen- 
tal course evaluations. 
The Undergraduate Student Government bill, passed Monday night, 
is designed to increase the credibility of the course guide, according to 
Anne Carelton, USG academic affairs committee chairperson. 
Students indicated overwhelming support for the Faculty and 
Course Evaluation book in a recent USG poll conducted by the Student 
Affairs Research and Evaluation Office. 
Those polled also agreed students should be permitted to see de- 
partmental evaluations of faculty performance in the classroom. 
Faculty and course evaluations submitted by students in class are 
presently deemed for "Departmental Use Only." 
Carleton said she does not expect USG to use departmental evalua- 
tions but the group plans to work with faculty to provide students USG 
evaluation forms when they give course and instructor evaluations. 
"We are writing letters to department deans asking that faculty 
pass out our evaluations at the same time," she said. "Students will 
till out two evaluations on the same day." 
However, Carleton said the plan will not be approved in time to use 
for the next evaluation guide planned for Fall 1991. 
"We will do [evaluations] the same way we have for the past 
books," she said. "All students will be sent evaluation forms by March 
4." 
The Faculty and Course Evaluation booklet began as a project in 
"We are writing letters to department deans 
asking that faculty pass out our evaluations 
at the same time. Students will fill out two 
evaluations on the same day." 
-Anne Carelton. USG academic affairs 
committee chairperson 
the College of Business Administration two years ago and was broad- 
ened to include all colleges last year. 
The booklets received some criticism by faculty members when 
they were released. 
Jim West, professor and chairperson of the College of Business Ad- 
ministration s marketing department, believes University faculty en- 
dorse the idea of student-organized evaluations but object to the 
methods now used in the evaluation process. 
"I know of no one opposed to the concept if done well," West said. 
"There was very sloppy research done [for the past two books]," he 
said. 
In the past, at least five student evaluations per instructor were 
needed to publish a review of the instructor. 
West cited control of respondents and the use of open comments as 
two main research problems. 
"There is no control [when evaluations are sent to students]. The 
respondent could even be someone not enrolled at the University," he 
said. 
"Also, there is no indication of how open comments were selected. : 
There is temptation to select sensational comments but they don't re- : 
fleet [true class opinion]," West said. 
"Even on departmental evaluations we look for trends of com- : 
ments. All instructors get some derogatory comments," he added. 
According to West, researchers need to either include none of the ; 
comments, all of them, or show trends in comments. 
He said a trend would be, for example, "if 10 of 30 respondents ; 
commented similarly.'' 
West is also concerned giving students the USG and depart- mental ; 
evaluation for each class would result in tainted information. 
"Some people might take the time to fill out one but not the other," 
he said. They are going to feel they have already said things once 
which will result in incomplete information [on one of the evalua- 
tions]." 
Carleton is concerned with faculty opposition to the project but 
stressed USG's main interest lies with the students. 
"Some faculty members contacted us with complaints but there 
were not many. The majority of faculty who complained got poor re- 
views," she said. 
"We are more concerned with student satisfaction," Carleton add- 
ed. 
She said increasing the number of students per class who submit j 
evaluations will help settle some discord between faculty members . 
and USG. 
"We hope to increase the sample size to 10 percent of the course. I ; 
think students will get more involved as awareness of the book in-"J 
creases," she said. •; 
Give someone you've never met a HUG! Donate blood to the  American Red Cross   ar tr,e Commons   Monday through Friday 11:00am to 5:00pm 
0 
X RUSH THETA CHI 
0 
X 
Mon. Feb. 4 - Indy 500 Night, 7-9   9X House 
Tues. Feb. 5 - Mass Consumption Night, 7-9   0X House 
Thurs. Feb. 7 - Deep Six Sub Night, 
7-9 0X House 
Call for Questions or a Ride 
352-9001 or 353-9394 ©X 
MEL T THE WINTER AWAY! 
WITH FREE GAS FOR 







SINGERS • DANCERS • INSTRUMENTALISTS 
SPECIALTY ACTS   •   TECHNICIANS/WARDROBE 
Kings Productions, the world's #1 producer of entertainment, is 
holding auditions for the 1991 season or KINGS ISLAND, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. A variety of positions are available and a travel 
fee will be paid to employees who must travel more than 250 miles 
to thepanV 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 
Tuesday, February 5, 1991 
University of Michigan 
Michigan Union, Kuenzel Room 
1-2 p.m. Singers 
2-3 p.m. Dancers, Instrumentalists, 
Specialty Acts 
Far oddAonol information oof): 
KingtMandEnMnoinraMO^I 513/398-5600 
K.noi PioovOiam 800/544 5464 
KINGS ISLAND • KINGS DOMINION • CABOWINOS 





328 S. Main 352-5620 
f CHOOSE from over 350 
[   apartments, duplexes, 
[ & houses 
\ Prime Locations 
I 9'/2 and 12 














Fruiay. February 1st 
•Choral Hall, Music Building 6 30pm 
Aikro  Kw«n 
slid 
Oa,.val.Culi 
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Come enjoy the festive International atmosphere! 
Casino games, reggae band, ethnic music and foods. 
Mystics, caricaturists, and a mazel 





- Congratulations - 
Greek Unity: 
Seth Lewis 
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Health 
Birth Control: 
Newly approved Norplant pods promise 
greater protection for at least five years 
/' s 
Pregnancies per year 




Condom and spermicide 5 
IUD 4 
No method 70 
Sources: Am J Ofastet Gynecol. Hay 1M9 
(American Journal of Obstetric* and Gynecol- 
oRy) and the Physicians Dest Reference. 1M9 
By Amy Zitzelberger 
After a 10 minute procedure in the doctor's office, 
women need notgive another thought to birth con- 
trol for five years. This statement is true for women 
who use Norplant, a contraceptive recently approved 
by the FDA. 
Norplant consists of six cap- 
sules filled with a hormone called 
levonorgestrel, which is also used 
in oral birth control pills. These 
capsules, which are 3.5 cen- 
timeters long and one-fifth of a 
centimeter thick, are implanted 
under the skin, where they con- 
stantly deliver the hormone into 
the bloodstream, preventing con- 
ception for five years. 
More than 500,000 women 
worldwide use Norplant, which is 
more successful than any other 
hormonal method of birth con- 
trol. The United States was the 
FALL 1991 LEASES 
STILL AVAILABLE AT 
516 E. MERRY AVE 
• 2 Bedroom. 2 Bath Apts. 
• NEW CARPET 
• Close to Campus 
uno uno uno uno uno uno uno 
Stop by and find out about this 
exciting Spring Break opportunity! 
\->aay is the LAST day you can stop Oy 
the Union Foyer to find out information on 
UAO'stripto... 
West, Florida 
Come see the brochures, and talk to 
people about the wonderful 
entertainment Key West offers. Spena 
your aays on the beautiful beaches. 
ana then pick from a wide variety of 
night life1 Or maybe you'd like to spend 
your day shopping, sailing, or 
snorkeling. Key West has it all! 
S385 includes hotel & transportation 
• $100 deposit due at sign-up. 
uno uno uno uno uno uno uno 
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18th country to approve the con- 
traceptive. 
Norplant will cost less than the 
pill during the same length of 
time, according to representa- 
tives of Wyeth Laboratories, 
which produces the contracep- 
tive. 
"From the standpoint of pre- 
venting unwanted pregnancy it [ 
Norplant] is terrific, but from the 
standpoint of preventing STD's, it 
may provide a false sense of se- 
curity," said Elizabeth Allgeier, 
a psychology professor specializ- 
ing in human sexuality. "Women 
may be less likely to worry about 
chlamydia, herpes and AIDS 
when they do not have to worry 
about pregnancy." 
Norplant is not yet available in 
this area even though the FDA 
approved the product in mid- 
December. None of the four 
gynecolgist offices in Bowling 
Green have physicians trained to 
insert Norplant, but all said they 
plan to offer this option to 
patients in the next few months. 
Dr. Teresita Domini, director 
of women's health at the Student 
Health Center, said no plans are 
yet underway to make Norplant 
available on campus. 
In the Toledo area, however, at 
least one physician has been 
trained to apply this new techno- 
Dr. Shirish Shah, chairperson 
STEVE MELCHI 
Invites all students and 
employees of BGSU to 
see him for a Sharp 
Pencil Deal on their 
next purchase of a new 
or used car or truck. 
[ 11 Cn«vroi«t ^b- Ggo T-a 
of Planned Parenthood of North- 
west Ohio, completed the week- 
long training before Norplant had 
been approved by the FDA. 
He said Norplant should be 
available through the Jefferson 
Avenue branch of Planned Par- 
enthood in Toledo later this 
month, and Bowling Green 
Planned Parenthood patients will 
be referred to this branch. 
Implantation takes about 10 
minutes and requires a local 
anesthetic. All six capsules are 
inserted under the skin through a 
single 2-3 millimeter puncture but 
point in different directions form- 
ing a pattern shaped like a hand- 
held fan. 
The implants are usually 
placed in the inner side of the up 
per arm and are effective within 
24 hours after insertion. Because 
the procedure is relatively 
simple, nurse practitioners will 
be trained at Planned Parenth- 
ood, Shah said. 
No stitches are required to 
close the tiny incision, which is 
about as long as a quarter is 
thick. The implants are barely 
visible, looking like a vein with- 
out color. The capsules are flexi- 
ble and will not break if bumped. 
Although Norplant was first 
tested on women in 1974, it was 
not approved for general use in 
any country until 1983, when Fin- 
land made the capsules availa- 
ble. Since then, another type of 
implant contraceptive has been 
introduced. 
Wyeth laboratories produces 
Norplant and Norplant-2. The 
first is effective for five years, 
and, if women do not want protec- 
tion against pregnancy for that 
long, Norplant-2 is used for up to 
three years. The second set of 
implants has only two capsules 
that are longer than the regular 
implants. 
Women using Norplant may 
have the rods removed at any 
time, and the effects of the hor- 
mone wear off quickly. After 
reomoval women do not have 
difficulty getting pregnant be- 
cause of Norplant use, according 
"From the standpoint of preventing 
unwanted pregnancy it [Norplant] is terrific, 
but from the standpoint of preventing STD's, it 
may provide a false sense of security." 
-Elizabeth Allegeier, human sexuality specialist 
to the 1990 Contraceptive Tech- 
nology reference book. 
The removal procedure is not 
as simple as insertion. The remo- 
val requires an incision almost 
half a centimeter in length, al- 
though stitches are not needed 
afterward. A fibrous tissue some- 
times grows around the capsules, 
making them dif icult to remove. 
"Easy ones take 10 minutes, 
but the really difficult ones may 
take an hour," Shah said. Even 
with the possible complications of 
removal, he added, the advan- 
tages of the implant make it 
worthwhile. 
"Think about antibiotics. The 
only reason antibiotics affect the 
pills is that they interfere with the 
absorption of the pill from the in- 
testine," he said. 
Also, Norplant is still effective 
when the patient is sick, unlike 
oral contraceptives. 
"All you need is diarrhea and 
bingo you are not protected [by 
the pills]," Shah said. 
Another advantage is the low 
hormone dose which reduces 
many of the side effects caused 
by the pill. 
However, this small dose still 
causes some of the same side ef- 
fects seen with progesterone-only 
birth control pills, better known 
as "mini-pills. 
Norplant does not contain any 
estrogen, which is the second 
hormone in regular oral con- 
traceptives, and so the side ef- 
fects caused by the estrogen are 
completely absent. 
Some women using Norplant 
develop short-lasting ovarian 
cysts, which are not a cause for 
concern. 
Rarely, pregnancies do occur, 
and a 1989 study revealed no ab- 
normalities  in  15 infants con- 
ceived while the mothers were us- 
ing Norplant. However, 
the Physicians Desk Reference 
stresses that female hormones 
taken by pregnant women can 
adversely affect the children they 
carry. 
More than 60 percent of the 
women using Norplant have irre- 
gular menstrual periods. One in 
Four of these women have no 
menstrual periods at all, but the 
remainder have prolonged 
periods, although the amount of 
Blood lost does not change. 
About one of every 10 Norplant 
Eatients discontinues use within 
he first year because of abnor- 
mal periods. 
In several studies, a few wom- 
en using Norplant also reported 
headaches, acne, decreased 
menstrual cramps, breast dis- 
charge, and slight weight gain, 
all of which are noticed in oral 
contraceptive users as well. 
Drs. Shoupe and Mishell re- 
ported by the end of the first year, 
one of every five women has Nor- 
plant removed due to menstrual 
cycle disturbances or other com- 
plications, but this is a high rate 
of continuation compared to the 
pill, which has half of the patients 
changing methods within a year. 
A few conditions prevent wom- 
en from using Norplant. Suspec- 
ted pregnancy or undiagnosed 
vaginal bleeding are immediate 
disqualifies. 
The vast majority of women 
will be able to use this new 
method, and Shah said the people 
who will most benefit from Nor- 
plant are "teen-agers who forget 
to take their pills, drug addicts, 
and other people who for 
whatever reason cannot use the 
pills correctly." 
1415 Rlrnolds   UMUTWI OH 
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Mass production 
will lower costs of 
solar energy panels 
by Greg Watson 
staff writer 
A Toledo glass manufacturer 
focused on recent advances to 
lessen costs in the large-scale 
production of solar energy panels 
at a discussion at the University 
Thursday. 
Jim Nolan, a representative 
from Glasstech Solar, said com- 
panies from Toledo, Perrysburg 
and Colorado are allied with 
Solar Cells Inc., which is 
researching ways to manufacture 
solar energy cheaply. 
"With [recent solar energy] 
technical advances, it is possible 
to get the cost down [far enough 
to] think of large scale produc- 
tion," Nolan said. 
Nolan said with the help of 
Solar Cells Inc. and other com- 
panies, the cost of solar energy is 
going down and will soon become 
competitive with other forms of 
energy. 
The cost of solar energy has 
dropped from $15 per kilowatt 
hour in 1975 to 25 cents per kilow- 
att hour this year, he added. 
A continuous 300 foot assembly 
line is being used by Solar Cells to 
mass produce solar panels, Nolan 
said. 
The complex process of insert- 
ing a square foot glass panel into 
the start of the assembly line and 
producing a solar panel takes an 
average of one hour, Nolan said. 
The continuous line helps pro- 
duce the panels not only more 
?|uickly and cheaply, but more ef- 
iciently, Nolan said. 
To efficiently mass produce 
solar energy panels, Nolan 
said,"the manufacturing line 
must be continuous. It [the pro- 
cess of producing the panel] is 
difficult, but once done, it will get 
the cost of producing the cells 
down." 
Advantages of solar energy in- 
clude continual renewal of re- 
sources, limitless fuel, no fuel 
cost, availability in remote areas, 
and minimal environmental ef- 
fects and safety hazards, he said. 
While solar panels take up a lot 
of land area, solar panels would 
be needed to cover only .02 per- 
cent of the United States land to 
produce enough energy for the 
rest of the nation, said Nolan. 
If 24 hour use of solar energy is 
needed, more efficient ways are 
needed to store the energy when 
the sun sets, Nolan said. Present- 
ly, hot water, batteries, chemical 
pressure, compressed air and 
superconductors are being used 
to store the energy, he said. 
Future developments in solar 
energy include the production of 
new materials, higher efficiency 
and lower cost, he said. 
Sometimes, the sun's 
wavelengths are too short or too 
long for the cell panels, therefore 
losing some potential energy, No- 
lan said. With the addition of 
extra panels, less energy will be 
lost, he explained. 
Arab culture distorted by media 
Public needs to 'learn history' and 'put it into perspective' 
by John Kohlstrand 
city editor 
TOLEDO — In a speech to the 
Northwest Ohio Society of 
Professional Journalists Thurs- 
day, area Arab leaders called on 
the local media to put the Gulf 
conflict in historical perspective 
when informing the public. 
"You cannot justify or try to 
justify what is happening in the 
Middle East without learning his- 
tory and putting it into perspec- 
tive," said Saleh A. Jabarin, 
president of The Islamic Center 
of Greater Toledo, in Perrysburg 
Township along Interstate 75. 
The people of the Middle East 
resent the artificial divisions im- 
posed by the European colonial 
powers years ago and desire a re- 
turn to the unity enjoyed under 
the Ottoman Empire, said Imam 
A. M. Kattab, religious leader of 
The Islamic Center. 
This is why a leader like Sad- 
dam Hussein, working to support 
unification of the Middle East, 
gains wide-spread support by the 
people. 
"It is not Saddam, it is the 
whole Moslem public," Kattab 
said. "He represents the desires 
of the public from Morocco to the 
Gulf." 
Saddam's authoritarian rule is 
irrelevant to people of the Middle 
East, Kattab said. All the nations 
of the region are lead by dicta- 
tors, so any leader working for 
unity in any fashion will gain a 
large measure of support, he 
said. 
"He is hitting the nail on the 
head," he said. "They are looking 
for a leader who can stand up to 
the number one power and say 
•No!'" 
The resentment lies with for- 
eign control of Arab resources. 
Moslems wish to wrest control of 
oil reserves from foreign multi- 
nationals, so foreign involvement 
in any local dispute is seen har- 
shly. 
"I and my brother may be 
against my cousin, but I and my 
cousin will be against a 
stranger," Kattab said. 
Kattab and Jabarin made it 
clear they did not support one na- 
tion's hostile invasion of another. 
Yet, they said they understood 
the reasons for Saddam's base of 
support. 
Kattab also named instances in 
which nuances of Arab culture 
are often distorted in the Ameri- 
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public with false impressions. 
The media calls our god Allah 
and your god God," Kattab said, 
yet Moslems, Jews and Chris- 
tians actually worship the same 
god. 
Moslems follow the religious 
teachings of the prophet Mo- 
hammed, who built on the 
Judeo-Christian tradition just as 
Jesus built on the Jewish tra- 
dition with his teachings. 
Another example is the term 
"jihad," which is often misinter- 
preted as "holy war." In fact the 
word can be used to describe any 
great struggle —even personal 
ones. 
"If I am in a jeep factory work- 
ing for eight hours, I am in a state 
of jihad, Kattab said. "How that 
is interpreted as a holy war I 
don't know. There is no such thing 
in Islam." 
Even the word "Islam' means 
peace with God by submission to 
Him, Kattab clarified. 
President Bush has resisted the 
notion of "linkage" — Saddam's 
request for a Middle East confer- 
ence on the Palestinian problem. 
Yet the presence of Israel in the 
Middle East is a constant source 
of resentment for the Arab com- 
munity, Kattab said. 
"America could have used its 
influence to establish peace in the 
area," he said. "Unless the 
Palestinian problem is satisfied, 
trouble in the Middle East will 
continue until the day of Judg- 
ment." 
Claims that "because we lived 
here 2,000 years ago and because 
the land was proclaimed to us bv 
God," simply aren't good enough 
in the Arab view. 
The Palestinians — the Philis- 
tines of Biblical lore — were the 
orginal inhabitants of that land 
thousands of years ago before the 
Jews moved in after their flight 
from Egypt. 
Kattab added a measure of de- 
humanization of the Arab people 
has taken place. 
"There is no mention of people 
anymore. There is no talk of 
lives. The only talk is of how 
'smart' a bomb is," he said. 
How can anyone claim victory 
in the Gulf when human lives are 
at stake, Kattab asked. 
' 'We have children in the Amer- 
ican Army, the Iraqis have chil- 
dren in the Iraqi Army, so we lose 
anyway." 
"ONE HEART ONE WAY" "ONE HEART ONE WAY" "ONE HEART ONE WAY' 
Sigma Kappa Sorority proudly 
announces the installation ol 
the Theta Upsilon Chapter 
and the initiation of 98 
charter initiates into our 
nationwide sisterhood. 
K^onaratuiationA. 
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Seniors, 
You're Out! 
of the 1991 KEY senior section 
if you miss this last portrait session 
Today is the last day! 
Call The KEY at 372-8086 today 
to schedule your appointment 
This is the last session and your last chance! 
Be a hit, immortalize yourself! 
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BLOTTER 
■A University student reported 
the back windshield of his vehicle 
was broken out while parked in 
the 1000 block of North Main 
Street Monday morning. 
■A resident of Gamma Phi 
Beta sorority house reported she 
received a harassing phone call 
Monday morning. 
■A University student was seen 
using  a   copyrighted  computer 
firogram in the Union computer 
ab Monday afternoon. The stu- 
dent was referred to Standards 
and Procedures. 
■Two hundred feet of copper 
wire was reported stolen from a 
storage room in Offenhauer East 
Monday afternoon. Loss was es- 
timated at $1,200. 
■A leather jacket was reported 
stolen from the women's rest- 
room in Kreischer Dining Hall 
Monday evening. Loss was esti- 
mated at $200. 
■A University student was re- 
ferred to Standards and Proce- 
dures after a complaint of threat- 
ening another student was re- 
ported Monday evening. 
■A resident of the 800 block of 
Scott Hamilton Drive reported a 
passenger in a van shouted an ob- 
scene message at him while he 
was jogging in the 700 block of 
High Street Monday evening. 
■An employee of Pagliai's 
South, 945 S. Main St., reported he 
was jumped from behind by a 
man wearing a black ninja outfit 
while delivering a pizza in the 200 
block of North Enterprise Street 
Monday evening. 
■A complaint of an unknown 
person using a student's calling 
card without permission was re- 
ported Tuesday morning. 
■A resident of the 300 block of 
North Maple Street reported his 
ATV was stolen from the back 
porch of his residence Tuesday 
morning. 
■An employee of Mid-Am 
Bank, 222 S. Main St., reported a 
man cashed a forged check at the 
bank Tuesday afternoon. 
■An employee of the Tanning 
Center, 250 N. Main St., reported 
two males stole a book of gift cer- 
tificates Tuesday afternoon. 
■A Defiance Pike resident re- 
ported she was approached by a 
man in the 1000 block of North 
Main Street Tuesday evening who 
asked her if she had ever modeled 
before. He then asked her if she 
would pose nude for him. 
■A book was found burning in 
an elevator in the Harshman tun- 
nel Tuesday evening. Apparently, 
someone put a burning incense 
stick in the book and left it in the 
elevator. The incident is still 
under investigation. 
Unity  
Continued from page 1. 
director for BSU said BSU plays a 
major part in the black communi- 
ty on campus when sponsoring 
events such as this. 
"It gives blacks on campus an 
opportunity to feel more com- 
fortable voicing their concerns 
with other blacks, and also, [few] 
other organizations on campus 
would bother to offer the pro- 
grams that we offer," she said. 
According to Peyton, the BSU 
handles the political aspect of col- 
lege life for the black students at 
the University. 
"We're here to give the black 
students someone to turn to and 
we also work to educate the black 
students.' she said. "We bring 
down different speakers so [stu- 
dents] can hear different points 
of view to raise consciousness, 
and to get them to read more 
[about African culture and histo- 
Childs also said BSU would like 
to see more unity on campus, and 
convince the black community to 
Set involved not only with dances, 
ut also with attending speakers 
and conferences such as this 
weekend's. 
Other upcoming events this 
month include the performance 
of the play "The Meeting" on 
Feb. 15 and a dinner and jazz 
program on Feb. 23 featuring a 
group  of jazz  musicians  who 
Elayed with the greatest "big" 
ands, including Count Basie's 
and Duke Ellington's. 
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Exchange  
Continued from page 1. 
trip to Moscow in March to finalize plans for the 
teleconference. 
Thursday. Olscamp and Sarkasov discussed a 
possible academic exchange agreement dealing 
with Mendeleev and Bowling Green's chemistry 
department. Mendeleev is a chemistry-oriented 
school. 
However, the main purpose of the visit was to 
discuss progress on the "space bridge" project, a 
teleconference between Mendeleev ana Bowling 
Green. 
Petre Sergievskii is one of the Soviet students 
who will participate in the teleconference. He said 
their view of global warming is much like the 
United States'. 
"I know there's very much uncertainty," he 
said. "But most scientists agree it's an important 
problem and we must take steps to solve it. 
Ixic.'illy. officials are taking measures to insure 
Computer  
Continued from page 1. 
while the IBM PS/2 brand would 
cost students an extra $195. Stu- 
dents also would be able to up- 
grade Macintosh systems to a IX' 
or Ilsi model for an extra fee. 
A positive response by students 
could lead to more computers in 
residence hall rooms, Schroeder 
said. 
"It's certainly possible [the 
plan] could be expanded," he 
said. "A lot of it would be gauged 
on student attitudes and how 
many people request rooms in 
Chapman. ' 
In Prout Hall, a smaller test 
Founders   
University students are ready for the teleconfer- 
ence. 
An honors course titled, "Global Warming: A 
Call for International Cooperation" is being used 
to prepare students for the space bridge. 
Thirty-eight undergraduates and 12 graduate 
students were accepted into the class, which began 
Monday. Honors program director Paul Haas is 
supervising the class, but more than a dozen facul- 
ty members are expected to become involved. 
Mendeleev Institute also has a similar class 
connected with the teleconference, said Environ- 
mental Programs Director Berry Cobb. 
The teleconference will be broadcast on Soviet 
television, with a potential audience of nearly 160 
million people. Total cost of the space bridge and 
the accompanying class is expected to reach 
$30,000. The Edward Lamb Foundation is provid- 
ing much of the funds for the project. 
version of this project has 
already been in place. Five Mac- 
intosh and four IBM computers 
were installed in Prout rooms last 
summer to test the project's fea- 
sibility. 
If the Trustees approve the 
proposal, computer services and 
residence life officials will meet 
to discuss implementation plans, 
Schroeder said. 
The computer proposal is part 
of the annual residence and din- 
ing hall budgets. Residence halls 
are asking for nearly $14 million, 
an increase of more than $400,000 
from the 1990-92 approved bud- 
get. Dining halls are requesting 
$8.6 million, up 5.15 percent from 
the 1991-92 revised budget. 
The rest of the trustees' agenda 
is light, with no new or continuing 
items facing the board. Trustee 
Secretary Lester Barber said the 
lack of items is a matter of coin- 
cidence. 
"Apparently, it's just a luck of 
the draw," he said. "The meeting 
was necessary, though, to deal 
with the residence and dining hall 
budgets — they have to be appro- 
priated at this time of year." 
Trustees are expected to vote 
on a revised policy on misconduct 
in research. 
Continued from page 1. 
live here that have opposing 
views," he said. "We felt the best 
thing to do was to remove [the 
window paintings and the 
flags]." 
In addition, Jane Schimpf, di- 
rector of Food Operations said 
the paintings went against Food 
Operations' policy. 
"Food Operations' policy states 
that we try to avoid controversial 
issues," she said. "The dining 
halls should be a place where the 
students are not threatened by 
the issues. 
"We want to keep the environ- 
ment [the dining halls] a neutral 
area. 
Schimpf said the feedback she 
received from students con- 
cerned her. 
"I think that the turning point 
was when we started receiving 
negative comments from some of 
the international students and on 
some comment cards," she said. 
"We were in a no-win situation." 
Some students did not under- 
stand the opposition to the sym- 
bols. 
"I can't believe that anybody 
would protest the flag as a sym- 
bol," said Eric See, junior cri- 
minal justice major. 
Founders assistant general 
manager Sandy Lorenzen said 
the students had permission to 
paint the windows, but she did not 




Lambda Chi Alpha 
Feb. 4, 5. 7, 11 
Feb 11 (Formal Dinner] 
Invitation only 
All part let start 




Joining o iroternity can be one ol the molt 
important decisions of your college career. 
That's why Lambda Chi Alpha challenges you to 
look carefully at several houses before 
choosing the one best for you. We think that 
you'll soon notice the difference our associate 
member program can moke in your adjustment 
to fraternity life. 
As a pledge, you may be required to clean up 
after parties, take tests, and be denied the 
right to vote on fraternity business. Through 
our association member program, you will be 
treated with the same consideration an octive 
member receives. You will be permitted to vote 
at chapter meetings, and even hold on office. 
You will not be required to prove yourself ot 
Lambda Chi Alpho. Your semester of 
association membership is to give you the time 
required for you to decide of Lambda Chi Alpha 




4-64 Yrs. Of Age 
352-0796 
HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT 
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN 
$1.00 Fare 
For Elderly (65+)/ 
Handicapped Persons 
Transit tenifiialonCard Required" 
Children 
UNOCR 4 vu. on UNDER SO ua. 
Ride Free Of Charge 
wiih adult. 
Child must ride in Child Restraint 
VAN WITH LIFT AVAILABLE: Wheelchair Access i Group Seating Available 
•Transit Identification Cards Available At Grants Administrators Office By Appt. 





" Ramos Taxi" 
Let Driver Know 
How Many Persons 
Will Be Riding 
Rates Effective Feb. 1, 1991 
Th»» service is financed m 
part from en operating as- 
sistance grant from tne 
Orvo Department of 
T'ansponaton. 
.-J 
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS 
The Distinguished Service Award Committee seeks self nominations and 
faculty/administrative staff nominations of seniors and graduate students 
who have given distinguished service to Bowling Green State University. 
To be eligible to receive consideration for a Distinguished Service Award, 
a senior or graduate student must have demonstrated outstanding service 
contributions to BGSU through one or more areas of University service 
(college and/or department activities, student government, student activi- 
tie, Greek Life, athletics, etc.) 
Seniors and graduate students graduating in the 1990-91 academic year 
(Winter commencement, 1990; Spring and Summer commencements, 
1991) who would like to be considered for a Distinguished Service Award 
and those Faculty/Administrative staff who would like to submit nomina- 
tions, may obtain an application form at 305 Student Services Building or 
by calling 372-2147. 
THE ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL NOMINATIONS IS 5 
P.M., FRIDAY, MARCH 22, 1991. 
Delayed, fatal aftereffect 
of smoking now realized 
by Robert Bytd 
Associated Press writer 
ATLANTA — More Americans are quitting 
smoking, and more are dying — now more than 
400,000 a year — as the habits of the 1950s and '60s 
take an increasing toll, federal health officials said 
Thursday. 
The National Center for Disease Control report- 
ed 434,175 Americans died from smoking in 1988, 
up 11 percent from the 390,000 deaths attributed to 
smoking in a 1985 study. 
Those numbers reflect a steady, deadly trend, 
CDC researchers said. Back in 1965, the calculated 
toll from smoking deaths was 188,000. 
"The problem is, we are now paying for what 
happened 20 to 30 years ago, when large numbers 
of people smoked in large amounts," said Dr. Wil- 
liam Koper, director of the Atlanta-based CDC. 
"Even though the percentage of Americans now 
smoking is lower than in the past, the burden of the 
past practice is coming clear." 
That burden includes more than 100,000 annual 
deaths from lung cancer, the leading cause of 
smoking-related deaths, Roper noted. The CDC 
reported 111,985 smoking-related lung cancer 
deaths for 1988, up from 106,000 in 1985 and 38,100 in 
1965. 
"It takes 10 to 20 years for the cancer caused by 
smoking to result," he said. 
Smoking also resulted in 48,896 other cancer 
deaths, such as mouth cancers and pancreatic 
cancer, in 1988; 201,002 deaths from car- 
diovascular diseases such as heart disease and ar- 
terial disease; and 82,857 deaths from respiratory 
diseases such as  bronchitis and  emphysema, 
among other causes. 
The CDC also said 3,825 Americans died from 
lung cancer caused by others' smoking, or passive 
smoke. But the CDC s statistical formulas do not 
yet include passive smoking deaths from heart 
diseases, which a recent study estimated at 37,000 
a year. 
Roper said health officials hope the increasing 
death toll from smoking will turn around, given 
recent trends toward stopping smoking. 
CDC researchers estimate about 29 percent of 
Americans smoke, down from 30 percent in 1985 
and 40 percent in 1964, the year of the landmark 
surgeon general's warning against smoking. 
"We've seen a reduction in smoking percentages 
for several years now, and I hope that by the year 
2000 ... we're going to begin to see a decline in ac- 
tual numbers of smoking-attributable illnesses 
and deaths," Roper said. 
"But that's heavily dependent on behavior pat- 
terns right now, and we're anxious to get the mes- 
sage especially to young people, young women, 
who tend to be the largest percentage smokers." 
CDC surveys show women are slower to give up 
the habit than men and Americans younger than 44 
smoke more than older people. 
The CDC also said the 1988 death rate attributa- 
ble to smoking was 12 percent higher for blacks 
than for whites. 
To attain its calculation of smoking-related 
deaths, the CDC uses formulas taking into account 
the numbers of deaths from a given disease and 
the relative risks of death from that disease for 
current smokers and former smokers. 
Storm  
□ Continued from page 1. 
Allied military officials played 
down the significance of the tank 
battle that raged for the better 
part of two days in and around 
Khafji, on the Persian Gulf coast 
below the Kuwait border. 
"About as significant as a mos- 
quito on an elephant," grumbled 
the allied commander, U.S. Army 
Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf. 
During the battle for Khafji, 
another Dattle raged 40 miles to 
the west, near the Kuwaiti town 
of al-Wafra, where Saudi troops 
and U.S. airplanes exchanged 
fire with Iraqi positions. U.S. 
Marines reported evidence of five 




OXFORD, O. (AP) - The 
reason ninth-grade students 
got their highest scores in 
reading and writing in the 
state proficiency tests 
probably is because those 
skills are used everyday, 
said one representative to 
the State Board of Educa- 
tion. 
Sally Southard, 8th Dis- 
trict representative, said 
the mathematics test scores 
were weak because students 
don't work hard on applying 
math to everyday life. Civ- 
ics scores ranked between 
math and English. 
The state ooard met in 
December to look at a large 
sample of test scores and 
was shocked to learn 67 per- 
cent of Ohio's ninth-graders 
did not pass all four parts of 
the test given in November, 
Southard said. 
But she said people must 
realize the test is difficult. 
"It's applying knowledge, 
not testing knowledge. It is 
not a test that all adults 
could pass simply because 
they have a high school di- 
ploma," she said. 
"This test was developed 
by Ohio teachers who looked 
over all the curriculum in 
every high school in the 
state, and reviewed what 
was being taught or that 
teachers said they planned 
to teach. So the test was de- 
signed around what teach- 
ers say is being taught." 
Subpoenas stifle 
press' freedom 
WASHINGTON (AP) — A flood of subpoenas served on newspapers 
and television stations demonstrates that "the news media in this 
country are under siege" from the courts, according to the Reporters 
Committee for Freedom of the Press. 
And "my perception is it's probably getting worse," said Jane 
Kirtley, the committee's executive director, as she released on 
Thursday a report which showed 4,400 subpoenas — seeking notes, 
photographs, tapes or testimony —which were served on 1,042 news 
organizations in 1989. 
"This is only part of the total," Kirtley said, noting more than half of 
the 2,127 newspapers and television stations which were asked to par- 
ticipate in the survey did not respond. Of those replying, newspapers 
outnumbered television stations more than 2-to-l, but television 
stations received 77 percent of all subpoenas reported. 
"The news media have argued that subpoenas divert reporters from 
newsgathering and disseminating functions, adversely affecting both 
the amount and quality of the news the public receives," the report 
said. "Such arguments often fall on unsympathetic ears," it said. 
Kirtley told reporters she hoped the report "will at least provide the 
empirical evidence some courts have been claiming they want." 
Here are some of the survey's findings: 
—News organizations complied with 56.5 percent of the subpoenas 
reported in 1989. Most of those sought stories already aired by broad- 
cast stations or already published by newspapers. 
—Material not previously made public, such as reporters notes, 
unused photographs or unedited videotape "outtakes," were sought in 
about one-third of the subpoenas. 
—Just under 8 percent of the subpoenas were challenged by news 
organizations, and 75 percent of such challenges were successful. 
"This is why judges see only a small part of the problem," Kirtley 
said. 
—Seven times as many subpoenas were issued by state courts than 
by federal courts. 
—States with so-called shield laws that give reporters a qualified or 
absolute privilege against revealing information, confidential or not, 
accounted for 49.2 percent of the subpoenas. 
—A mid-sized daily newspaper in Florida, not otherwise identified 
in the report, said it budgets $8,000 a month tor lawyer fees due to the 
legal activity created by subpoenas. 
—Most subpoenas were issued in connection with criminal pros- 
ecutions, and most of those were issued by lawyers for the defendants. 
—California was the state in which the most subpoenas, 594, were 
reported by news organizations. Completing the top five states were 
Texas, 579; Florida, 333; Pennsylvania, 216; and Alabama, 156. 
"Our survey shows that subpoenas are frequently little more than 
fishing expeditions, seeking irrelevant information or material that is 





Bowling Green, OH 
Reservations Accepted 
Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials 
Monday: Mexican Night 
Margaritas 5pm - 9pm $1.50 
Tuesday:  Family Style Baked Chicken $5.SO 
(all you can eat) 
Prime Rib! 
Wednesday: Mexican Night 
Lamb Chops 
Thursday: Spaghetti & Meatballs 
with Tossed Salad $4.95 Rolls & Butter 
Friday & Saturday 
Prime Rib & Sea Food Buffet 6-9pm 
DOUBLE PIZZA DOUBLE PIZZA 
Cheese  






open 4 pm 
Coupon not needadl 
* Open Saturdays and Sundays 
at Noon 
Not valid with any other otter 
l.O. ONLY 
2 Medium      2 Large 
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1.50 2.00 
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Expires 2 28 91 
BG ONLY 
Not valid with any other offer Not valid with any other offer 
THE FALCON'S NEST 
IS OPEN 
SAT. & SUN. 10:00 am - 6:00 pm 
Featuring short order grill 
line and cafeteria 
Located in the University Union 
Quantum 90 card accepted 
Visa • Mastercard • cash 
THE PHEASANT ROOM 
offers a 
SUNDAY BUFFET 
All you can eat only $5.95 
located in the University Union 
Quantum 90 card accepted 
12-2 p.m. 372-7947 or 372-7949 
Swim teams meet Find I ay, 
Ohio Northern at Cooper 
by Kevin Cummings 
sports writer 
Coming off their biggest dual 
meet victories of the season, both 
the men's and women's swim 
teams enter Saturday's home 
meet with caution. 
The Falcons will attempt to 
avoid a letdown after beating 
arch-rival Miami, as they enter- 
tain both the University of Find- 
lay and Ohio Northern in a 2 p.m. 
triangular meet in Cooper Pool. 
The young, but experienced 
men's squad may have finally 
found the right winning combina- 
tion against Miami. 
But it will be a different lineup 
that sees action this time around, 
as head coach Brian Gordon shuf- 
fles his cards in order to prevent 
the upset. 
"We're going to go with major 
lineup changes," Gordon said. 
"When you swim in an event 
you're not familiar with, you're 
likely to swim your hardest." 
The men will be looking to raise 
their overall record above .500 for 
the first time since Oct. 21, as 
they swim their last home meet of 
the season. Two victories this 
Saturday will guarantee the team 
of a winning season. The meet is 
also the last for Jeff Morgan here 
atBG. 
Junior Brian Kaminski (who 
broke the school record in the 200 
individual medley against the 
Redskins) leads the BG charge, 
as he owns five season best times, 
and is part of four relay teams 
that own best times. 
Other Falcons to watch for in- 
clude Rob Schaefer (who owns or 
is part of five season best times), 
and diver Morgan has high scores 
in both the one and three meter 
diving. 
The BG women continue to ride 
the wave of their five seniors 
(Andrea Guidi, Deidre Heer, 
Gina Jacobs, Donna Szabo, and 
Tammy Wilson), as they look for 
a sweep in the meet, which will 
enable them to have a shot at ty- 
ing the school record for most 
victories in a season (10). The 
Enjoy Better Living in '91 With 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
Rental Office located at Cherrywood 
Health Spa 
phone:   352-9378 
We can satisfy your apartment needs from 





2 bedroom- l'A baths 
Furnished- Wall to wall carpet 
Extra large closets- Linen closet 
Gas heat and cooking 
Laundry areas in each building 
Patio area- Grills available 
Sound-conditioned interior 
All residents will have membership 
priviledges to Cherrywood Health Spa 
Now Showing 
Friday, February 1st and Saturday, February 2nd 
7:00 p.m., 9:30 p.m. and Midnight 
Eva Marie Saint 
Theater 
$1.50 admission 
COME SEE US! ! 
UNION FOYER 
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.       Toddy! 
Join one of our Great Committees 
mark could be tied with a victory 
at Ball State next week. 
"We continue to have outstand- 
ing leadership from our seniors," 
Gordon said. "We've had a great 
week of practice and I've seen no 
signs of a letdown yet." 
The Falcon's strengths are in 
team depth, as the women go 
three deep in each event, and 
seem to be hitting their stride at 
this point of the year. 
Although the entire team is in- 
volved in scoring, BG continues 
to be led by Keely Yenglin, Jody 
Reed, Jill Bowers, and Josie 
McCulloch. The four either hold 
or are part of a relay team that 
holds season best times in 18 out 
of 23 events. 
"This is our last week of hard 
practices before we start to taper 
down," Gordon said. "It was my 
goal to get in a good week of prac- 
tice, because even if we don't 
swim a good meet we should 
win." 
Sweeps on both sides of the coin 
are likely as both UF and ONU 
are struggling. The Oiler men are 
3-8 while the women are 4-7, and 
the Polar Bear men are 0-6 while 
the women are 1-5. 
The Falcon men currently 
stand at 4-5 (2-2 in the MAC), 
while the women are 7-3 (2-1). 





by Todd Herzog 
sports writer 
With a healthy Clinton Venable 
and Joe Moore back in the lineup 
for the first time together in more 
than a week, the Falcons are in 
great position to begin their sec- 
ond tour of the Mid-American 
Conference. 
The next foe 
on BG's dash 
toward   first 
Place, will be 





contest in Ka- 
lamazoo with a 
1-8 MAC record, 
having dropped its last game on 
Wednesday to Ohio University 
72-58, which was its 11th loss in its 
last 12 tries. Although the Bron- 
cos have fallen on hard times re- 
cently, they are by no means to be 
taken lightly. 
"We have great respect for the 
other programs and other teams 
we will face," BG head coach Jim 
D See Roundball, page 9. 
Venable 
HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. Main 
Thursday - 
Saturday, 
Jan. 31 - 
Feb. 2 
18-20 Welcome 
$2.00 cover after 9:30 
21 and Over 
$1 00 cover after 9:30 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m. 
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. "til 2:30 a.m. 
* Mini-Pitchers Every Day it 
352-9951 
In Memoriam 
Jon Marshall Canty 
21, of 309 N. Church Street, passed away 
January 15 at 9:00 p.m. following complica- 
tions from a year as Delta Tau Delta Chapter 
President. Mr. Canty worked at the Medical 
College of Ohio where he loved to "play 
doctor". He was affectionately known as 
"Tigger" and "Barney Rubble" to his close 
friends. Upon his entrance to BGSU in the fall 
of 1987, Canty pledged the Delts. He held 
many offices during his membership including 
sorority relations chair, campus P.R. Repre- 
sentative, N.P.A., and, of course, President. 
Mr. Canty was a member 
of the two-time champion- 
ship ice hockey team, 
playing with such greats 
as Jeff "Pretty Boy" Rav- 
lin and Kit "Scarface" 
Nickel, winner of the 
1990 Tom Patterson 
Award. He was born Dec. 
13, 1968, the son of Jon 
and Marsha Canty. 
Mr. Canty is survived by his parents, his sig- 
nificant other, and 80 brothers. His body was 
taken to the Delta Tau Delta Funeral Parlour 
with visitation tonight from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. 
Remembrances may be made to the Kiplinger 
Minoxodil fund. 
ATA   'FUNERAL 
February 1,1991 
8:00 p.m. . . .at the house 
BG women look 
to extend streak 
Falcons can sweep WMU with win 
by Brian Dugger 
sports writer 
It's beginning to look like old tunes around the women's bas- 
ketball scene. 
After getting off to a slow start in Mid-American Conference 
play (2-3), the Falcons have won three straight conference 
games to improve to 5-3 and move into a third-place tie with 
Miami. 
On Saturday, BG travels to Kalamazoo, Mich, for a 12:06 p.m. 
tip-off against Western Michigan. This is the second meeting be- 
tween the two teams this year, with the Falcons capturing the 
first contest 72-69, at Anderson Arena. 
The two teams come into the game going in opposite direc- 
tions. 
BG enters the contest coming off a 68-67 against Ball State and 
is rising in the MAC standings, while the Broncos are descending 
further toward the basement after a 6342 defeat to Ohio 
Wednesday night, dropping their record to 1-7 in the MAC. 
WMU must also contend with the loss of Kim Barrier due to a 
herniated disc. The senior forward is second in scoring at 12.6 
points per game and scored 11 points in the early season loss to 
"We've been a little inconsistent," Broncos' head coach Pat 
Elliott said. "We're trying to get used to playing without Bar- 
rier. She had a lot of floor leadership." 
"They're a team much like Ball State," said BG head coach 
Fran Voll. "They're struggling to find their identity so it's tough 
to anticipate what we're going to encounter." 
On paper, WMU should be an easy foe, but the Broncos also 
can be a dangerous team. 
Two freshmen have been improving as the season has pro- 
gressed. Andrea Kimball has averaged 18.2 ppg over her last 
five contests and is shooting a team-leading 80 percent from the 
foul line. 
Char Oesterling is the leading three-point shooter for the 
Broncos, converting 44 percent of her treys. 
However, the Falcons are also maturing. In their three-game 
winning streak, they've been getting good shots from the field 
and in their last two games have converted more than 50 percent 
of their opportunities. 
"We're starting to play together as a team,"Junior Cathy 
Koch said. "We're taking our time on offense. Earlier in the 
year, we were passing theTjall one time and then shooting it." 
In the second MAC game of the year, the Falcons led the Bron- 
cos 37-28 at the half but let WMU back in the game and had to 
hold on for the three-point victory. 
"We're playing much better now as a team," Voll said. "We're 
a more confident team and some people on the team have their 
roles defined now." 
leers face Wildcats 
in bid to end slump 
by Steve Easton 
assistant sports editor 
The only positive aspect for the 
BG hockey team about its series 
with Northern Michigan (23-5-3) 
is that it won't count in the Cen- 
tral Collegiate 
Hockey   Asso- 
ciation   stand- 
Tit h    the 
Wildcats 
ranked as high 
as No. 2 in the 
national polls, 






Besides being the second-best 
team in the country, NMU's 
numbers speak for themselves 
York 
snapping   their 
12-game   losing 
when assessing its dominance. 
Here are just a few figures which 
favor the Wildcats tonight and 
Saturday in Marquette, Mich.: 
■ NMU's home-ice unbeaten 
streak dates back to Jan. 12,1990 
(23-0-1). 
■The Wildcats are the high- 
est-scoring team in the country 
(as of Jan.28) with overall totals 
of 187 goals, 289 assists, and 476 
points. 
■NMU is unbeaten in its last 10 
games (9-0-1). During this 
stretch, the Wildcats are outscor- 
ing the opposition by an average 
of 7.3 to 2.2. 
■NMU's offense is averaging 
nine goals in its last four games. 
■The Wildcats lead the country 
in shorthanded goals with 10. 
As these stats suggest, BG is 
facing a powerhouse hockey 
team. 
"Northern is a legitimate Top 
two or three team in the coun- 
□ See Losing, page 10. 




































Each Apartment Features: 
Furnished                             ' Heating Pai 
\lr Conditioning Paid        '2 Bdrms. 1 
Extra Vanity                         'Walk-in Clo 
Close to Campus                 * Plenty of Pa 
Laundry Facilities               ' Fulltime Ma 
to get an apartment at 
CAMPUS MANOR 
505 Clough Street 
CALL TODAY • 352-930 
RE. MANAGEMENT 
113 Railroad St. 
Bowling Green, Oh. 434C 
STOP IN TO GET FULL DETAILS 
A complete listing of all available apar 
for Summer ana Fall 1991-1992 car 
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Defamation suit brought 
against Gathers' attorney 
college 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — 
Former Loyola Marymount bas- 
ketball coach Paul Westhead 
filed a $1 million defamation suit 
Thursday, accusing an attorney 
for Hank Gathers' family of 
blaming him for the t 
player's death last year. 
"I felt that it was time to stand 
up and to fight that accusation," 
said Westhead, who now coaches 
the Denver Nuggets of the NBA. 
The 23-year-old Gathers died 
March 4, less than two hours after 
collapsing while playing for 
Loyola Marymount. Gathers' 
family has named the university, 
Westhead and 12 others in a $32.5 
million wrongful-death lawsuit in 
Los Angeles. 
"But for the actions of Paul 
Westhead in the week before 
Hank Gathers' death, Hank 
would be alive today," attorney 
Bruce Fagel is accused of saying 
during a news conference Jan. 8. 
Westhead's lawsuit, filed in 
Philadelphia Common Pleas 
Court, targets that and other re- 
marks from the news conference. 
It says Fagel knew his charges 
were false and they "have se- 
verely damaged the reputation 
for sincerity and integrity which 
Westhead had developed 
throughout his coaching career." 
Westhead had not previously 
responded to Fagel's remarks, 
saying the matter would be de- 
cided in the courts. On Thursday, 
he said headlines in the case 
changed his mind. 
"The events of the last few 
weeks, specifically seeing head- 
lines in the Los Angeles Times 
that had it not been for Paul 
Westhead, Hank Gathers would 
be alive today, sharply changed 
my position," the coach said by. 
telepl 
Philadelphia 
"I can only say that I was not involved in 
anything that was hurtful to Hank [Gathers] in 
his career with me." 
-Paul Westhead. former Loyola Marymount 
heaa coach 
"1 can only say that I was not 
involved in anything that was 
hurtful to Hank in his career with 
me," said Westhead, who said he 
feels "still deeply the loss of Hank 
Gathers and that's something 
that's not easy to have dimin- 
ished." 
Westhead said Fagel "had real- 
ly attacked my personal integrity 
just made a decision that I 
cannot 
phone from the office of his 
attorney,   Richie 
Phillips." 
and I 
allow that to go unno- 
ticed." 
Fagel did not return a phone 
call to comment. 
An autopsy found a heart dis- 
order caused Gathers death. He 
had been treated for an irregular 
heartbeat, but was allowed to 
keep playing. 
The Gathers family's wrongful- 
death lawsuit, pending in Superi- 
or Court in Los Angeles, claims 
Westhead asked Gathers' doc- 
tors, with the university's knowl- 
edge, to reduce or change his me- 
dication to improve his play 
"without regard to the physical 
detriment to (Gathers) and with 
a conscious disregard for his life 
and safety." 
Westhead's lawsuit says Gath- 
ers' medication dosage "was re- 
duced on several occasions" in 
the two months before his death, 
but the suit says Westhead never 
requested or urged it. 
"All the decisions to reduce the 
medication were made exclu- 
sively by physicians who were 
acting in accordance with recog- 
nized medical standards, 
Westhead's lawsuit says. "All the 
decisions to reduce the medica- 
tion were made after consulta- 
tions with Hank Gathers." 
Phillips said a settlement con- 
ference has been set on March 2 
for the family's lawsuit, sched- 
uled to come to trial in Septem- 
ber. But he said he won't attend. 
"I do not intend that there is go- 
ing to be a settlement of that 
case," Phillips said. "I intend 
that there is going to be a trial 
and at that trial, Paul Westhead 
is going to be vindicated." 
Track to be tested 
in weekend Invites 
by Patrick Murphy 
sports wnler 
The men's and women's track 
team resume action with most of 
the team going to the Saginaw In- 
vitational today and the rest go- 
ing to the Meyo Invitational on 
Saturday. 
The Saginaw meet will have 
about 12 teams. Sid Sink, the men 
and women's head coach hopes to 
Roundball 
□ Continued from page 8. 
Larranaga said. 
The Broncos boast two of the 
top four leading scorers in the 
league. Paced by first team All- 
MAC selection of last year Jim 
Havrilla. The 6-10 junior center 
averages 17.6 points and 8.5 re- 
bounds per game. 
The other Western threat is 6-6 
sophomore Sean Wightman, who 
averages 17.6 ppg. 
>IAA UAA UAA UAA UAA UAA UAA UAA UAA 
The Undergraduate of Alumni 
Association, Office of Alumni 
Affairs and Office of Admissions 
would like to thank 3GSU hosts 
for the Northwest Ohio Senior 
Recognition Program. Your 
contribution helped make 
the program . i success! 
Amy Bedinghaus Barb Neal 
Kathy Brinkman Chad Noblit 
Lori Binkowski Steve Novak 
Lori Brocksieker Carrie Null 
Jeff Businger Kim Phillips 
Susanne Davis Chris Rosenthal 
Jeremy Dott Dave Ruble 
Dana Dukich Bethany Ruggiero 
Becky Ellis Sherl Schaaf 
Shannon Favril Jenny Sickle 
Betty Fruth Amy Siegel 
Lesa Herbst -^©GS Audry Snyder 
Julie Garloch Jennifer Stephens 
Mike Klem Stephanie Stewart 
Beth Kinker Sean Sull 
Lee Kolokske Michelle Vaccariello 
Jim Levon Chantee Weisend 
Kirstin Mathers Leslie Williams 
Jen Morse Tom Ziehler 
Beth Myers Becky Ziss 
Shell returns to Pro Bowl 
HONOLULU (AP) - The kids in the front row 
of Aloha Stadium yelled across the field, "Mr. 
Shell, Mr. Shell, could we have your autograph 
please?" 
Art Shell, an imposing 6-foot-S, 280-pounder 
who tends to look rather stern and serious, 
smiled, walked across to the sideline 'hen 
worked his way down the row, patiently 4^ \g 
autographs following an AFCpracticesession. 
After a 10-year lapse, NFL Hall of Famer 
Shell is back at the Pro Bowl. He played in the 
league's all-star game eight times while he was 
a tackle for the Raiders, now he's returning as 
the Raiders' coach, to coach the AFC squad in 
Sunday's game. 
So far. Shell's coaching career has been as 
successful as his playing career. 
Taking over the troubled Raiders during the 
1989 season, he quickly built them into one of the 
AFCs best teams in 1990. Los Angeles was 12-4 
and won the AFC West with its first over .500 re- 
cord in five years. The season came to a crash- 
ing halt with a 51-3 loss to Buffalo in the AFC ti- 
tle game. 
"We were really hurt by the loss to Buffalo," 
jri ui wn&i Rinu oi a leain we rwve. 
'turning the Raiders to prominence has 
i a return to the style — and temperament — 
«fine teams Shell played on. In his 15 years 
Shell said. "We worked so hard to get to that 
point, and I don't believe that game was an indi- 
cation of hat ki d f t m ha ." 
Re
beeni 
of the fi  
with the Raiders, they were 1HW0-7, made the 
playoffs 11 times and won two Super Bowls. 
When Mike Shanahan became coach in 19(8, 
the former Denver assistant brought new ideas 
and a new approach. He was unsuccessful and 
was fired in 1989. 
After replacing him four games into the 
season, Shell went back to the traditional Raider 
approach — physical, basic, overpowering foot- 
ball. Since that time, the Raiders are 20-10. 
"I grew up in the Raider organization and I 
think I learned how to win," the 44-year-old 
Shell, the youngest coach in the league, said. 
Shell's rapport with the players seems to be 
one of his strong suits. 
"Art Shell is a Raider of old. He played in 
some of the biggest games in the team s history. 
He's been there, so he knows what to say to us, 
what to do," defensive end Greg Townsend said. 
Bucks drop first to MSU 
see improvement. 
"We are looking to have a good 
meet," he said. "Our basic theme 
is to improve each week." 
The Meyo Invitational in South 
Bend, Ind. will feature some of 
the best competition in the coun- 
try, Sink said. 
On the men's side, junior Todd 
Black will run in the 800 meters. 
sophomore Shawn Blanchett will 
run in the 55 and the 200, junior 
D See Track, page 10. 
Although the Falcons will get a 
boost from the return of Venable, 
BG has been getting strong per- 
formances from Michael Huger, 
Derek Kizer, Vada Burnett and 
Tom Hall, who have responded 
well in Venable's absence. 
At 5-3 in the MAC, BG is still 
two games behind of league- 
leading Eastern Michigan, who 
lost its first game Wednesday to 
Kent State, and Miami who also 
carries a 7-1 mark in MAC play. 
Phillips said that "there were 
plenty enough doctors who took 
part   in Gathers' treatment. 
"Certainly they didn't need a 
basketball coach to tell them how 
to be treating Hank Gathers. It 
didn't happen," Phillips said. 
EAST LANSING, Mich. (AP) 
— Michigan State wasn't quite 
ready to abidicate the Big Ten 
throne. 
The defending champion Spar- 
tans handed No. 3 Ohio State its 
first loss of the season on Thurs- 
day night, 75-61, and worked their 
way back into the conference title 
picture. 
"This is a great win for us," 
Michigan State coach Jud Heath- 
cote said. "I don't know if we 
were inspired, or we caught Ohio 
State on a bad night, but this puts 
us right into a contending posi- 
tion. Now it is up to the players." 
Michigan State (13-6, 6-3) was 
coming off a 34-point loss to sec- 
ond-place Indiana and the Buck- 
eyes (17-1, 7-1) were coming off 
consecutive road victories and 
were one of the last two unbeaten 
Division I teams along with top- 
ranked UNI.V. 
Steve Smith scored 26 points, 
including the 2,000th of his ca- 
reer, for the Spartans and Mark 
Montgomery added a career-high 
17. 
Michigan State led 39-36 at half- 
time, and quickly expanded that 
lead to eight points on a dunk by 
Dwayne Stephens and a 3-pointer 
by Montgomery. 
"Hitting that first shot really 
See Upset, page 10. 
Con Vou Walk Backwards 
and Talk at the Same Time? 
Would you like to get paid for it? 
Then be a 
CAMPUS TOUR GUID€! 
Applications available 
nouj thru February 6th in 
110 McFall Center 
CHARLESTOWN and 
MID AM MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
Within walking distance to campus for 
summer 1991 and 1991' 92 school year. 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, 
gas heat & water included, air condition- 
ing. 
Contact: Resident Manager 
641 Third St.. Apt. 4, B.O. 
352-4380 
JAA UAA UAA UAA UAA UAA UAA UAA UAA 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
wishes to congratulate its 
newly initiated members i 
January 26, 1991 
Deborah Bornhorst    Jeanie Lyme 
Ginger Bowerman      Barbara Lenhart 
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BG expecting tough meet 
by Glen Lubben 
sports writer 
Many elements decide a close 
athletic competition. 
Perhaps more than anything, 
confidence leads a team to vic- 
tory. 
This trait may be the deciding 
element in a Bowling Green win 
this Sunday when the women's 
gymnastics team travels to Mun- 
cie, Ind. to compete against Ball 
State. 
After defeating the Cardinals 
last year by 9.05 points, junior Ju- 
lie Zickes and Sophomore Robin 
Wall are both poised for this 
weekends competition. 
"We're definitely looking for a 
win," Wall said. "It's a big MAC 
meet and we want to show we can 
win." 
Even with their confidence, the 
Falcons aren't disillusioned 
about the Cardinals' ability. 
"This is still going to be a close 
meet," Wall said, ''and we're not 
going to take this lightly." 
In fact, two weeks ago, the 
Cardinals led the MAC on the 
balance beam and the floor exer- 
cise with scores of 9.40 and 9.45 
respectively. Since then, BG's 
junior Mary Beth Friel is ranked 
number one in the MAC on the 
balance beam and number two on 
the floor putting her far ahead of 
BSU's top performers. 
According to Coach Charles 
Simpson, BSU will definitely give 
the Falcons a tough time. 
"Ball State is improving year 
by year," Simpson said. 
Even with their improvement, 
the Cardinals have lost their last 
two meets. Their first defeat 
came at the hands of a vengeful 
Kent State, which was crushed 
the week before by the Falcons. 
Last weekend, BSU lost their 
second meet of the season to cur- 
rent MAC leader Eastern Michi- 
presents BLACK 
Live: DRY DOCK 
*&*       Feb. 2 
9 - 1 a.m. 
RAP 
can. However, Simpson doesn't 
think those losses have that much 
effect on this weekend's meet. 
"You can't pay that much at- 
tention to those things," Simpson 
said. "It should have no influence 
on the meet." 
Junior Kathy Altonen also 
agreed with the caliber of this 
weekend's competition. 
"Ball State will be really 
tough," Altonen said. "We've 
worked really hard this week and 
we're a lot stronger. Everbody 
also put more difficulty in their 
routines." 
The Falcons will be hoping 
everyone pulls together to help 
produce a win. 
"During mid-season, out team 
really starts pulling together," 
Zickes said. "It will be a big ad- 
vantage." 
However, the Falcon team will 
be missing their trainer this 
weekend. 
According to BG's Simpson, 
Falcon trainer, Jay Radford was 
"taken away from the team" this 
week. 
"We will miss our trainer this 
weekend," Simpson said. "It will 
not bother us. Beyond that, I have 
no comment." 
Radford had no comment on his 
departure from the team. 
Track  
Upset 
Continued from page 9. 
boosted my confidence," Mont- 
gomery said. "The guys told me 
to keep shooting, and I kept get- 
ting open shots. 
Ohio State trailed 58-52 with 
9:29 to play and scored just one 
point in the next 5:55 
"You have to give Michigan 
State all the credit for our shoot- 
ing," Buckeyes coach Randy 
Ayers said. "They took away our 
penetration, and they did a good 
job of controlling the tempo. We 
never got our offense into sync, 
especially down the stretch." 
Chris Jent's three-point play 
pulled the Buckeyes within 64-58 
with 2:09 to play, but Ohio State 
got no closer, as the Spartans 
made seven free throws in the 
final 68 seconds, four by Smith. 
Smith moved into second place 
on Michigan State's all-time scor- 
ing list, passing Greg Kelser. He 
has 2,020 points, 125 short of Scott 
Skiles' school record. 
"I know it is there, but I'm try- 
ing not to think about it." Smith 
said of the scoring  milestone. 
"My technical was the biggest 
play of the game," Ayers agreed. 
"It let them score the last seven 
points of the half, and then they 
scored the first five of the second 
half, and we never recovered." 
DANCERS 
Appearing Next Week: WFAL! 
□ Continued from page 9. 
Bill Overla will do the shot put, 
and freshman Rameir Martin 
will high jump. 
The women will send senior 
Tracy Gaerke to run in the 800, 
senior Tammy Asher will shot 
put. and sophomore Vicki Czekaj 
will high jump. 
Gaerke said she is ready for the 
tough competition. 
"This is a good meet to go fast 
at," she said. "The quality of the 
competition is very good and we 
are looking to compete well." 
o a 12 
It's  Big  Ten  Time  and the 
men's tennis team is looking to 
alter history when they face 
Michigan State today at the Spar- 
tan Tennis Center. 
"I believe our team is ready to 
play," head coach Gene Orlando 
said. "It has been 10 long years 
since the BG tennis program has 
beaten a Big Ten team and our 
squad is looking to make a little 
history." 
This year the Spartans are off 
to a fast start. They are 2-0 and 
Orlando said they had a great 
team performance in the Big Ten 
Indoors last weekend. 
EMU pressured to J 
drop its nickname 
YPSILANTI, Mich. (AP) — 
The Hurons are a thing of the past 
at Eastern Michigan University, 
which bowed to civil rights pres- 
sure Wednesday and dropped the 
Indian tribe as its nickname. 
The school's board of regents 
voted 6-0, with two members ab- 
sent, to drop the name, accepting 
the recommendation of President 
William Shelton. The school will 
seek a new nickname and sports 
logo, but hasn't yet decided how. 
Shelton told the board his rec- 
ommendation "in no way implies 
that the university and support- 
ers of the Huron logo and name 
ever intended disrespect or di- 
shonor toward Native Ameri- 
cans." 
Even so, he said continued use 
of the Huron name "we now know 
(would) offend and denigrate, 
however unintentionally, mem- 
bers of our community." 
The regents in November asked 
Shelton to recommend a course of 
action on the nickname. They 
Losing  
[: Continued from page 8. 
try," BG head coach Jerry York 
said. "It will be a strong test for 
our team. They are certainly on a 
level with Lake Superior and 
Michigan." 
Individually, the Wildcats are 
paced by WCHA scoring leader 
Scott Beattie (28 goals-27 as- 
sists-55 points), Hobey Baker 
candidate-defenseman Brad 
Werenka (15-2*44), and Dallas 
Drake (16-22-38). NMU is solid in 
goal also with Bill Pye (19-3-3, 
2.77 goals against average). 
York will make only one major 
change in his lineup with senior 
John Burke (0-5-1, 4.98) getting 
his second consecutive start in 
the series opener. 
"I plan on playing John Burke 
Friday and if he plays well he'll 
earlier had tabled a study com- 
mittee's recommendation that 
the Hurons name continue in use. 
The Michigan Civil Rights 
Commission in November voted 
in 1988 to ask colleges and high 
schools around the state to drop 
Indian names for their sports 
teams. Many high schools have 
done so, but Eastern Michigan 
and Central Michigan universi- 
ties had been holdouts. 
Central Michigan decided to re- 
tain the name Chippewas for its 
sports teams, but dropped the 
logo last year. 
Eastern Michigan will phase in 
the change, replacing uniforms, 
letterheads and other insignia as 
they are used up with those that 
don't have the Huron name or an 
Indian figure, said spokeswoman 
Kathy Tinney. 
"It will require a significant 
adjustment by a lot of people," 
she said. 
play Saturday," York said. "I'd 
like to get into a system now 
where if someone plays well we'll 
keep him in goal." 
NMU head coach Rick Comley 
and York each view this encoun- 
ter as one which will bring a re- 
newal to a series dating back to 
1976-77. 
"Obviously, they've hit a skid 
right now but it's a fun series to 
play because it's an old rival that 
we've battled with many times 
over the years," Comley said. 
"It brings many memories 
back to Bowling Green people," 
York said. "It fun to play a form- 
er rival especially when they're 
playing so well." 
Greenwood Coin Laundry 
1616 E. Wooster 
353-SUDS 
Ask for Lucky Load Coupons io Get 
Free Wash 
Do The Washman 
When your clothes are dirty 
And you want to look purty 
Come on down to the wash mat 
Cause that's where it's at. 
15% Discount on drop off service 
to BGSU Students & Senior Citizens 
(Minimum $4.50 order at 45* a pound.) 
Dryers run 20 minutes per 25'. 
New equipment / Large TV's / Study Table. 
CHOLARSHIPS 
Apply Now! 
Alumni Chapter Scholarship Applications are now 
available.   Each Alumni Chapter listed below will 
award a scholarship to a student from their region: 
















NEW YORK CITY 
PACIFIC NW 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE 
OFFICE OF ALUMNI AFFAIRS (372-2701). 
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE 
OFFICE OF FINANCIAL AID AND AT THE 
ALUMNI OFFICE. APPLICATION DEADLINE 
IS FEBRUARY 28. 1991. 
DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT 
POWARD'S 
JLm. 210 N. MAIN     419-352-9951  
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY        FRIDAY SATURDAY 
FEBRUARY 1991 
HOURS MON-SAT NOON TIL 2:30 AM & 
SUNDAY 2:00 PM TIL 2:30 AM 365 DAYS 
■CUT& SAVE — 
THE BG NEWS 
Classifieds 
Friday   February I, 1991        11 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
AMA 
Formal Meeting 
Tuaduy. Fab. 5 at 7:30 In 1007 BA 
Suaan Young, Flald Coordinator of tha Co-op 
oftica will guoat. Formal Drats Appraclatad. 
AMA 
Mambarahlp Drive 
Today la your laat day to bacoma a mambar 
of   tha    Amarlcan    Marfcatlng    Association 
Bring your $10 now to our tables In tha MSC 
and BA lobbies 
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL 
MEETING 
MONDAYS 6 30 
306 HANNA 
Annual REGGAE Tribute to Bob Ma/ley with 
Groovemaster. Caribbean Association. Sal 
Fab 23. 9 pm. NE Common* Until the philos- 
ophy which holds one race superior and an- 
other infenor is finally and permanently discre- 
dited and abandoned there will be war 
ATTENTION ENTHUSIASTIC STUDENTS 
Share your enthusiasm with perspective BGSU 
students' Become a CAMPUS TOUR 
GUIDE (Applications are now available in 110 
McFall Center Due Feb 6 Let others follow 
your lead-apply today' 
Attention1 AN students required lo take Ele Ed 
Methods courses (EDCI 350 351. 352, 353. 
355. 356) must apply lor methods the semes- 
ter before enrollment1 Deadline to apply lor 
summer OR Fall 1991 Ele Ed Methods 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12TH, 5 00 PM Ap- 
plication forms available m 529 Educ 
BGSU CLUB VOLLEYBALL 
SUNDAY FEB 3 0 4 PM 
® ANDERSON ARENA 
BGVS MICHIGAN STATE 
Bob Martey Tnbule. Sat Feb 23. 9 pm. Com 
mona. with Groovemaster. Caribbean Aascoa- 
lion Until the philosophy which holds one race 
superior and another inferior Is finally and per- 
manently discredited and abandoned, there will 
be war. 
Bowling Green Sports on WBGU 88.1 FM 
Hockey AT Northern Michigan Fri Sat 6 45 
Basketball AT Western Michigan Sat 
Women 12 00 noon 
Men 2 15 pm 
Sports Scene Every Sunday at 8.00 pm 
DRY DOCK LIVE! 
Yes. this Sat Feb 2. 1991. Dry Dock presents 
BLACK MINDS OF MUSIC live on the lamed 
Dry Dock stage Come join the fun as they 
dance & rap the night away Also WFAL returns 
to the Dock next week (Feb 9) for yet another 
fun liUed evening of games & prizes Make your 
plans now lo attend one or both nights Join the 
fun. the excitement, all at Dry Dock Located m 
the basement ol Harshman Quad and doors 
blast open at 9 00 pm sharp1 
Get lo the Point! 
^ome and see what Cedar Point 





PI SIGMA EPSILON 




MONDAY. FEB 4. AT 7:30 IN 110 BA 
INFORMAL DRESS 
EVERYONE WELCOME 
PI SIGMA EPSILON 
Spanish Club Meeting 
Tuesday at 8 30 m 10 7 Hanna 
See you there1 
STUDENTS FOR CHOICE 
General Meeting 
Tues Feb 5 8pm 100 BA 
SUMMER JOB FAIR 
Reps Irom Camps. Businesses. Parks 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. March 5 
10 30-4 pm SEE YOU THERE" 
VALENTINES DAY POSE SALE 
Sponsored by the Honors Student Assoc 
Pre-Ofder in the Union FoyerTHlS WEEK 
ONLY1 $2 00 rose or $20 00 dozen • on 
campus delivery on Valentine s Day & other or- 
ders can be picked up by sender at 231 Adm 
Bldg on Valentine's Day 
What: Motivation Madness 
When Feb 6 at 6 00 pm 
Where Ohio Suite Union 
Speaker Tom Watson. Director of Personnel 
Development from Marathon Oil Company 
Topic Motivation & Serf Esteem 
For   reservations,   call   Student   Services  al 
372-2843 
LOST & FOUND 
Found   very   young   puppy   on    t-28    Call 
354 4162 
LOST: Set ol Volkswagen keys Mon   l-28CaJ 
Rob 352 6290  
FOUND: Gold necklace and two charms  Oe- 
senbe and call 372-5741 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Cleaning service available lor home apartment, 
etc Low rates For details 353-7758 
POWERFLO MOBILE DJ SERVICE 
Besl price m sound around 
Call 874-6684 
PREGNANT? 
We can help Free pregnancy tests and suppor- 




Are you interested m being a 
Young Lite leader' We are looking 
lor leaders for a new club at 
Maumee High School H you 
are interested m being a leader 
please contact Todd Lacher at 
354-8271 or Knslen Foil* at 
372-4564 or Jim Hudson at 
(419) 885 8524 
*•• ALPHA XI DELTA*** 
III' ErinMoran, 
Congratulations on your activation I hope you 
now understand Ihe special meaning behind Al- 
pha Xi Delta I'm so proud of you' 
Love your Big 
Jen 
'*• ALPHA XI DELTA "•• 
* Never Again ■ Never Again ■ Never Agam 
Never Again is an organtzalion lo promote re- 
sponsible decisions about drinking and driving 
We feel this is an important message which 
should be conveyed at the high school level 
Never Again every year visits several high 
schools m Ohio and conveys our message lo 
students through a planned presentation In or- 
der to make these presentations a success, we 
need your help II you are interested in helping 
with high school presentations there will be a 
mandatory framing session on Tues Feb 5 at 
9pm in Ihe Stale Room located on 3rd floor ol 
the Union Everyone is welcome Questions'' 
Call 1314 S ask for Stacte 
A Bahamas Party Cruise. 6 days only $279' 
Jamaica & Florida 6 days $299' Daytona $159* 
Panama City 599' Call Spring Break Travel 
1 800 638-6786 
ADOPTION 
Cottage grad's happily married 
childless wish lo adopt white 
newborn Irom birthmother with 
similar background College 
education, a stable home with 
an abundance ol love is assured 
Please help us make our dream 






Portable D J Service 
6 Years Experience in B G 
Satisfaction Guaranteed' 
Do Yourself a Favor, 
Call Today' 
353-7898 
P S Reserve Dales Soon' 
Alpha Lamda Delta will sponsor the first ol our 
Last Lecture series on Tuesday. Feb   12. at 
8 00 pm in 110 BA Our leatured speaker is Dr 
Keeley Open to all 
Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi - Alpha Phi 
Nicole Kemock 
Congratulations on go-ng active' 
Love Christine 
Alpha Phi   Alpha Phi   Alpha Phi 
Alpha Sigma Phi 
would bke to congratulate Brother ol me Week 
Pan Slut./'  
Alpha Sigma Ph. 
wishes to congratulate 
Ryan Dunham 
on being chosen as a 
National Leadership Consultant 
Alpha Xi * Alpha Xi * Alpha Xi 
Lime Juke Con Instillations on your new Cabinet 
position as assistant Quill1' 
Xi Love Linda 
Alpha Xi ' Alpha Xi ' Alpha X* 
Alpha Xi Delta 
Honey Bunch 
Congratulations on going active   I'm very proud 
ol you Love. Steve 
Alpha Xi Delta * Alpha Xi Delta 
Little Juke.   Congratulations on going active" 
Love your bag Linda 
Alpha Xi Delta * Alpha Xi Delta 
Alpha Kl Delta ' Alpha Xi Delia 
Little  Dena   Congratulations on  initiation"  Xi 
Love Laurie 
Alpha Xi Delta ' Alpha Xi Delta 
AMERICAN RED CROSS 
BGSU BLOODMOBILE 
coming next week. Feb 4 8 al the COMMONS 
11-5   That s the COMMONS 1 15. Feb 4-6 
AOTT - ASHLEY MATTHEWS - AOTT 
Congratulations Big' You are so awesome and I 
am so proud of you lor becoming our new 
President You'll do a terrific rob' 
Alpha Love a Mine. 
Your L.I Allison 
Are you sick ol this cold weather^ Well gel 
away to Key West' Only S385 covers hotel ft 
transportation Contact UAO lor more mlorma- 
tion' 2-2343  
Attention Campus Organisations' Today * the 
last day to register to sponsor a booth at inter- 
national Celebration" Help carry-out this time 
honored UAO tradition by supporting Multicul- 
tural Awareness' Contact the UAO Office at 
? 2343 
Colleen 
Happy 19th Birthday' 
I  know1 you'll gel a ring  someday 
Love. Your Roomie 
Did you know it's 82 degrees today in Key 
West? 
ATTENTION ENTHUSIASTIC STUDENTS 
Snare your enthusiasm with perspective BGSU 
students' Become a campus tour guide I Ap 
pfceahons are now available m 110 McFall 
Center Due Feb 6 Let others lottow your 
lead-apply today' 
BGSU BLOODMOBILE 
Show you care DONATE 
Feb 4   Feb 8 (next week) 
at the COMMONS 11-5 
BGSU BLOODMOBILE 
BGSU CLUB VOILE YBALL 
SUNDAY FEB 3 © 4 PM 
dt ANDERSON ARENA 
BGVS   MICHIGAN STATE 
CHI OMEGA* LIL'JENtCA 
Only 2 more days until initiation' Gel excited' 
Love Your Big   Steph 
P S    Are you wearing clean underwear^ 
Deadline Extended 
For 1991 92 Step 1 Peer Leader 




These opportunities and mo<<* await you at the 
Prevention Center 310 Student Services 
372 2130 
Dee Gees tell a story 
about a woman named Jen Moray 
All you men stay clear 
She's now got a tovaher 
From an SAE at UT 
Mike Snyder is her man' 
Congratulations" 
Did you know"* Christine Busalacchi. the 20 
year ok) m a comatose stale whose lather 
wants her to be put to death with hospital assis- 
tance is actually responsive al limes 
DISCOVER FRANCE: Who will put you first In 
line? You got It. Tha Summer Study Program 
In France oilers personal growth snd *n- 
rlchement and enhances the opportunity tor 
employment. Informational meeting on Wed. 
Feb 6 at 9:00 pm In BAA 1006 Open to all. 
Don't lorget'University Ambassador apphca- 
(ions due Monday Feb 4 at 5 00 al the Miieti 
Alumni Center Pick up an application al Mist* 
or 405 Student Services' 
Follow the Leader! 
Follow the Leader* 
Follow the Leader! 
Follow the Leader! 
Follow the Leader! 
Follow the Leader' 
Follow the Leader! 
Follow the Leader! 
Follow the Leader! 
Rush Sigma Phi Epsllonl 
FRESHMAN! SOPHMORES! 
GET INVOLVED! 
Become a Step i Peer Leader 
Apply al Ihe Prevention Center 
310 Student Services 
Applications due Feb 8. 1991 
YOMIt 
it s not too late lo apply lo be a Step 1 Peer 
Leader CHECK IT OUT" 
Prevention Center 310 Student Services 
372 2130 
Gamma Phi * Denise * Gamma Phi 
Thanks for everything" 
I love you big' 
Love. L4 Denise 
GAMMA PI GAMMA 
LET S REKINDLE THE FIRE 
OF THE SECRET 8 
AND SHOW OFF OUR GREEKNESS 
WITHOUT ANY MORE WAIT' 
WE WERE CREATED FOR A 
NOBLE REASON. 
WE CANNOT REMAIN SILENT 
FOR ANOTHER SEASON 
WE ARE WAITING e 
FREE PUPPIES Long hair  bta^k a white me 
diumsize Call Sherry   372 7881 
Don't Pledge a Fraternity. 
Join A Brotherhood! 
Rush Lambda Chi Alpha 
Why put up with pledging? 
Our Associate Member Program 





See the difference Lsmbda Chi makes 
-3 Time Successive Greek Week Champa 
•Winner 1909-90 Chapter Excellence Award 
(Formerly Chapter of the year) 
•Tops In Grades 10 Straight Semi. 
Rush Lambda Chi Alpha 
Mon.. Feb. 4 -7:00 pm 
Tues. Feb. 5 - 7 00 pm 
Thurs., Feb. 7-7:00 pm 
At tha Lsmbda Chi Alphs House 
In Old Fralernlty Row 
DRY DOCK LIVEl 
Yes this Sat Feb 2 1991 Dry Dock presents 
BLACK MINDS OF MUSIC live on the lamed 
Dry Dock stage Come jom the lun as they 
dance a rap Ihe night away Also WFAL returns 
to the Dock next week (Feb 9| lor yet another 
fun lilted evening of games A prizes Make your 
plans now lo attend one or both nights Jem the 
lun. the excitement, all at Dry Dock Located m 
the basement ol Harshman Quad and doors 
blast open at 9 00 pm sharp 
continued on p. 12 
ADVERTISING CLUB 
• HAPPY HOURS * 
FRI FEB   1.4-7PM 
EASY STREET CAFE 
PRIORITY! APPOINTMENTS 
Interested in becoming a 
World Student Association 
Board Member? 
Applications lor Spring '91 
Semester Board Positions are now 
available at 403 South Hall 
For more into contact 372-2247 
Rick or 354 8255 Julie 
MDA Superdance Meeting 
Friday «t 4 30 
Student Services Building 
4th floor courtroom 
PHIUPSILONOMICR0N 
Informative Meeting with pizza, pop. and fun 
7:30 Feb. 3 In Ihe Qallerla 






945 S  Main 
352-7571 
440 E  Court 
352-9638 
Come in and see 
our HOT January 
special of the month Mexican 
dishes and Simpatico 
tour-ON 
Large 2-item eft 00 
Pan Pizza      "* 
w. quart soda 
Inside. Pickup or Delivery 
EXPIRES 2 17 91 
mil II m 
•COUPON- 
SI' ' off Any Large 
Pasta Meal 
I     Inside. Pickup or Delivery 
EXPIRES 2 17 91 
HI ILIA I.I l> -    ,: .'• 
j Mug of Soda  ££75 
■ w/ Any Lg.     *^ 
I Sub 
excluding chef sub 
I    Inside. Pickup or Dekvery 







w l Item 
Inside. Pickup or Delivery 




I Mug of Soda « 
I w/ Any '*» 
I Large Salad 
I     Inside. Pickup or Delivery 
EXPIRES 2 17 91 
pou.*na 
so Free Cup of Soup 
w/ Any Lg. Salad 
Inside Pickup or Delivery 
EXPIRES 2 1 7 91 
P0U.YIYU 
On your list of things to do make sure to stop 
In at University Village 
& 
University Courts Apts. 
They are now renting! 
• 1 and 2 Bedroom apartments 
• 9 and 12 month leases 
• Heat, water, cooking, and sewer included 
• Central air 
• No pets please 
Walking Distance To Campus! 
(419) 352-0164 Clough & Mercer 
Bowling Green 
Friday. February 1, 1991 THE BG NEWS 
Classifieds 
continued from p. 11 
IFC M Pw*m—nc CaOata 
UnMd wa Man) «VH»J..III 
'ogarhar*ibondaga onaandal 
Kaap up lf>a good work' 
Ban a ChnaOna 
 re ana Pmnmnic Cimii  
NTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Iknl 1 COM 
Floor Mookay Fao 4 Mans Womnl 4 
COM  Curing - Fm  5. Mar's Don   Flacquat 
ba»   FaB 8  
JIUMUNOOWFF 
•MOON' or• It -MOAN 




Coukjnl raatat ttva - PaoHas 
Uaa Fo»ana 
Bata MU WaKomaa you 
noma from Spam 





Look tor ma Sigma Kappa taMe on campus sal 
mg anack packs for Si a pksca  Al procaaos 

















£215 E. Poe Road 
Call 352-0717 
•k ir-A •&•&&■&•&&•&& 
MORT AR BOARD 
IIS not usi ■ rnumt bueoer    it's an experi- 
ence  Apcecabone due Friday. February 8 *» 
425 Student Servtcee 
MORTAR BOARO 
Where BO a leaders ata (Appbcation* lor nemg 
aantofaavaaafiltOT425StijOaniS»Kv»ca«) 
OSCA Membership Drive 
Jan 28   F«   i  MF 9.4 pm 
First Floor Educ 8-dg Com* |o*V 
PHI DELT ' PHI DELT • F*MI DELT 
Man. John. Jerry. A Brian 
You guys did an awesome job m the AOTT 
Classic We had a great time' Thanks 'or parttc- 
<*tmg 
Lova your AOTT Coacha*. 
Chnaty   Erica. Oan*eee. & AMaon 
PHI DCLT - IRIAN TRISSEl -PW DCLT 
Congratulations on bocomlng a TRUE Ph Oatt1 
I'm vary proud of you' Thank* lor ma awaaoma 
ceiebraton last weekend 
I lova you1 
Love • A*son 
Phi Sigma K.ppe 
Rush Phi S*gma Kappa 
And discover what you are miaa*ng   Join a 
group 01 man determined to set themsatves 
apart Irom the rest Come and sea what wa are 
al about) 
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH 
RUSH 
Phi Sigma Kappa 
Phi Sigma Kappa 
Look lor Phi Sigma 
Kappa at tha AOTT houaa 
this comming Monday 
Jual across from tha 
Math Science Ekakftng 
Our thema is Grafittt 
night, ba ready lor 
lots of fun 
Remember it .a February 4th 
at the AOTT house 
Rush'Rush' 
'"RUSH • • 
Phi Sigma Kappa' 
PhJStge 
Thai weekend enoutd prove 10 ba feed with lots 
ol fun because two more Phi S*ga are hawtg 




Let's  wisr>   Bryce  Rohra and  Dave  Pretnar 
happy birthdays   May al thatr w-shes coma 
true FPhiSigs 
PNS*gs 
Shane Hunter on behalf ol the brothers ol Phi 
Sigma Kappa wa hope you gat we* soon' You'- 
re m our thoughts 
PNSigs 
Congratulations to Tom Zlehler and Doraan 
Chapman on mar lavalermg INS weak' 
PhiStgs 
PI SIGMA EPSILON 




MONDAY FEB 4 AT 7:30 IN 110 BA 
INFORMAL DRESS 
EVERYONE WELCOME 
PI SIGMA EPSILON 
Ron. 
Just wanted to wish you an early Happy Birth 
day and say thanks lor everything you've done 




PHI DELTA THETA 
Rush at the Phi Dell House on 
Monday and Tuesday from 7 00 PM to 9 00 
PM 
NOTHING BUT THE BEST 
RUSH 
PHI DELTA THETA 
Rush at the Phi Datt House on 
Monday and Tuesday Irom 7 00 PM lo 9 00 
PM 





RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
JOIN THE SAE'S IN A REGGAE BEACH PARTY 
MONDAY T 00 9 00 PM ALL WELCOME 
SOLD Leadership Tip of the Week 
People rarely succeed at anything unless they 
have fun doing it'" 
Spurgaon Richardson 
We re SOLD on you" 
WANTED 
SCHOLARSHIPS! 
Alumni Chapter Scholarship Applications 
are now available Check your on-campus 
mailbox tor applications or stop by 
Financarf Aid or the Alumni Office 
Application deadline is Fab 26 
Scholarships awarded from 25 Alumni 
groups from across the country 
Saarchm' for your long lost shaker of salt7 Wei. 
gat away lo Key West' Calf UAO. 2-2343. 
for more info today' 
Seniors pick up your Outstanding Senior Award 
Application at Mdeti Alumni Center   Due Feb 
I3al3pm Queshons^Cal 372-2701  
Sigma Kappa '' Sigma Kappa 
Juniors. 
I'm looking forward lo a great semester We be 





A reminder for the elite leaders of BGSU Apph 
cations lor S O L D are due today in 405 Slu 
deni Services by 5 o'clock 
WE'RE SOLD ON LEADERSHIP) 
SPRING BREAK '91 HOTLINE 
Daytona Beach from $ 149 
Cancun. Mexico Irom $399 
Don't miss out Cal now for more information. 
BGSU Representative Kalhy 354-5687 
Spring Breakers", 
Open Containers allowed on the beach' 
Free deck parties ft beer during the week? 
Yea. al Panama City Beach. Florida' 
8 days/ 7 nights m a beachfront hotel 
$114 without transportation 
S204 with round trip bus ride 
Call Mike at 354-6464 lor more mfo 
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW 
DAYTONA BEACH 
7 NIGHT*. 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND 
SAND ? MIGHTS 
STEAMBOAT 
2 5 A\p /NIGHT1, 
FORTLAUDERDALE 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
CORPUS CHRISTII 
MUSTANG ISLAND 
"> AND 7 NIGHTS 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND 
S AND 7 WCHTS 
CAti TOLL Fffff TODAY 







'OroenOing on O'tM (Wrc* ,ind .f nqt " 
Spring Break 91 
Daytona and Cancun 
Daytona $149 00 
Cancun $399 00 
Cal now' Trips are gomg fast' 
Doug or Phil at 354-2990 
SPRtNGBREAK SAILING BAHAMAS 
48 it Luxury Yachts Groups ol 6 to 8 Seven 
Days Barefoot. Sailing the Bahamas $488 00 
each includes private cabin ft meals SPRING- 
BREAK HOTLINE 1-800-999-7245 ANY- 
TIME 
The Dee Gees are al giddy 
about a women named Jen Witty 
who'a come to stay Irom over 
Wittenburg way Welcome" 
Tuition Raffle Is coming! 
Winter Clearance 
40 - 70S OFF 
Entire stock ol sweaters. 
pants, tops, dresses, etc 
Excluding Greek, sweat wear 
and Jackets 
JEANS-N-THINOS ' 531 RIDGE 
352-8333 
Entropy by Chuck Bost 
7T'^ FRIDAV!! HA HA H* T\\A y/\ yA HA HA HA HA pA M HA 
SCHOOL P0£SAJY£X/ST/|5 





^gatASt TlMe WC UE^T fiarTMATM 
Atib HfflOfia , C«OS» .00RCA 
<~>«WBE   »jb   INI    -i.L-0.    HeEACn- 
Qi«u?TeA& GAu»ir«je> r*m. *o«ia»*«Tv 
.oo-iC-asE.   to arTt_n# 1 C*_I-T- / 
e^er*  SiMem. Twe exixeyON, 
AT- -rue  «a.c-ra***-... TW»■*&-» 
MA\A«   Ciiaw^oeo... x'vav 
eccor-ie  Mc*r aaaaLicus. .. 
MY e-a-i  **e  AJCXO t^H'Tc, 
VACUOU& von^s,.   oh. • don't 
COMe   Oiv.   0"_*M.  UTl    OO 
TO   Cc»-«'3   GCSKiuT T*AI   0-fjmf 
DON   F\JT- IN A   i_AMt>iNii 
^PuAate *?»«. TT-««F r-*ej^j ww- 
Female sublaaaars ASAP Brand new apart- 
ment Ccajmbia Court Own Room Cal 
354 3265 
Roommate  needed  immediately   Own room. 
rant nag Cal 354-6744 leave message 
Subleaser needed lo share 2 Bdr apt 5 918 
91 own bdrm  No deposit req Rent la Neog 
Call 352-9501  
Wanted/ Needed Roommate Spring semester 
Grad student opportunity Own Bedroom 
Shave utilities, under grad okay too Cal 
352 5803 • leave massage 
HELP WANTED 
250 COUNSELORS and instructors needed' 
Private, coed, summer camp m Pocono Moun- 
tains. Northeastern Pennsylvania Lohikan. PO 
Box   234BG.   Kemrworth    NJ  07033  (908) 
276 0998  
ALASKA NOW HIRING Logging const . Iishmg. 
nurses,  teachers,  etc    Up fo $7,000 mih 
CALL NOW'g06-MB;544E.t   A 446 
Be one of the 1 st ten to begin taking orders (or 
AVON on campus m '91 and receive $25 worth 
of FREE products Cal Sandy 352 0373 
Buckeye Candid Photography o looking for 
photographers Earn between $6-$ 10 per 
hour We wil tram and provide equipment Cal 
Erie at 372-3949 (or lurther information 
CHRISTMAS. Spring Break, Summer travel 
FREE Air couriers needed and cruiseship jobs 
Call 1 -805-682 7555 ext F 1656  
Disabled student needs ride to campus, a m 3 
Call 372-8495 
Excellent Income) Easy Work' Assemble 
products at home Cal Now'1-601-388-8242 
ext H2593. 24 hours  
German Tutor lor High School Student Call 
352-1832 
H you lova toddlers you'll love being a 
NANNY. Earn and learn how you can enjoy a 
fulfilling vocation where you can express 
love, concern, affection and make a statisiy- 
Ing salary. Call 1-800-733-1984 lor details. 
Nanny needed this summer lor professors 
Energetic 7yrc4d daughter Car necessary Call 
after 5 pm 3526901  
Seasonal employment avail as a white water 
raft guide in W Va. Exp not req Musi be 18 
yrs old have current CPR and first aid Contact 
North American River Runners P O Box 81. 
Hico. W VA 25854 or cal 1-800-950 2585. 
EOE  
Typesetter full time/part lime Good typing and 
grammar skils needed Will train Send resume 
to. The Copy Shop Inc 117 E Court St . Bowl- 
ing Green. OH 43402 
FOR SALE 
1 (one) mattress, 1 (one) Box spring, and 1 
(one) bed frame for single size bed Great con- 
dition, looks new $50 neg Call Dan at 
3539952  
Acoustic Guitar, good condition, case, picks. 
guitar books included $75 00 or best offer cal 
Autumn 354-7315  
Bike for sale - Univaga 88 12 speed Great 
Shape' $160 or best offer Call JUNE 
352-6108_  
Don't waste money on Florida Buy my 1982 
Yamaha Maxim 550u, Air cooled, aluminum 
wheels. 6.000 mi. VGC. photo avail S800 
372 1248 
For Sale 2 Round Trip Tickets from Toledo to 
Ft Lauderdale March 22-31 Asking 300 a 
piece For more information call 372-4388 ask 
for Heidi or Barb 
HELP! 1 must sell couch and 2 chairs. $40 Cal 
Beth 352-3699 Price very negotiable 
If you are looking to build an A1 Stereo Rack 
System, start out with the best a BOSE 
receiver 150 Watts-channel $300 or best 
offer Call Jim 354 5680 
JBL Professional Loud Speakers. $ 150.pr 
Realistic EQ. $40 Car audio mstaaahon & 
equipment     All pr-ces neg 354-6778 
SEIZED CARS, trucks boats. 4 wheelers, 
molorhomes. by FEU. IRS. DEA Available your 
area now CaH 1-805-682-7555 Ext C 2804 
Soloflex Training System 
1 year old - $300 
Cal 354-6022 
FOR RENT 
1,2. A 3 bedroom apts for summer A 91 
school year    Exceeent  locations    Details  at 
353 3162 
2 bdrm apt for rent now Cal 352-5058 before 
5 00 or 354 2275 after 5 00 A ask for Jerry 
2-4 person. 2 bedroom apt for school year 
91-92    Cal  Lisa  al   353-9554   or  Jen  at 
354 4060  
6 bdrm house Close to campus Available 
May   1 yr lease Phone 353-3855  
Aim Grads A Undergrads 1 A 2 bdrm apts 
available for May. August, or summer only 
leases No gimmicks. |ust clean well-managed 
buildings 352 3445  
CARTY RENTALS 
2 Bdrm apts for 3 or 4 students Houses for 
4-5-8  students   All  near campus    9-10-12 
month leases   Also summer rentals   352-7365 
Efficiency apt very nice, sublet for summer 
190 per month utilities included Call 
354-6099 
Oarages for car storage, etc Close to campus 
United access Cal Sieve Smith 352-891 7 
Houses A Apartments for 1991-92 School 
year 12 mo leases only starting m May Steve 
Smith 352-8917 
Houses for rent 2 A 3 bedrooms 1991-1992 
school year Cal 352 2330 or 354-2854 after 
8 00 pm 
Immediate occupancy 1 bedroom apartment 
security deposit required $275'month gas 
353-7074 9 0010 5 00 
Long A Associates now leasing for 91 A 92 ef- 
ficiency 1 ft 2 bedroom apartment 353-7074 
9 00 to 5 00 
NEEDED one female nonsmoking roommate 
for Haven House apt 2 bdrm - 3 roommates 
S45Q total ft utilities call Jill at 372-5759 
Non-smoking female roommate needed imme- 
diately First month rent FREE Call 354-4496 
One ft Two BR (urn apts 9 ft 12 mo and sum- 
mer leases avail S ft V Rentals 500 Lehman 
(next to bus station)   352-7454  
One bdrm apt avail IMMEDIAIELEY Close lo 
campus-corner of Ridge A Thurstin A/C. Iree 
cable    $350/mo   Call  Cindy 352-4483 or 
Valerie 354-8292  
Seniors ft Grads 
Spacious two bed lurn.'unfurn 
Gas heat A/C Laundry Parking 354-6036 
Start $390'month 
Subleases   for   second   semester   available 
now Carty Rentals C.U 352-7365  
Three rooms for rent and a basement, plus use 
ol Kitchen month to month basis $165-$240 
including utilities 2 blocks from campus Cal 
Chris at372-5123 
We're now leasing lor the new rental season 1. 
2. and 3 bedroom units Yes we alow pets Call 
354-8800 between 1 30 and 5 00 pm 
WINTER SPECIAL 
These great apts are going fast' 
Rent one while they last' 
709 Fifth #4 • 2BRat " $350/mo 
420S Main #7 ' priv room • $100 mo 
402 S Church #3 " 1 BR apt   ' $305 mo 
111 E   Main * 2 BR duplex ' $375 mo 
525 E Merry #6 " 2BRapt  ■ $300/mo 




on UJBGU 88.1 FM 
# "•- 
B.G. Men's and Women's teams 
travel north to battle western Michigan. 
Tune in at noon for the women and 2:1 s for the men. 
A 1?.1 A K+ r 11 K- K 
GREEK WEEK '91 
Spaghetti Dinner 
5:15- ■ by J.A. Holmgren 
c- 
Sunday, Feb. 3rd 
4-7 pm at Days Inn 
$4 all • u • can • eat 
* Door prizes awarded 
* Transportation provided from 
union oval 
* Call 2-1941 for more info. 
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From inside The Insider 
"War! What Is It good for? Ab- 
solutely nothln'! Say It again! 
WAR!'-EdwinStarr. "War" 
Despite Edwin Starr's strongest 
wishes, war Is exactly what we'- 
ve got. The ground war started on 
Wednesday and so did the 
government-approved lies. The 
media hits us with everything 
they've got, flooding our ears and 
eyes every minute of the day. But 
amid the computer graphics and 
media hype, we often lose sight 
of the human side of the Persian 
Gulf War. 
This Issue, The Insider In- 
vestigates this human effect from 
a domestic angle as Sandra J. 
Kowalsky profiles several local 
individuals who have loved ones 
stationed In the Persian Gulf. 
Their comments are heartfelt, 
revealing and In some cases 
surprising. These American 
snapshots are on page five. 
But hey, we're supposed to be 
all about ESCAPE, right? C'mon! 
We've got fun stuff too! Promise! 
We've got African music (The 
Omowale Cultural Society by 
Wendy M. King, page four), mir- 
acles (Dean Wheeler's feature on 
waterwalker Andre Kole, page 
four), and lots of hair (Iota and 
Hipster go to the theater, page 
four)! We've got local music (The 
Dago reports on Jericho Turn- 
pike's and PsychoblUy Cadillac's 
CD debut, page three)! And we've 
got a tasty slice of "quickie" fic- 
tion on paga six! It's a culture 
connoisseur's feast! 
We're In your wildest dreams. 
The Editors 
my? ifS 4friH&ciMef 
oar of rr\j HOL£* 
Happy Groundhog's Day I 
Covr Illustration by Sean Risst 
TALKING BACK 
Readers are Invited to write to The Insider 
magazine at 210 West Hall, Bowling Green State 
University, Bowling Green, Ohio. 43403 to tell 
us off or pat us on the back (whatever the situa- 
tion merits). 
Anyone Interested In working for The Insider 
as a writer, artist or photographer should call 
372-6967. 
Submissions of short fiction (five typewritten 
pages maximum unless other arrangements are 
made) are encouraged. 
The Insider editors welcome any and all sub- 
missions for publication. Unless arrangements 
are made by the author to have the material re- 
turned, all submissions become the property of 
The Insider 
Double Dan is the plan for Election '92 
Mix a lame VP and a groovy teen idol and what do you get? 
Wondertwin powers activate! 
Sorry to break this to you. True 
Believers, but my lumbago and 
old football Injury tell me It's 
about time for the Election '92 
campaigning to begin. Yeah, I 
know, me too. However. It won't 
be as bad as In '88, when every 
politician with a bad haircut and 
a handshake was kissing crying 
babies In New Hampshire and 
holding squealing piglets In Iowa 
(and let me tell you, If someone 
like Bob Dole had picked me up, 
I'd probably cry, too. Or squeal). 
No. this election will probably 
be cleaner and neater, with much 
less baby kissing (all the New 
England toddlers with Incurable 
Up sores can breathe a sigh of re- 
lief) This time around, we have 
an Incumbent who Is widely 
favored by most Americans. Yet, 
there are still great numbers of 
Americans who feel It Is time for 
a political change In this country. 
USA Today claims the electorate 
Is Just pissed because most voting 
party. A party that would bring 
back the traditional values. A 
party that would represent those 
who slip through the cracks of 
government. A party that has 
more Political Correctness than 
you can shake a stick at. You 
guessed It — The Dan Party. 
Us^iKkWif    I    /1 I believe that our current vice 
\(i/EXDSEDl3Bf r president, Dan Quayle, and New 
Kid On The Block Danny "Dan" 
Wood are leaders for the '90s. 
They possess the means, the tal- 
booths have no free souvenirs to     ent, the courage and the raw guts 
pass out. Maybe If national elec-      to lead this country Into a new 
lions provided little free cups of       era. Think about It — Quayle Is 
soda the way USG elections do, the everyman stumble-bum, the 
we'd Anally have that kinder, Chevy Chase acting as Gerald 
gentler, rotting teeth nation Bush     Ford found In everyone. And 
always wanted. Wood Is the voice of all the Tiger 
Beat-reading mall rats who aren't 
You may ask why I even bring     heard In the halls of Congress, 
this up. Well. It's because I have a    What could be more democratic? 
dream for America's future. More American? 
When I was watching the Super 
Bowl halftlme show. I had a vi- 
sion. A vision for a new political 
As Bush's veep, Quayle would 
be taking a big gamble, leaving 
his meal ticket behind and run- 
ning under the Dan Party. And 
Wood would probably lose a for- 
tune In merchandising revenues 
by leaving NKOTB. But they're 
above all such concerns. They 
have what It takes. 
One problem politicians al- 
ways contend with Is Intense 
scrutiny from that darn liberal 
media. Any discrepancy or con- 
troversy Is grounds for a discus- 
sion on This Week With David 
Brlnkley or a Newsweek cover. 
Fortunately. The Dan Party Is 
covered. Both Dans are about as 
politically safe as you can get. 
Quayle has a rich and Il- 
lustrious military career to back 
him up. Bush was a pilot In 
WWII. Kennedy was In the Navy. 
Don't even need to mention 
Elsenhower. And hey man, 
Quayle was In the freakln' 
National Guard. He carried a real 
gun. He had to march under that 
burning Indiana sun and slog 
through that_ thick Indiana mud. 
Just like every other grunt and 
dogface. He's eligible for that dol- 
lar-a-day life Insurance, too. 
Wood Is a little too young to 
have served, but he's safe In 
other ways. Often, politicians 
come under fire for their re- 
lations to some Industry. Bush 
was criticized for his closeness to 
the oil corporations. Americans 
frowned on Carter's Intimacy 
with agribusiness. But who 
would have an Inside track to 
Wood, a teen pop star? Menudo? 
Vanilla Ice? I don't think so. 
Danny don't play that. 
I see the Dan Party easily 
sweeping the elections with It's 
fresh faces and message of hope. 
It'll be a sort of sequel to Kenne- 
dy's Camelot. Quayle and Mari- 
lyn strolling through the rose 
garden. Wood giving teeny- 
boppers personally guided tours 
of the Oval Office. "Hangln' 
Tough" replacing "Hall To The 
Chief." Truly a new era of peace 
and prosperity. 
insiDEB; 
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BG on CD:Two 
area bands on 
Cleveland discs 
by Frank Esposlto 
editor 
In a wonderful act of regional 
musical consolidation, a pair of 
bands with BG connections have 
grabbed spots on a double CD 
compilation containing a whop- 
ping 41 Cleveland area bands. 
The bands In question are Jeri- 
cho Turnpike and Psychobllly 
Cadillac. The CD Is Clearing The 
Air, the fifth In an ongoing series 
of CD compilations assembled by 
Jim Clevo, one of the primo 
movers and shakers of Cleve- 
land's original music scene. The 
two CD set also contains quality 
cuts by the likes of Hot Tin Roof, 
Jay Bentoff. Modzllla. Rotary 10. 
and Sleazy Jesus & the Splatter 
Pigs. Psychobllly got lucky 
enough to lead off the second disc 
with "Three Little Monkeys," a 
punishing merger of deranged 
R&B and semi-metal guitar riffs. 
Jericho pops up shortly thereaf- 
ter on track 4 with "The Apa- 
thlst," an guitar-driven number 
about the helplessness of a gen- 
eration. 
Clevo has been described by 
Jane Scott of the Cleveland Plain 
Dealer as "Cleveland's ultimate 
fan...a one-man music machine." 
He's lived up to such lofty praise 
by doing his best to hype the 
Cleveland scene. 
"I was sick and tired of seeing 
so many Cleveland bands not 
reach their potential," Clevo said. 
"I saw the scene dwindling and 
wanted to change things with 
positive action." 
Clevo's "positive action" has 
resulted In distribution of his 
compilations to 150 radio 
stations and over 75 record 
labels, as well as exposure at the 
CMJ Music Marathon and the 
South By Southwest Music Con- 
ference. Clearing The Air also 
made Its way overseas when It 
was distributed at the third Berlin 
Days Independence Festival in 
Germany this past fall. Through 
these appearances, the CD has 
found its way Into the hands of 
such musical celbrltles as Bob 
Geldof, Jello Blafra, Joey Ra- 
mon e, and U2. 
The Psychobllly story Is a 
twisted one Indeed. Originally 
formed In late 1988 by guitarist 
Jeff Ingle, a 1987 University 
graduate, the band played 
throughout the area through fall 
of 1989 and released a self-titled 
cassette which included "Three 
Little Monkeys." This original 
PBC lineup Included Ingle on 
guitar, Dave Lechner on bass, 
Tom Kelsey on drums, and Dave 
Blackwood handling vocals. 
Ingle moved to Cleveland In 
fall 1989 and formed another 
Psychobllly Cadillac. This played 
the Cleveland area as well as 
touring the south and midwest, 
releasing a single which con- 
tained their recording of "Three 
Little Monkeys." the one that ap- 
pears on Clearing The Air. This 
new PBC self-destructed In Oc- 
tober of 1990. Ingle returned to 
BG while his bandmates in PBC II 
continued to perform under the 
name. 
Ingle says this wlerd turn of 
events doesn't bother him. 
"I know where I'm going...I've 
got a game plan," he said, "it 
doesn't bug me." 
Further complicating matters is 
the fact that Ingle has 
formedanotheredition of 
Psychobllly Cadillac here In BG, 
with Lechner, Kelsey, and guita- 
rist Mick Stevens. 
Jericho Turnpike's path wasn't 
as treacherous, but they made it 
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TOLL ROAD WARRIORS Jericho Turnpike (left to right. Nik Sormaz. Jim Morrison, and 
Tom Hayes) strut their stuff. "The Apathlst." one ofJT's best tunes, appears on the 
nationally-distributed Clearing The Air double CD. 
Insickw/John Poner 
toClearlng The Air anyway JT 
formed In 1989 and released 
the Spinning Into Infinity cassette 
the same year. "The Apathlst 
originally appeared on this 
release. All of the band's mem- 
bers - Nik Sormaz, guitar, Jim 
Morrison,' vocal, Mike Allen, 
bass. Dave Gedwell.(later re- 
placed by Dave Bromeler) drums, 
and Pat Harmon,(later replaced 
by Tom Hayes) acoustic guitar - 
p are from the Cleveland area, so 
their appearance on the CD Is a 
sort of homecoming. 
"I'm glad we're Included on the 
CD. It's really cool," Sormaz said. 
But Sormaz added that there 
was another side to the story. 
"The extent of the support Is 
klnda wierd." he said. "There's a 
few focal bands from Cleveland 
that always seem to get the pro- 
motion...We always did OK In 
Cleveland but we didn't seem to 
be hometown favorites. It's a 
wlerd scene to be playing." 
Sormaz remained optimistic 
about the benefits of the CD. 
"I'm hoping It helps us." he 
said. "It's so expensive to put 
your own material out. It's good 
to have somebody helping out 
like this." 
When me air clears over Cleve- 
land. Jim Clevo Is gonna be glad 
he brought Psychobllly Cadillac 
and Jericho Turnpike along for 
the ride. 
CLEARING THE AIR Is availa- 
ble for S12 from Jim Clevo. P. O. 
Box 110161. Cleveland. Ohio. 
44111-0161. 
WBGUTOP10 
WBGU-FM Alternative Airplay -Hold Me Up 
Top Ten - Week of February 1. 6. CHARLATANS U.K. 
1. VARIOUS ARTISTS - Some Friendly 
- Red. Hot. 8t Blue 7. SONIC YOUTH 
2. BUFFALO TOM - Goo 
- Blrdbraln 8. TRASHCAN SINATRAS 
3. ARMADILLO -Cake 
• Dingle 9. NINE INCH NAILS 
4. DUTCH CRUMBS -  'Sin'(12  single) 
- Bootleg Bitter 10. INDIGO GIRLS 
5. GOO GOO DOLLS - Nomads. Indians, Saints 
&&+4* 
MAGAZINE 
... is looking for volunteers to partici- 
pate in a discussion group 
about'Death and Dying" to be pub- 
lished in the Spring 1991 issue. 
Meeting: February 18, 8 p.m. 
Call Christian or Deb for more info. 
372-2604 
--^^^'->^^^^-^-^->^*T*>.'-«-V'-*-K SW« 
UHU ^presents BLACK 
>RYDOCK    Live: 
'    9. iFea.m
2 OF MUSIC 
tF 9   *>. 
T0$8> 
Appearing Next Week: WFAL! 
^^^^^^^^->*^*^r^--^«-.--^>>«-*.1-.--^ ".-^.-^T.-.-.-. 
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African culture, tribal rhythms 
set to hit Kobacker Hall tonight 
by Wendy M. King 
stulf *nre' 
The tribal rhythms of the Afri- 
can continent will reverberate 
throughout the University tonight 
when the Omowale Cultural Soci- 
ety Dancers perform at Kobacker 
Hall at 8 p.m. 
The Detroit-based group was 
Invited to perform by the BGSU 
Musical Crossroads Series, which 
was organized to bring a wide 
variety of musical styles and cul- 
tures to the University, JaFran 
Jones, ethnomuslcologlst and as- 
sociate professor of musical arts 
said. 
"No matter what your taste in 





by J.J. Thompson and Deborah 
Hippie 
Sex, drugs and rock n' roll. 
If the Broadway Productions 
musical "Hair" Is any Indication, 
things haven't changed much In 
the last thirty years. Although 
ance) because of their use of such 
a variety of instruments, "Jones 
said. "Their performances are 
high energy, and very moving. 
The music makes you want to 
move." 
The group not only entertains 
the audience, but also educates it 
on the cultural traditions of 
Africa - which were learned dur- 
ing regular visits to the continent 
- through music, visual aids, dia- 
logue and humor. The members 
of the performance group come 
from other groups, thus their per- 
formances contain a variety of 
different musical styles and lan- 
guages, including English. 
Several historians and scholars 
work with the group to make sure 
the performances are authentica- 
lly reproduced. 
The name Omowale (pro- 
nounced oh-ma-wa-lee) is de- 
rived from Afrikan spiritualist 
Baba Ishankl. Ishankl rech- 
rlstened Sundlata Kelta, the 
leader of the group, as Omowale 
In 1979, and the formation of the 
Omowale Cultural Society soon 
followed. The name means "the 
child who has returned home." 
The group, which uses several 
West African languages, has won 
the Spirit of Detroit Award, and 
the International Arts and Cul- 
tural Award of Mexico In 1984. 
Before the group was officially 
named, they received first place 
for the Afrlkan-Amerlcan con- 
tingent In FESTAC. a traditional 
GET A COMBi The cast of Hair 
written In the late 1960s, the top- 
ics It addresses are Just as rel- 
evant In 1991. This theory was 
proved last weekend when 
"Hair" hit the Toledo Masonic 
Auditorium. 
Centered around a commune In 
Greenwich Village, New York 
City. "Hair" explores the re- 
lationships between young adults 
who attempt to live within their 
own idealistic world — a world of 
peace, free love and rampant 
drug use. However, not even the 
commonly-used hallucinogens 
can help them to escape from 
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Chevy Chose   John Condu 
Nothing But Trouble 
performance and arts competi- 
tion in Nigeria. 
King Sundlata Kleta, the direc- 
tor of the group, said the per- 
formances are trying to remind 
the audience of the achievements 
of the Afrikan people, and that 
traditional Afrikan life does not 
consist of Guess Jeans and Adi- 
das. 
"The performance conveys an 
Afrikan factual update, In dia- 
logue, and song, clarifying most 
of Africa's greatest achieve- 
ments, "Kleta said 
Kleta also believes the group 
has a cultural responsibility to 
preserve African traditions. 
"We have become cultural his- 
torians who preserve the tra- 
everyday life and the Vietnam 
War. 
Reality finally catches up with 
the group when Claude — one of 
the central figures within the 
commune — receives his draft 
card. Although there Is constant 
pressure by his peers to burn it 
and avoid the war. Claude also 
feels a patriotic duty to his coun- 
try. 
All of these feelings are shat- 
tered when Claude dies in Viet- 
nam and the young hippies are 
forced to submit to the horrors of 
reality. 
The musical consisted of many 
well-known songs, such as "Age 
of Aquarius," and "The Flesh 
Failures (Let the Sun Shine In)." 
The talented singers made the 
music come olive and gave new 
meaning to the word psychede- 
The Omowale Cultural Dancers. 
dltlons of folklore, "he said."The 
young people of Africa have 
abandoned the traditions. We're 
bringing those traditions back." 
Ila. Strong vocal ability offset any 
flaw In the composition of the 
music — If present. 
This Is a musical that needed 
little props, however, the sound 
system left something to be de- 
sired. More time should have 
been spent controlling the pops 
and screeches made by the 
microphones on stage, knowing 
that the actors would be mobile 
throughout the performance. 
Otherwise, the acting dis- 
played at the Masonic Auditor- 
ium almost overcame the annoy- 
ing sounds emerging from the 
sound system. Strong perform- 
ances from the central characters 
of Claude. Burger. Sheila and 
Wolf transported the audience to 
another time. 
■ See Hair, page 8. 
WATERWALKER! 
by Dean Wheeler 
staff writer 
Famous illusionist Andre Kole, 
Is bringing his show to the Uni- 
versity's Kobacker Hall on Feb- 
ruary 6 at 7:30 p.m. 
Kole — who ha* been an Il- 
lusionist for 15 years and has 
toured 74 different countries — 
has been praised by popular Il- 
lusionist, David Copperfleld. The 
two Illusionists collaborated to 
perform the Incredible Illusion of 
the disappearance of the Statue 
of Liberty. 
Copperfleld got the Idea for 
this Illusion from Kole, who did It 
first. The only difference Is that 
while Copperfleld vanished a 
152-pound steel structure, Kole 
vanished a seven foot structure. 
Kolc's hour and a half show 
promises to be exciting, with a 
wide range of Illusions. He will 
top off the evening by attempting 
taa**!kiOn<Me*ftiJH*tacaiM*nf tu 
other Illusionist, Kole will also 
reveal how he does It. His show 
not only provides entertainment, 
but also carries a message. 
"(Andre Kole) Is the first per- 
son to come out with this Il- 
lusion," sophomore communica- 
tions major Vorlen Jarvls said. 
Jarvls is a member of Campus 
Crusade for Christ, which Is 
sponsoring this event. 
"(Kole) does It to show that no 
one can walk on water superna- 
turally, It's Just an Illusion." he 
said. 
"Kole is an Investigator of the 
supernatural," sophomore Sheila 
Bomballckl. another member of 
CCCsald. 
"(Kole) relates the Illusion to 
Jesus walking on water. It took 
(Kole) two truck loads of equip- 
ment to enable him to walk on 
water. Jesus didn't have any 
equipment," she added. 
Tickets for the show can be 
bought by calling Sherrl Gries- 
njtaMlAUlMGP.t a.j numl til 
Friday, February 1, 1991 
nskJcr/Jeff Rodclrffe 
THE ONES THEY 
LEFT BEHIND 
Many news media have In- 
cluded In their nightly broadcasts 
Interviews of those people who 
have been left behind by a loved 
one serving In the Middle East — 
allowing them time for only a five 
to 10 second quote describing 
how they are feeling. That five to 
10 second quote cannot even be- 
gin to tell of the anguish and pain 
those left behind aie feeling. 
University freshman Karen 
Bezoskl and members of her fam- 
ily received birthday cards from 
Karen's brother a couple of days 
after the new year began. Typi- 
cally, receiving a birthday card 
from him wouldn't be unusual 
except for the fact that all of their 
birthdays are not until late spring 
and summer. 
Karen's brother, 22-year-old 
Richard Bezoskl, Is a member of 
the U.S. Army believed to be 
stationed 30 miles outside of the 
Kuwaiti border as a part of Oper- 
ation Desert Storm. 
"It [the card] made my day." 
Karen said as her voice trembled 
and she held back tears. "And 
then it hit me I wasn't going to 
see him for a long time." 
Karen described her re- 
lationship with her brother as 
very close. He always looked 
after her and made sure no one 
picked on her. she said. The last 
time she saw him was last May 
when he graduated from his 
Army biomedlcal engineering 
school. The last day she heard his 
voice was Christmas Eve. the day 
by Sandra J. 
Kowalsky 
Gulf Crisis Presents Emotional 
Challenge To Troops' Loved Ones 
University Junior Jennifer PosUnce displays letters from her two mlllury pea psls In 
toe Persian (kdfmmeO a* mcoOeclkinofinseJta abort roe FtatanGairWar. '• 
Intktor/Jefl RodcMfe 
before he was to be deployed to 
the Persian Gulf from his base In 
Germany. Both Karen and her 
brother were In tears during the 
phone conversation. They did 
not often express their love for 
one another, but during this call 
they both told each other they 
loved one other. 
"At least I got to tell him before 
he left," Karen said. 
The Bezoskl house was silent 
for weeks after Richard left. Fam- 
ily members often snapped at 
each other for doing the wrong 
thing. 
Karen's life has changed dras- 
tically since her brother left. At 
first she considered leaving the 
University permanently to go 
home to Brunswick. O. to be with 
her family. But her mother talked 
her out of It and told her that she 
must continue with her life. 
"I go to church every weekend 
now." Karen said. "1 don't take 
life for granted and I don't take 
my brother for granted." 
Karen talks to her parents on 
the phone nearly every other day 
and she writes her brother once a 
week. She has been making fre- 
quent weekend trips home to be 
with her family. Karen Is only 
one member of the Bowling 
Green community to have a loved 
one taken away from her because 
of the Persian Gulf crisis. 
Hairstylist Jean Ladd, who 
works at Hair Unlimited, 143W. 
Wooster St.. has a son currently 
serving in the Persian Gulf. 
Everyone who comes Into the 
shop gets a complimentary red, 
white and blue ribbon and an ad- 
dress of Jean's son. First Lt. Ste- 
ven King. An old typewriter sat 
on a salon table with the heading 
"Dear Steven" typed on the 
paper. A cork board next to Jean 
Ladd s mirror Is filled with pic- 
tures of Steven, 26. and some of 
his wife. Tammy. 
Steven, who files Cobra hell- 
copters, left for the Persian Gulf 
on Sept. 8 and was living In a 
parking garage as a part of the 
Army Desert Storm troops. The 
last time Jean saw her son was 
two days after Labor Day. She 
has not heard a word from him 
since the day the war broke out. 
"Steven would not want to be 
anywhere else," Jean said. "If he 
was home he'd be anxious to be 
there and wouldn't want his men 
to be there without him." 
Jean has found support from 
Steven's father who lives In Per- 
rysburg and her current husband 
who she has been married to for 
13 years. She Is also consoled by 
a support group which was 
founded by University Junior 
Jennifer Postance. Jean has re- 
cently taken the Operation Desert 
Storm Support Group to new 
heights, getting In touch with 
many speakers and arranging for 
places for the expanding group to 
meet. 
"You're at highs and lows all 
the time,   she said. "I had to get 
people to help me and I'm used to 
doing everything myself." Mem- 
hen of the group told of prank 
phone calls they received which 
said their loved one had been 
killed. But rumors of these phone 
calls being true were dispersed 
when a guest speaker said the 
military personally comes to your 
home to inform of soldiers killed 
In the line of battle. 
"If I saw someone at my house 
I'd Just drive right on by and 
never go home," Jean said, star- 
ing at the cork board in the dis- 
tance. 
Sophomore business marketing 
major Gywnn Stlres has been dat- 
ing Army Infantryman Jamie 
Booth since last May, when she 
danced with him at her friend's 
wedding, even though she was 
there with another guy. 
Before Jamie left on Sept. 16. 
Gywnn visited him at Ft. Camp- 
bell. KY for a week and a half. 
"I felt better at the base." 
Gywnn said. "Other military 
wives and people who know 
what you're going through are 
there. Up here [In Bowling Green) 
It's a bitch." 
Gywnn noticed a change In 
Jamie's attitude as time went on. 
"He was being mean," she 
said. "I would try to get him to 
talk but he was always off In the 
distance." 
Gwynn has been unable to 
study and has had problems 
sleeping since Jamie was sent to 
Saudi Arabia. 
"It's always on my mind. I try 
to hide It." Gywnn said. 
Gywnn thinks about the day 
Jamie will come home and how 
she will deal with It. 
"The physical Injuries aren't 
going to bother me - missing an 
arm or leg Is no big deal,"Gywnn 
said. "The mental part will be the 
hardest to deal with." 
Gywnn has found solace In 
talking to Univerlsty sophomore 
communication major Martha 
Yost, who also has a boyfriend 
stationed In the Middle East. The 
two met through their roommates 
and later attended the Operation 
Desert Storm Support Group 
together. 
Martha and her boyfriend of 
two years, Dale Abram, went to 
high school together In Columbia 
Station, O. 
Dale Joined the Army right 
after high school and was 
stationed as a tank mechanic In 
the Persian Gulf upon deploy- 
ment on Oct. 6. 
"It's wlerd he's over there," 
Martha said. "He's not a fighter 
type and he's not Into conflict. 
He's really patriotic though." 
Before his deployment, Martha 
flew to Fort Hood, TX to spend 
time with Dale. That was the last 
time she saw him. She has not 
received a letter from him since 
Jan. 1S. She realized how serious 
the situation had become when 
Dale wrote her a letter telling her 
how Important his relationships 
with his fellow troops had be- 
come. 
"The guys I'm with have be- 
come like family," Dale wrote to 
Martha. "I have to depend on 
■See War. page 8. 
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HERE AT THE 
TRAIN STATION 
By Justin Bogdanovitch 
ihSlDER) 
L^WI 
The Insider kicks off its fiction section 
with a quality "quickie "Thisone'sby 
Justin Boganovitch, a second-year 
graduate student in Creative Writing 
from Granville. Ohio In his own 
words, "Here At The Train Station, "is 
a  hip" story of discovery But who 
makes what discovery is up in the air 
The answer awaits   at the train 
station 
Tim Haas, Fiction Editor 
As usual, I sit here on my bench and 
read the morning paper Headline, 
Sports. Community. Tempo, I even 
read the Food section in case I find 
something good to eat I never cook 
tor myself, but you never know when 
you II have to It's almost two o'clock 
and the afternoon paper is out now 
also, but I only read the morning 
Press And sit on my bench 
I read everything, even the Classi- 
fieds section, just in case After an 
hour I see him across the station 
house watching trains come and go. 
He comes in every week or so and t 
can tell by the way he shuffles from 
bench to bench that he wants to do 
more than watch 
The teenager is bowlegged I don't 
have anything against him I mind my 
own business, but I notice how he 
stands up from his bench and walks 
mside to the ticket office and asks the 
frog-faced woman behind the counter 
if she's ever seen a train crash. He 
takes a purple yoyo out of his coat 
pocket and swings it to the ground 
and up again. For a second I want him 
to come and ask me a question I can 
tell him a thing or two about trains. 
The woman stares at the teenager 
as if he was one of the many vagrants 
who sleep on the wooded benches 
outside the station He is close 
enough for me to see little comma- 
shaped scars dotted along his face 
from ear to chin, and I know right away 
that this is the teenager, whom Agnes, 
the morning manager, has nicknamed 
"Pockface " I like the title, but I can 
tell the woman behind the counter 
could care less about him 
"You've got a home. Stop pestering 
me with stupid questions," the ticket 
woman says. 
The olive-skinned teenager shrugs 
his shoulders and smiles. He turns to 
me and shows me how he made his 
yoyo go up and down He says. 
'Watch this. Pops " The purple object 
begins to spin once, twice, and then 
tangles 
When the string knots, he unravels it 
and turns back to the woman, puts his 
elbows on the counter and says, "I'm 
doing a report " 
Slapping papers together, binding 
the thin ones with a rubberband. the 
woman says, I've seen you hanging 
around here " 
"So I was just collecting informa- 
tion." The teenager shrugs his shoul- 
ders again and glances at me. I rattle 
my Business section and quickly look 
down and then back at the boy. 
Pockface brushes his thin hair away 
from his eyes as someone comes up 
behind him. 
"Can I help you?" The ticket woman 
looks past the teenager and then 
glaces back at him. telling him silently 
that she wants him gone He steps to 
one side and watches as a pencil-thin, 
orange-haired, stiletto-heeled woman 
moves up to the counter blowing gum 
bubbles and snapping the gum back 
behind her magenta-smeared lips with 
sharp "pop-skith" sounds I know I've 
seen her before. She's always 
The 
dressed like that 
"Got any cheap trains to LA? I 
need the cheapest " The frog-faced 
woman punches something into her 
desk computer while the woman 
snaps her gum, turns to Pockface, 
who is now cleaning an ear with his 
pinky, and says. "I'm gonna be 
famous You just wait Bruno said I got 
what it takes, said I've got star poten- 
tial " Pockface opens his mouth to 
speak, but is cut off by the ticket 
woman. 
"There's a train leaving at 7:30 to- 
night and another at 1:34 a.m." 
Pockface twirls his yo-yo around 
and around. 
"What's the price?" the woman 
asks 
"Both cost $122." the ticket wom- 
an replies 
The orange-haired stick moves back 
a pace, rummages through her sil- 
ver-gloss handbag for a second, and 
then mumbles loud enough lor Frog- 
face, Pocklace and me to hear her. 
"I've gol to call Bruno first. He'll tell me 
what to do " She moves away from 
the counter and heads toward the exit 
doors, not even noticing the bank of 
telephones along the left wall I know 
she didn't want to notice the tele- 
phones 
The teenager with newly cleaned 
ears pops back in front of the counter 
cocks a thumb at the gum-chewing 
woman, and says. "Can you believe 
that?" 
I want to stand up, rush over and 
shake the boy Rattle his smugness 
away If he looks at me again I just 
might. 
"She's no different than you." the 
ticket woman says and then clamps 
her jaw shut and stares at Pockface as 
if she was suddenly mummified or 
about to told the largest mountain of 
laundry 
"What do you mean. Lady' She do- 
ing a report too?" the boy asks. I 
watch his eyes grow large and ques- 
tioning and false 
The woman says, "You young kids 
think you're so funny " 
"No we don't. I'm really doing work 
here. What's that lady's deal?" 
The ticket woman glances at me I 
pretend not to notice, and then she 
looks at her watch and says, "She 
comes in every week. Just like you 
do Just like him." I can tell she's 
pointing her finger at me and I want to 
scream at her to shut up "Just like that 
man sitting by the coin-operated 
TV's. Just like that old woman out 
front pacing back and forth She takes 
a new train schedule every morning 
and throws it in the trash when she 
leaves at night. What sets you and that 
woman apart from those others is that 
you and her come up to this counter to 
talk and, sometimes, to harass me." 
Pockface glances down at his 
shoes and pockets his yoyo. 
I could tell her there are two types 
here at the train station: those who 
talk and those who wait. I want to ask 
her what type she is 
Pockface lightly taps the bell used 
to let the ticket woman know someone 
needs help The bell emits a weak 
"ding," and the woman swats his hand 
away 
The teenager retreats a step and 
says, "Then why didn't you tell her to 
stop pestering you with stupid ques- 
tions, like you told me?" 
The ticket woman gazes at an in- 
coming train, at the two couples who 
waltz onto the platform with their suit- 
cases in hand and says, "Because I 
feel sorry for her " Her eyes seem to 
cloud over I can't see any color in 
them at all. 
The teenager stares at the ticket 
woman, and I can tell he sees the 
same thing I see: something itching to 
get out from beneath her frog fea- 
tures; the inflated jowls quiver on her 
law and her blotchy lips rub together 
like two mottled snakes 
"Well, we don't need your sym- 
pathy," the teenager scowls. My 
sense of pride rises but I somehow 
feel false inside as if a worm has bur- 
rowed down deep. The boy squares 
his shoulders and makes the woman 
again tighten up her face. 
Pockface backs away from the 
counter. His bowed legs move une- 
venly as the woman says, "You're 
young You have a future somewhere 
She's young, but knows she's getting 
older. She always comes in and asks 
what time the train to LA. is leaving. 
You haven't even chosen a des- 
tination yet." I rise two inches from my 
seat before I sit down again My fists 
are tearing my paper slowly I want to 
yell out: who made you so smart? You 
don't know anything. But I can't. 
The teenager stops and picks at his 
fingernails as the woman speaks 
again, "Go home. Go to school Go 
anywhere but here." Her voice turns 
hard. "The next time I see you hanging 
aroundhere. I'llcallacoponyou." 
The teenager shakes his head 
slowly back and forth I want to tell the 
woman that she looks like a bullfrog, 
but instead I watch the boy turn and 
walk outside onto the platform near 
the rails He glances up as a freight 
train roars past on the far track and 
then heads toward the poolhall down 
two blocks As he's walking away I 
wonder if he's still thinking about 
trains, wondering what a really big 
train crash would look like, the first car 
striking something twisted on the 
tracks and dragging the following cars 
oft the rails, tumbling over on their 
sides with a world-stopping screech. 
Jangle rock rolls into BG 
by Frank Esposlto 
ediro' 
'-".'  
It's no secret that moving beer 
Is a priority with bar owners 
across America. Good bar bands 
play music which Is familiar 
enough to put the crowds at ease 
yet original enough to keep them 
Interested. Comfortable bargoers 
listening to quality music tend to 
consume large amounts of beer. 
With this fact In mind, the 
owners of Easystreet Cafe will be 
smiling tonight and tomorrow as 
the Janglers. a Cleveland bar 
band supreme, return to BG. 
Formed in 1986, the Janglers 
(Jason White, guitar, vocs, Sonny 
Miller, ass, vocs. Eric Meany, 
piano, organ, vocs. Will Douglas, 
drums, and Jack Silver man, 
guitar, vocs) have toured 
throughout the East Coast with 
their catchy blend of rock, coun- 
try.and blues and have opened 
for such national acts as the 
Radiators and Dicky Bens. Just 
last week, they performed with 
guitar legend Bo Diddley at Pea- 
body's In Cleveland. The Jang- 
lers' only album has beenSweef 
Innocence, a 1988 Independent 
release which won rave reviews 
In Northern Ohio Live and Cash- 
box and has sold 3,000 copies to 
date. The band also has a song 
(the Jazzy "Easy Plcklns") In- 
cluded on the recently-released 
Cleveland compilation 
CD. Clearing The Air 
Although their sound has been 
described as R&B rock and neo- 
rockablllv among other things, - 
I   ■ 
guitarist Jack Sllverman says that 
these labels don't tell the whole 
story. 
"All of the tags are accurate of 
our Influences." he said, "but 
none cover 'em all." 
R8iB Is a deceiving term." Sll- 
verman said. "It means different 
things to different people...We're 
more blues-influenced rock with 
country thrown In. I like to think 
we have a sound of our own." 
The band Is planning on going 
Into the studio soon to record 
some new material. After record- 
ing, they're playing some dates 
on the East Coast before heading 
to the South by Southwest Music 
Festival In Austin. Texas. 
But first, they're gonna hit BC 
with some Jangle bell rock. 
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'Lesson': absurd yet amusing 
Laughs run rampant in the 
B.G.S.U. Theatre Department's 
production of Eugene lonesco's 
"The Lesson." but the play also 
makes many statements on the 
state of human communication and 
education. The play can be seen 
Wednesday through Saturday, 
Feb. 6-9. at 8 p.m. in 405 Univer- 
sity Hall. There will also be a mati- 
nee performance on Saturday, 
Feb. 9. at 2 p.m. 
"The Lesson," a one-act comic 
drama termed "theatre of the ab- 
surd." shows a tutorial session in- 
volving an elderly professor and a 
young, vibrant pupil. The session 
begins with the successful solu- 
tion of such problems as "one plus 
one" and "two plus one," but the 
lesson takes a drastic turn with a 
lecture on "the elements of linguis- 
tics and on comparative philo- 
logy." 
"The play is a comment on how 
absurd communication can be, 
and sort of how unnecessary it has 
become," explains junior theatre 
major Craig Houk, who stars as the 
professor in the production. "Alth- 
ough people talk to each other 
they often misunderstand each 
other. That's something that 
doesn't come right out in the play- 
you have to think about it." 
And what about the term comic 
drama? 
"In a sense, it (the play) is tragic; 
although there's an end to the sto- 
ry, there's not really a resolution," 
Houk says. "Of course, on a 
superficial level it's very exciting," 
he added, laughing. 
Monica Fay Anderson, a Ph.D. 
candidate in theatre, directs this 
production of "The Lesson." Also 
featured are Pamela Sheehan, a 
freshnman theatre major from 
Macedonia, as the pupil, and Lisa 
Marie Bodollo, an MA. candidate 
in theatre from North Lawrence, as 
the maid. 
Tickets for "The Lesson" can be 
purchased at the door an hour be- 
fore the start of each performance. 
All tickets are $2. 
Discussions, videos encourage equity 
Affirmative action is something 
of which we ail have to be aware - 
sooner or later it will affect each 
and every one of us. To educate 
the University about the necessity 
for affirmative action and its re- 
sults, the Affirmative Action Office 
is sponsoring a series of programs 
for students, faculty and staff. 
The programs are categorized 
into two groups: issue forums and 
video discussion sessions. While 
each is open to everyone, the for- 
ums are held during the day and 
the video discussions during the 
evening. Both categories are 
under the general theme "Affirma- 
tive Direction," and, according to 
Affirmative Action director. Mar- 
shall Rose, "these programs rep- 
resent a proactive effort to edu- 
cate and sensitize B.G.S.U. stu- 
dents, faculty and staff to the un- 
resolved issues of equity confront- 
ing our community." 
"In Search of Tolerance" will be 
presented 6-7:30 p.m. Wednes- 
day, Feb. 6. The program will ex- 
plore institutional and personal 
barriers to building civil re- 
lationships in the University com- 
munity, and affirmative responses 
to issues of gender disparity, ra- 
cism and sexual orientation will be 
discussed. This is out one in the 
series of video discussions known 
as Residential Roundtables, and 
"In Search of Tolerance" will be 
held in the main lounge of Prout 
HaN. 
"By taking the message directly 
to whefe students live,' says ' 
Rose, "we believe it will convey 
the University's commitment to an 
educational and living environment 
free of unlawfull harassment and 
discrimination." 
"Equality and Human Evolu- 
tion," scheduled for Wednesday, 
Feb. 13, will feature guest 
speaker Dr. Stephen Gould, emin- 
ent paleontologist from Harvard 
University. Dr. Gould, while chal- 
lenging the predominant conclu- 
sions of his colleagues regarding 
the origin of humankind, wHI ex- 
plore the role of racism and ethno- 
centrism in the advancement and 
acceptance of intellectual theor- 
ies. The lecture is 11:30 a.m.-1 
p.m. in the Community Suite of the 
Union. ' 
Peace Corps program 
seeks skilled students 
to make the difference 
It's an opportunity to improve 
any resume, see the world, help 
fellow human beings and simply 
gain valuable experience to carry 
anyone down the long road of life 
It's the Peace Corps, with 6,000 
volunteer members, and it's look- 
ing for more. A Peace Corps rep- 
resentative will be on campus 
noon to 7 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 7. 
in the Taft Room of the University 
Union 
The Peace Corps has more than 
50 different programs, divided by 
skills, that volunteers can enter in- 
cluding natural resources, skilled 
trades, community development 
and education. A volunteer signs 
up for two years at a time with a 
three-month training program prior 
to those two years, according to 
Peace Corps representative David 
Perry. 
To encourage graduates to join 
the Peace Corps, Perry empha 
sizes that the program is not com- 
pletely on a volunteer, non-paid 
basis. All transportation and heali" 
costs are payed by the corps; 
there is a living stipend payed to 
the volunteer in the local currency 
which is "enough to live adequate 
ly" and a "readjustment allowan- 
ce" paid in a lump sum at the end 
of service to make it easier for vol- 
unteers to blend back into Ameri- 
can society The amount of the al- 
lowance is $5,400, or $200 for 
each month in service 
In addition, student loans may 
be deferred or partially forgiven if 
the debtors join the corps, and 
many universities offer schol- 
arships tor graduate school to re- 
turning service members. 
Perry was not able to come to 
campus this year, though he is the 
recruiter most familiar with 
B.G.S.U. Ken Ames will be recruit- 
ing in his place at the Thursday 
meeting Ames was a volunteer 
himsetf for two years in the field of 
small business development, and 
he has been in the office of the 
corps for fwo-and-one half years 
Professors, students blend 
for HSA's annual breakfast 
Many students may arrive at col- 
lege hoping to know their profes- 
sors on a social-academic level 
outside of class. However, many 
may learn to perceive some 
professors as relatively unapproa- 
chable 
The Honors Student Association 
has developed a program that it 
believes may alleviate this poten- 
tial problem for some students: the 
third annual HSA faculty breakfast. 
The breakfast is 8-9:30 a.m. 
Tuesday. Feb. 12, and is free for 
HSA members and invited faculty 
members Faculty from a variety .i 
disciplines are invited by HSA stu- 
dents, with each given two invita- 
tions for professors of their 
choice. The purpose of the pro- 
imri/nt «»<<» IIIII inmn'i 
gram, according to Wendy Han- 
selman, HSA's special events 
chair, is "to promote relations be- 
tween HSA menbers and profes- 
sors on campus 
invitations were sent out last 
week. Faculty members are asked 
to RSVP to the students who in- 
vited them by Wednesday, Feb. 6, 
so that the students can respond 
to the Honors Office by Friday, 
Feb. 8. 
Ac wi iiy MOM memoers and se- 
lected faculty members are in- 
vited, interested students can still 
join the organization. Dues are $6 
for the remainder of the semester, 
and can be paid in the Honors Of- 
fice, 231 Administration Building. 
GREEN 
Green Sheet is published by the 
Bowling Green State University 
Office of Student Pubtcattora tor 
students, faculty and staff. 
The next issue of Green Sheet 
win be published Feb. 15. It will 
cover events occurir1g'ffeb  1*)^..*'' 
through March 3 The deadline to 
submit information for that issue is 
noon Wednesday. Feb. 13 
Al events must be submitted in 
writing to the Green Sheet editor. 
210 West Hall. There is no 
charge to have an item listed 
Editor: Metises Henry 
Calendar: Tom Rodda 
Production Lisa Cleslnskl  
CM 
9 i.nv-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Spirited Extension " Mixed media 
works by Gerald Sprvey w* be on 
display Free and open to alt 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
Noon - Gradual* Student 
Luncheon 
The Media and War In the Middle 
East " John Zlckjk wtl apeak. $1 
donation Open to el United 
Chnaoan Fetowship Center. 313 
Thurstm 
12:1 S p.m. -Church S 
St Thomas More Pariah, 426 
Thurstm 
5 p.m. - Step 1 Applications Due 
1991 -92 positions open to el 
students. Seeking students with 
interest in public relations, 
technical writing, peer listening, or 
pubec speaking Cat 372-2130 tor 
more Intormation 310 Student 
Services 
• p.m. - B.Q. Gaming Society 
Free and open to all 2 2 2 
Education. 
6:30 p.m. - African Holocaust 
Conference 
"The African Origin of Civilization." 
Aahra Kwesi. an African historian 
and the founder of Keme-No 
Producaone. we have a side 
presentation. Choral Room. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
7,0:30 p.m., Midnight - UAO 
Movie 
"Ghost "S1 SO with valid BGSU 
student ID Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre. University Hal 
7:05 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU at Northern Michigan 
University Marquette. Mich. 
7:10 p.m. - VI tiling Creatlvs 
Writers 
Brian Richards wW read. Free and 
open to el. Sponsored by the 
Creative Writing Program. Prout 
Chapel 
t p.m. - Musical Crossroads 
Series 
Omowale Cultural Society, a 
troupe of African dancers featuring 
King Sundiata Kelts. Tickets are $3 
for students and $5 for others 
Kobecker Hal. Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
10 p.m -2 a.m. - Black Student 
Union 
Dance Eppler 
Noon - African Holocaust 
Conference 
Four lectures w* be held "How to 
Direct Coiego Skies Back Into the 
I Community." "African Women 
From Africa to Slavery to Now." 
Myths and Truths About the Islam 
Reagion." and "The African 
Holocaust." Speakers wd be Jelani 
AyUe. Or Lasan Aschraft-Eason, 
Charles Muhammad, and Nommo 
| X. Northeast Commons. 
12:15 p.m. -Basketball 
Women s team at Western 
Michigan University. 
2 p.m - Swimming 
Men's and women's teams vs. 
Friday Cooper Pool. Student 
Recreation Center. 
2:30 p.m. -Bask at ball 
Men's team at Western Michigan 
University 
4 p.m. - Church Service 
St Thomas More Parish. 426 
Thurstm. 
5:30 p.m.-Church Service 
St Atoyskje Church. 1608. 
Enterprise 
7. 9:30 pjn, UtoMght - UAO 
I 6, 10 a.m. - Church Services 
LfJ St John's Episcopal Church. 1 508 
Lr»a E Wooster 
8,10 a.m., Noon - Church 
Services 
St Aloysius Church. 1 50 S 
Enterprise 
8:30.11 s.m. - Church Services 
St Mark's Lutheran Church, 315 
S Coaege (Sunday school at 0:45 
9,11 s.m. - Church Services 
First United Methodist Church, 
1506 E Wooster 
8:30 s.m. - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S 
Enterprise 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
Prout Chapel. 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
University Christian Church. 1040 
Choral Rehearsal Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
10a.m.- Church Service 
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S. 
Church 
10.11:30 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church 
Services 
St. Thomas More Parish. 425 
ThursOn. 
10 a.m.. 9 p.m. - Church Services 
Deysprmg Assembly of God, 
17360 N. Dixie Highway. 
10:16 s.m. - Church Service 
Christ Community Church. 123 
Court St. 
10:30 s.m. - Church Service 
Peace Lutheran Church. 1028 
West Pearl (Sunday school at 9.15 
a.m). 
10:30 s.m. - Church Service 
Agape Church of Prayer. United 
Christian Fellowship. 313 Thurstm 
(Bible study at 9:30 am) 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Trinity United Methodist Church. 
200 N. Summit (Sunday school st 
9:16 a.m.). 
10:30 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church 
Services 
First Baptist Church. 749 S 
Wlntergarden 
in 
"Ghost ."$ 1 60 with vaad BGSU 
student I D Eva Mans Start 
Theatre. University Hal 
10p.m.-2 a.m.- Kappa Alpha Pel 
Eppler 
10:46 s.m.-Church t 
First Christian Church, 875 
Haskme (Sunday school at 9:30 
a.m). 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
Deliverance Tabernacle Church of 
God. 17202 N Mercer (Sunday 
school at 9.30 a.m). 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Meumee Vaaey Unitarian 
Universalel Congregation Schaeer 
Hal, 130 W. Indiana. Perrysburg 
(Retgtoua education at 10 a.m ). 
11 a.m. -Church Service 
Foursquare Gospel Church 205 
Sandrtdge 
11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church 
of God, 620 Second St (Sunday 
school at 10 am) 
3 p.m. - Faculty Artist Series 
Bowing Green Brass Quintet 
Kobecker Hel. Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
4 p.m. - Club Volleyball 
Men's team vs. Michigan State 
University Free and open to all. 
Anderson Arena. 
7:30 p.m. -Planetarium Show 
"Sky Stones   The hidden 
astronomy of different sites w* be 
expkxsd Featured sites Include 
the Pyramids of Egypt. Stonehenge 
and the Templea of Maya 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Spirited Extenaion " Mixed media 
works by Gerald Spivey wit be on 
display Free and open to an 
Kennedy Green Room, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
11:30 a.m. - Church Service 
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 
I Thurstm. 
4 p.m. - Intramural Deadline 
Entries due for men's and coed 
hockey Play begins February 9. 
108 Student Recreation Center. 
5 p.m. - University Ambassador 
Deadline 
Applications due Mletl Alumni 
Center 
1:30 p.m. - Amnesty International 
Free and open to all 306Hanna 
8 p.m. - Students for Life 
Free and open to ail Faculty 
Lounge, Union. 
8 p.m. - Faculty Artist Series 
The Bowling Green Brass Quintet 
wll perform. Free and open to all 
Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical 
Arts Center 
8 s.m .-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Spatted Extension." Mixed media 
works by Gerald Spivey will be on 
display Free and open to al. 
Kennedy Green Room, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
4 p.m. - Intramural Deadline 
Entries due for men's, women's 
and coed curing. Play begins 
February 12 108 Student 
Recreation Center. 
4 p.m - Lecture 
"Attitudes Toward Global Warming 
in the Soviet Union." The speaker 
will be Natalia P Tarasova. faculty 
member from the D.I. Mendeleev 
Institute of Chemical Technology m 
Moscow. 1007 Business 
Administration 
8-7:30 p.m. - United Ksrsts 
System 
BGSU Karate Club Open to an 
Gym. Eppler Center. 
7 p.m. - Solid Rock Christian 
Fellowship 
Meeting. Free and open to al. 
Prout Chapel 
7 p.m. - Active Christians Today 
Fellowship meeting. Free and open 
to al Alumni Room. Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Music Series 
Music from Bowing Green at the 
Manor House. The Bowling Green 
String Quartet and piantet Diana 
Smith wel perform. Free and open 
to all Manor House, Wldwood 
Metro Park, Toledo 
8 pun. - Planetarium Sheer 
"Sky Stones " The hidden 
astronomy of different sites wll be 
explored. Featured sites Include 
the Pyramids of Egypt. 
Stonehenge, and the Temples of 
Maya. Planetarium. 
8 p.m. - Black History Month 
Movie night Free and open to al 
Ameni room. 
8:30 p.m. - Women's Spirituality 
Group 
Free and open to al 217 W 
Washington St. 
8 p.m. - Peace Coalition 
Free and open to al. United 
Christian Fesowshlp Center. 313 
Thurstm 
9 p.m. - College Democrats 
Free and open tool 110Buatneea 
9 s.m-5 p.m. - Art ExhlbH 
I "Spirited Extension " Mixed media 
I works by Gerald Spivey will be on 
I display. Free and open to al. 
I Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
I Musical Arts Center 
10-11:30 s.m. -Advisement 
I For hearing impaired majors. 444 
| Education 
11:30 a.m. - Church Service 
St. Thomas More Parish. 425 
Thurstm. 
12:30 p.m. - Meditation Group 
Open to al United Christian 
Fesowshlp. 313 Thurstm 
1-3:30 p.m. - Advisement 
For hearing impaired majors. 444 
Education. 
3:30 p.m. - Seminar 
"Wotvea in Wool Coets" or "The 
Species Concept Among Fungal 
Pathogens of Humane." Sponsored 
by the Department of Biological 
Sciences 112 Ufe Sciences 
4 p.m. - Intramural Deadline 
Entries due for men's double! 
iaijiwaiinl Play begins February 
11.108 Student Recreation 
Center. 
5:46 p.m. - Basketball 
Women's team vs. Ohio University 
Anderson Arena 
8-7:30 p.m. - Affirmative Action 
Program 
Residential Roundtable. "In Search 
of Tolerance." Lounge, Prout Hal. 
8 p.m. - Motivation Madness 
The speaker wm be Tom Watson. 
Manager of Personnel 
Development at Marathon 01 
Company. Sponsored by the office 
of Student Activities and 
Orientation Casual dress Ohio 
Suite, Union 
7:00 p.m - MM Week Prayer 
First Bspttat Church, 749 S 
Wlntergarden. 
7:30p.m.-Club Volleyball 
Men's teem vs. University of 
Toledo 
7:30 p.m. - Lecture 
Andre Kole w< speak Admission Is 
$5. Sponsored by the Campus 
Crusade for Christ Kobecker Hall. 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
7:30 p.m. - Freshmsn Bible Study 
Free and open to al United 
Christian Fesowshlp Center. 313 
Thurstm. 
8p.m.-Basketball 
Men's team vs. Ohio University 
Anderson Arena. 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"The Lesson" starring Pamela 
Sheenan and Cralg Hook 
Admission is S2. Tickets on sale at 
the door one hour before 
performance 405 University Hal 
8 pjn. - Progressive Student 
Organization 
Free and open to el. United 
Chnaoan Feeowship Center. 313 
Thurstm 
8 p.m. - Informational Meeting 
Summer Study Program m France. 
Dr. (aisrleeChittle. Director of 
International Programa m Business, 
wm speak Free and open to al 
1008 Business Administration 
9 e.»v.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
Spirited Extension." Mixed media 
works by Gerald Sprvey wll be on 
display. Free and open to al. 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
11:30a.m. -Church Service 
St. Thomas More Parish. 425 
Thurstin. 
Noon - Graduate Student 
Luncheon 
"Status of Being a Conscientious 
Objector and the Persian Gulf " 
Members of the War Resistors 
League wet speak $1 donation 
Open to al United Christian 
Fellowship, 313 Thurstm. 
Noon-1 p.m. and 7-8 p.m. - Pescs 
Corps 
Career opportunities in the Pesos 
Corps. Peace Corps representative 
Ken Ames wfl speak Free and 
open to al. Sponsored by 
University Placement Services Taft 
Room, Union. 
8 pjn. - Theatre Production 
"The Lesson" starring Pamela 
Sheenan and Cralg Houk. 
Admission Is S 2 Tickets on sale at 
the door one hour before 
performance. 405 University Hall. 
3:30 p.m. - Lecture 
"Face. Fiction and False Gods: A 
Memoir." Author and BGSU 
Professor Philip O'Connor wll 
speak. Free and open to al. 
Community State. Union. 
8 p.m. - Students for Life 
Free and open to al. Faculty 
Lounge. Union. 
8 p.m. - Lenhart Classic Film 
Series 
Black Heritage Month. "Halekjjah." 
Free and open to al GlahFam 
Theatre. 
9 s.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Spirited Extension " Mixed media 
works by Gerald Sprvey wll be on 
display. Free and open foal. 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
11 a.m.-Track 
Men's team at Central Coseglate 
Championahips W LaFayette. Ind 
Noon - Graduate Student 
Luncheon 
31 donation. Open to all. United 
Christian Fellowship Center, 311 
Thurstin. 
12:18 pjn. - Church Service 
SI Thomas More Parish. 426 
Thurstm. 
3:30 p.m. - Economics 
Colloquium Series 
"Using Mufti Process Mixture 
Mods*! m Econometrics: An 
Application to the Ohio Savings and 
Loan Crisis." Dr. James P. Lesage 
from the University of Toledo wtl 
apeak. Free and open to al. 4000 
Business Administration 
6 pjn. - B.Q. Gaming Society 
Free and open to al 222 
Education. 
7-9p.m.-MardlGras 
"Peace Chains" due Also 
scospted Saturday from 10 
a.m -Noon UAO cnasenges 
organizations to collect 
contributions for UNtCEF. Each 
organization should construct a 
peace cham with each Ink 
representing ten cents of their 
ccntrloution Each link of the cham 
la to be made of construction 
paper. The organization with the 
highest contribution wsl be 
awarded a pktoue Saturday at the 
"kiternetlonel Celebration " Lenhart 
Grand Baaroom. Union 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSUvs Ferris Stale Ice Arena 
7:45, tOpjn.-MsrdlQrss 
"Clnsms ParavJeo "Free and open 
toal 210 Math Sciences 
Tickets on eafe at the door one hour 
before performance. 406 
University Hal 
i V.  ' 
6 p.«i. - Theetre Production 
"The Lesson" starring Pamela 
Sheehan and Cralg Houk 
Admiesion Is $2. Tickets on sale at 
the door one hour before 
performance 405 University Had. 
S p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Sky Stones " The hidden 
astronomy of different sites win be 
explored. Featured sites include 
the Pyramids of Egypt. Stonehenge 
and the Temples of Maya. 
Planetarium 
11 a.m. - Track 




Women s team vs. Central 
Michigan University. Mount 
Pleasant. Mich 
1 p.m. - Swimming 
Men's team at Ball State University 
Muncie. Ind. 
2 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"The Lesson" starring Pamela 
Sheehan and Craig Houk 
Admission la J2 Tickets on sale at 
the door one hour before 
performance. 40S University Hall 
3 p.m.-Basketball 
Men's team vs. Central Michigan 
University Mount Pleasant. Mich 
4 p.m. - Swimming 
Women's team at Ball State 
University Muncie, Ind 
4 p.m. - Church Service 
St Thomas More Pariah. 425 
Thursttn. 
5:30 p.m. - Church Service 
St. Aloysius Church. 150 S. 
Enterprise. 
7 p.m.-Mldnlght - Mardl Oraa 
"International Celebration." 
International booths, games. 
casinos, caricaturists, reggae 
band, ethnic music, food, mystics, 
and the maze. Free and open to an 
There Is a charge for the games 
Lenhart Grand Batroom, Unkm. 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU vs Ferris State. Ice Arena 
t p.m. - Theatre Production 
"The Lesson" starring Pamela 
Sheehan and Craig Houk. 
Admiesion is $2 Tickets on sak) al 
the door one hour before 
performance. 405 University Hal. 
8 p.m. - Concert 
Bowing Green Phimarmonfa. 
Tickets are S3. $5. and $7 for 
students. $2 more for others. 10 
p.m.-2 a.m. - Black Student Union 
Dance. Northeast Commons 
8,10 a.m. - Church Services 
St. John's Episcopal Church. 1509 
E Wooster 
8,10 a.m., Noon - Church 
Services 
St. Aloysius Church, 160 S. 
Enterprise 
8:30,11a.m.-Church Services 
St Mark's Lutheran Church, 315 
S. Cosege (Sunday school at 9:46 
a.m.). 
0,11 a.m. - Church Services 
First United Methodist Church, 
1506 E  Wooster 
8:30 a.m.-Church Service 




10 a.m.-Church Service 
University Christian Church. 1040 
Choral Rehearsal He*. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
10 a.m.-Church Service 
First Presbyterian Church, 126 S. 
Church. 
10,11:30e.av. 7 p.m. -Church 
10 a.m., 8 p.m. - Church Services 
Deyspring Assembly of God. 
17360 N Dixie Highway 
10:15 a.m. - Church Service 
Christ Community Church, 123 
Court St 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Peace Lutheran Church, 1026 
West Pearl (Sunday school st 9:15 
a.m.). 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Agape Church of Prayer. United 
Christian Fellowship. 313 Thurstln 
(Bible study at 9:30 a.m.). 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Trinity United Methodist Church, 
200 N. Summit (Sunday school at 
9 15 am). 
10:30 a.m.. 0 p.m. - Church 
Services 
First Baptist Church 749 S 
Winter garden. 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
First Christian Church. 875 
Hasklns (Sunday school at 9:30 
a.m.). 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
Deliverance Tabernacle Church of 
God. 17202 N Mercer (Sunday 
school at 9:30 a.m.). 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Maumee Valley Unitarian 
UrWversalist Congregation. Schatler 
Had. 130 W Indiana. Perrysburg 
(Religious education at 10 a.m ) 
II a.m. - Church Service 
Foursquare Gospel Church. 205 
Sandridge. 
III .m., 7 p.m. - Church Services 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church 
of God, 620 Second St (Sunday 
school at 10 a.m.) 
3p.m. -1891 Hollls Moore Lee u r a 
World renowned fortopianisi 
Malcolm Bason wA speak. Free and 
open to el. Kobacker Hal, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
4 p.m. -Club Volleyball 
Men's team vs. Ban State 
University. Anderson Arena. 
7:30 p.m. - Gymnastics 
BGSU st Ohio State University with 
Denver and West Virginal 
Columbus. 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Sky Stones." The hidden 
sstronomy of different sites will be 
explored. Featured sites include 
the Pyramlda of Egypt, Stonehenge 
and the Temples of Maya. 
Planetarium. 
7 a.m.-5 p.m. - Applications 
Available 
Open to all students Activity 
Center, Student Recreation 
Center 
• a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Spirited Extension " Mixed media 
works by Gerald Sprvey wll be on 
display. Free and open to en. 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
11:30 a.m. - Church Service 
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 
Thurstln. 
7-9 pjn. - Panel 
"Choices: If there Is s military draft 
what are your options?" The panel 
wM consist of people speaking 
about there actions during the 
Vietnam war. Free and open to al. 
121 West Hall 
7-9 p.m. - Archery Awareness 
Student Recreation Center 
8 p.m.-Students lor Life 
Free and open to al Faculty 
Lounge. Union. 
8:30-9:30 p.m. - Romance and 
Responsibility Week 
AIDS Awareness Programs Shown 
In residence hats through Friday. 
[»■»■ 8-9:30 a.m. - HSA Faculty 
H Breakfast 
The Honors Center. Kreischer. 
9 a.m.-s p.m. - Art Exhibit 
' Spirited Extension " Mixed media 
works by Gerald Sprvey wai be on 
display Free and open to al 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Musics! Arts Center 
5 p.m. - Application Deadline 
Elementary Applications Methods 
529 Education 
6-7:30 p.m. - United Karate 
System 
BGSU Karate Club Open to al 
Gym. Eppier Center. 
CM 
St Thome* More Pariah, 425 
Thuraen 
7 p.m. - Solid Rock Chrlatlan 
Fellowship 
Meeting Free and open to a* 
Prout Chapel 
7 p.m. - Active Christians Today 
Felowshlp meeting Free and open 
to all Alumni Room. Union 
7:30-9:30 p.m. - Romance end 
Responsibility Wee* 
"Fighting for Their Lives. People 
Living With AIDS    Get a chance to 
talk with a local man and woman 
who recently have been told they 
have AIDS Lenhart Grand 
Baafoom. Union. 
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Sky Stones." The hidden 
astronomy of different sites w* be 
explored Featured sites include 
the Pyramids of Egypt. Stonehenge 
and the Temples of Maya 
Planetarium. 
6:30 p.m. - Woman's Spirituality 
Group 
Free and open to al 217 W. 
Washington St 
9 p.m. - Peace Coalition 
Free and open to al United 
Chrlatlan Felowshlp Center. 313 
Thuratin. 
9 p.m. - College Democrats 
Free end open to all 110 Business 
Administration 
9 a.m -5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Spirited Extension " Mixed medis 
works by Gerald Sprvey wit be on 
display Free and open to al. 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
i0-ii:30s.m.- Advisement 
For heaving Impaired majors 444 
Education 
11:30-1 p.m. - Affirmative Action 
Forum 
"Equality and Human Evolution " 
Dr. Stephen Gould, paleontologist 
form Harvard, w*. apeak. Free and 
open to al. 
11:30 a.m., 4:30 and 7:30 p.m. - 
- Aah Wednesdsy Service 
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 
Thurstln. 
12:30 p.m. - Meditation Group 
Open to all United Christian 
Fellowship. 313 Thurstln 
1-3:30 p.m. - Advisement 
For hearing unpaired majors 444 
Education. 
3:30 pjn. - Seminar 
"Neuronal Growth Cone 
Development " Richard W Burry. 
from the Department of Anatomy at 
Ohio State University, a* speak 
Sponsored by the Department of 
Biological Services. 112 Life 
Sciences. 
7:00 p.m. - KM Week Prayer 
First Baptist Church, 749 S. 
siTiaasjiiaeiileiii 
7-6 p.m. - Archery Awareness 
Student Recreetton Center. 
7:30 p.m. - Freehmen Bible Study 
Free and open tost United 
Chrisban Feaowahip Center. 313 
TnunMln. 
7:30 tun. - BHUe Otoeueeten 
"The Bible and the Poor "Free and 
open to el United Christian 
p, 313 Thurstln 
6 p.m. - Basketball 
Men's team vs Youngslown Slate 
University Anderson Arena 
8 p.m. - Faculty Artlet Series 
Peregrine Consort Free and open 
lo al Bryan Recital Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
6 p.m. - Theatre Production 
An Evening of Eudore Welly 
Tomatoes snd Trama " Admission 
is $3 Joe E Brown Theatre. 
University Hal 
6:30-9:30 p.m. - Discussion 
Contemporary moral issues Free 
snd open lo si Anooch Library. SI 
Thomss More Parish. 425 Thurstln 
9 p.m. - Progressive Student 
Organization 
Free and open to al United 
Christian Fellowship Center. 313 
Thurstln 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Spirited Extension " Mixed media 
works by Gerald Sprvey will be on 
display. Free and open to al 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
4:304:30 p.m. - Visiting Creative 
Writer 
Reading and reception. Keith 
Wilson wA reed. Free and open to 
all Sponsored by the Creative 
Writing Program Faculty Lounge. 
5:15 p.m. - Church Service 
St. Thomas More Parish. 425 
Thurstln 
6-7:30 p.m. - United Karate 
System 
BGSU Karate Club Open to all 
Gym. Eppier Center. 
7:30 p.m - Fellowship of 
Christian Athletes 
Sponsored by Christ Community 
Church. Union 
7:30 p.m. - Thursday Night Live 
Free and open to al. Sponsored by 
BGSU Bible Studies Presidential 
Lounge, Ice Arena. 
7:30 p.m.-Chi Alpha 
Chrisban fellowship Free and open 
to al. Prout Chapel 
8 p.m. - Lecture 
"A Contemporary Corporate 
Collection Examined in an rhetorical 
Conteat " Suzanne F W. LemeMs. 
curator for Citibank m Long Island. 
wM speak 204 Fine Arts 
6 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"An Evening of Eudora Welly: 
Tomatoes snd Trama.'' Admission 
is $3. Joe E. Brown Theatre. 
University Hal 
8:30 p.m. - Lesbian end Gay 
Alliance 
Free and open to al Basement. 
United Christian Felowshlp Center. 
313 Thurstln. 
9 p.m. - Lenhart Classic Film 
Series 
Black Heritage Month   A Patch of 
Blue." Free and open to el 
Coaponeored by the African 
American Graduate Student 
AssoosBon Gish Film Theetre 
9 a.m-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Spirited Extension " Mixed media 
works by Gerald Sprvey w* be on 
display Free and open to al. 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Musics! Arts Center 
Noon - Graduate Student 
Luncheon 
"Women In Reggae Music." Errol 
Lam from the library w* speak $ 1 
donation. Open to al United 
Christian Felowshlp Center. 313 
Thurstln 
12:15 p.m.-Church Service 
St. Thome* More Pariah. 426 
Thuratin 
5:30 p.m. - Ski Trip 
Return February 16 869 for 
traneportaben, lodging, and aft 
ticket Rental*$16extra. 
Sponsored by the UAO Outdoor 
Recreation Committee Seven 
Springe. Perm. 
I p.m. - B.Q. Qemlng Society 
Free and open to al 222 
Education 
7 p.m.-UAO Movie 
Termed Endearment  li 50 
with vekd BGSU student I 0 210 
Math Sciences 
7:30 p.m.-Hockey 
BGSUvs Miami University Ice 
Arena 
7:30 p.m. - Fiction and Poetry 
Reeding 
Poet Patrice Brazen and fiction 
writer Trma Knight w* reed Prout 
Chapel 
7:30 p.m. - Black History Month 
"The Meeting " This play depicts 
wrist might havs happened if Dr 
Martin Luther King. Jr and Malcolm 
X had gotten together for a 
discussion Sponsored by the 
Sleek Board of Cultural Activities 
121 West Hall 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"An Evening of Eudora Welty: 
Tomatoes and Trains " Admission 
is $3. Joe E. Brown Theatre. 
University Hal 
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Sky Stones " The hidden 
sstronomy of different sites w* be 
explored Featured sites include 
the Pyramids of Egypt. Stonehenge 
snd the Temples of Maya 
Planetarium 
9:30 p.m., Midnight - UAO Movie 
Beaches '$ 1 50 with valid BGSU 
student I D 210 Math Sciences 
12:45 p.m.-Basketball 
Women's team va Eastern 
Michigan Anderson Arena 
1 p.m. - Gymnastics 
BGSU at Itanota State University 
3 p.m. - Basketball 
Men's team va Eastern Michigan 
University Anderson Arena 
4 p.m. - Church Service 
St Thomas More Parish, 425 
Thurstln 
5:30 p.m. - Church Service 
St Aloysius Church. 150 S 
Enterprise 
7 p.m. - Club Volleyball 
Men's team vs University of 
Michigan Ann Arbor 
7 p.m.-UAO Movie 
"Terms of Endearment   $1 50 
with valid BGSU student I D 210 
Mefh Sciences 
7:30 p.m.-Hockey 
BGSU vs Miami University Ice 
Arena 
6 pjn. - Theetre Production 
"An Evening of Eudora Welty: 
Tomatoes and Trains    Admission 
is $3 Joe E Brown Theatre, 
University Hal 
«History Month 
The Clarence Snath Chorus 
Hosted by the Murti Cultural Music 
Students Free and open to al 
Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical 
Arts Center 
9:30 p.m. and Midnight - UAO 
Mori* 
Beeches    St 50 with vasd BGSU 
Student I D 210 Math Sciences 
10p.m.-2 a.m.-Dance 
Sponsored by the Black Board of 
Cultural Affairs Northeast 
Common*. 




As the saying goes, "better late 
than never," and those words ring 
no truer than in regards to the up- 
coming concert by the Summit 
Brass Band featuring The Tonight 
Show's Doc Serverinsen. Original- 
ly scheduled for Saturday. Feb. 
16, and has since been moved to 
3 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 17. 
The Sunday afternoon concert 
In Kobacker Hall of the Moore Mu- 
sical Arts Center will feature a 
wide range of musical selections, 
including "A Gerswhin Fantasy" 
arranged by Frank Man tooth; Allen 
Vizzutti's "Episodes for Brass with 
Trumpet Soloist," arranged by Jeff 
Tysik; "Selections from 'Mass'" by 
Leonard Bernstein and transcribed 
by Gordon Hallber; "Animal 
Ditties" by Anthony Plog; "Over- 
ture to the Mustek 'Royal Fire- 
works'" by G.F. Handel and tran- 
scribed by Ralph Sauer; and 
"Keystone Celebration" by John 
Cheetham. 
Trumpet soloist Serverinsen will 
be featured In performances of the 
music by Gerswhin and Vizzutti. 
The group was founded by 
trumpet player David Hickman, 
who wanted an al-American brass 
ensemble similar to those found-in 
Europe and Japan. Determined to 
establish the finest group possi- 
ble, he and colleagues in the Saint 
Louis Brass Quintet selected mu- 
sicians from major orchestras 
throughout the United States. 
Current membership in Summit 
Brass includes players from the 
New York and Los Angeles Phil- 
harmonics, Boston Pops, Phila- 
delphia, Atlanta, Pittsburg. St. 
Louis and Chicago Symphony or- 
chestras, and the Metropolitan 
Opera and National Repertory Or- 
chestras. 
In addition to performing around 
the world, the 18-member group 
has formed its own recording 
company, which released 20 
albums last year. Summit Brass 
also hosts an annual brass insti- 
tute in Keystone, Colo., for col- 
lege students and professionals. 
Although tickets are sold out, a 
limited number of additional seats 
are being made available. Patrons 
can ask to be placed on a waiting 
Hst for these tickets made availa- 
ble through last-minute cancella- 
tions by calling the box office at 
372-8171. 
Kole not a 'hokey magician'       UA° celebration here again 
ar ^«* It's happening in New Orleans, Friday, Feb. 8, will be a free 
So far, the only man we know of 
to have walked on water has been 
Jesus Christ, and he hasn't done 
that for many, many years. But 
now there Is someone else to 
claim this teat: Andre Kole, an il- 
lusionist and magician. He is also a 
born-again Christian and will be 
vieitlng the University 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, Feb. 6, In Kobacker 
Hall of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
Campus Crusade for Christ is 
sponsoring Kole's visit, and its 
members are quick to point out 
that Kole means nothing disre- 
spectful by his most famous trick, 
and that the trick itself is nothing 
I •. 10 a.m. - Church Services 
[■■■ St. John's Episcopal Church. ) 509 
H E. Wooetei 
1,10 a.m., Noon - Church 
Services 
St. Aloysiue Church. 160 S. 
| Enterprise 
• 30,11 a.m. - Church Services 
SI Marks Lutheran Church. 315 
S. College (Sunday school at 9:45 
a.m.). 
1.11 a.m. - Church Services 
F»si United Methodist Church. 
1500E Wooeter. 
IN a.m. - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S 
Enterprtee. 
more than a well-done illusion. In 
fact, Kole himself admits, accord- 
ing to Crusader VTrlen Jarvis, that 
"any eight year old could do what 
he does, with 15 years of prac- 
tice.'' 
Ninety per cent of the show will 
be magic tricks, and then Kole will 
announce a brief intermission. 
Afterward, he says, he wiH contin- 
ue with a sharing of something 
significant about his life. No one 
need stay who doesn't want to, he 
emphasizes. This portion of the 
program is where he gives hie tes- 
timony about Jesus Christ, and he 
doesn't want to push anything to 
people who don't want it. After the 
10a.m.- Church Service 
University Christian Church, 1040 
Choral Rehearsal Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
First Presbyterian Church, 120 S 
Church. 
10,11:30 a.m., 7 p.m.-Church 
e 
i 
10 a.m.-Church Service 
Prout Chapel 
St Thomas More Pariah. 426 
rhuretm 
10 a.m., 0 p.m. - Church Services 
Dayspnng Assembly ol God. 
17360 N Dixie Highway. 
10:11 am - CkureJi Service 
Chnet Community Church. 123 
Court SI 
10: JO a.m. - Church Service 
Peace Lutheran Church, 102B 
West Pearl (Sunday school at 9 15 
aj»). :... 
testimony, he concludes with a bit 
more magic and illusion. 
Kole is "not just a hokey magi- 
clan," Jarvis says. "He's serious 
about what he does." 
Proof of this may be Kole's Im- 
pressive entertainment resume: 
touring 74 coutries and working 
with magician David Copperfield 
several times. In fact, the two col- 
laborated on one of Copperfield's 
most famous illusions, in which he 
made the Statue of Liberty seem- 
ingly disappear. 
Tickets for the show are $5 and 
can be purchased at the door or 
by calling 372-5556 
10:10 a.m. - Church Service 
Agape Church ol Prayer United 
Christian Fellowship. 313 Thutstin 
(Btjie study at 9:30 a.m.). 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Trinity United Methodist Church, 
200 N. Summit (Sunday school st 
9 15am) 
10:30 a.m., 0 p.m. - Church 
Panic as 
First Baptist Church. 749 S. 
Waitergarden 
10:46 a.m. - Church Service 
FrstChnsoan Church. 875 
Hsskms (Sunday school st 9:30 
s.m ) 
10:45 s.m. - Churah Service 
Deliverance Tabernacle Church ol 
God. 17202 N. Mercer (Sunday 
school at 9:30 a.m.). 
and it's happening in Bowling 
Green. No joke, Mardl Gras is re- 
turning to campus, sponsored by 
UAO 
The first event of the campus- 
wide celebration will be a lecture 8 
p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 6 in the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the 
Union. The speaker and topic 
have yet to be announced, but the 
program will stay within the 
bounds of this year's Mardi Gras 
theme: International Celebration. 
On Thursday, Feb. 8, Prout 
Lounge will be the site of an inter- 
national dessert festival. The cost 
is 50 cents per plate and all 
proceeds go to charity. The event 
is scheduled 6-9 p.m. 
11 s.m.-Church Service 
Maumee vatey Unitarian 
Unrversallet Congregation Scheser 
Hal. 130 W Indiana. Perrysburg 
(Religious education at 10 a.m.). 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Foursquare Gospel Church 205 
Sandndge. 
11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Sa 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church 
ol God. 820 Second St (Sunday 
school at 10 am) 
1 p.m. -Feetival Series 
Summit Braes with apodal guest 
Doc Severinaen wM perform 
Tickets are sold out Kobacker Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
movie of the international sort 
compliments of UAO. "Cinema 
Paradiso," an Italian Oscar- 
winner, will be shown In 210 math 
Sciences at 7 45 and 10 p.m. 
There win be io midnight show, 
and no movie on Saturday night. 
The highlight of the week is the 
festival on Saturday night, Feb. 9, 
from 7 p.m. to midnight on the 
second floor of the Union. There 
will be casino games, food, a reg- 
gae band, organization booths and 
a human maze, among other at- 
tractions. An auction will be held at 
the end, of the evening for stu- 
dents to spend their play-money 
winnings. Once again, all 
proceeds win go to charity. 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Sky Stones." The hidden 
astronomy ol different sites w* be 
explored. Featured sites include 
the Pyramids ol Egypt. 
Stonghsnge.and the Temples ol 
Maya. Planetarium. 
• p.m. - Black History Month 
"A Celebration ol Back Art." The 
program wtl feature |azz pianist and 
BGSU graduate Tyrone Vernon • 
p.m. - Theatre Production 
"An Evening of Eudora Weity 
Tomatoee and Trains." Admission 
Is S3. Joe E. Brown Theatre. 
University Hen 
*. 
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Dr. Dave is a 
man, oh yeah! 
by Dave ■otklnd 
Yes, It's finally here. You wall 
all year for this day, which never 
seems to come soon enough. At 
times, the anticipation of this 
event seems unbearable. We 
dream, plan, and hope and the 
moment has arrived."Dr. Dave's 
Incredible College of Musical 
Knowledge" gladly wishes 
everyone a very happy Ground- 
hog's Day. It Is truly the most 
joyous of holiday occasions. Best 
wishes go out from Dr. Dave to 
Punxsutawney Phil. Good luck. 
Sir Groundhog. 
Nurse Schmidt Informs us that 
this past week we had all-time re- 
cord highs In the number of en- 
tries and the number of perfect 
entries here at "The College." So. 
she randomly selected Jill Varga's 
entry as the winner. Way to go, 
Jill. Here are all the correct an- 
swers to last week's Hits of 
1990'quiz: 
1. Wilson Phillips 
2. Phil Collins 
3. Jon Bonjovl 
4. BellBlvDeVoe 
5. Michael Bolton 
6. Technotronlc 
7. Paula Abdul 
8. "All I Wanna Do Is Make 
Love To You," by Heart 
9. Maxl Priest 
10. Linda Ronstadt and Aaron 
Neville 
To enter this week's contest, 
submit your entry with your 
name, address, phone number, 
and shoe size to "Dr. Dave's Mu- 
sic Quiz." c/o 214 West Hall, 
B.C. OH. 43403. or drop It in the 
wooden box in 210 West Hall. 
Submit this week's entries before 
9 a.m.. Wed.. Feb. 6. 91   The 
winner's name(s) and all the cor- 
rect answers will be disclosed In 
next week's quiz (If our planet 
still exists). 
BESIDES BEING GROUND- 
HOG'S DAY. THIS WEEK ALSO 
MARKS THE CELEBRATION OF 
ANOTHER FESTIVE EVENT. THE 
11 th YEAR ANNIVERSARY OF 
DR. DAVE'S ENTRY INTO MAN- 
HOOD (MAKE WHATEVER YOU 
WANT OUT OF THAT STATE- 
MENT). TO COMMEMORATE. 
DR. DAVE'S INCREDIBLE COL- 
LEGE OF MUSICAL KNOWL- 
EDGE" WILL QUANTUM LEAP 
BACK TO SOME OF THE SONGS 
ON THE CHARTS ON FEBRUARY 
1. 1980: 
Freshman level-One point 
each. 
1. Who had the Number One 
hit that week. "Crazy Little Thing 
Called Love"? 
2. What duo sang the classic 
"Do That To Me One More Time"? 
ISee Dr.Dave, page 8. 
Critics wake up 
LUMLEY: 'Awakenings' gets up on ZAKEL:Robin Williams lets the 
wrong side of bed and stays there     sun shine in on 'Awakenings' 
by Irian Lumley 
Identic 
Recent films like "Rain Man" 
and "Awakenings" have dis- 
played what I call a do-gooder 
sentimentality. They take a very 
real problem usually not known 
by the general public and turn It 
Into a very sappy Hollywood 
melodrama. Dustln Hoffman's 
autistic savant was well-acted 
and brought recognition to the 
problem of autism in this coun- 
try, but the actual film was knee- 
deep In sappy emotion. Penny 
Marshall, late of TV's "Laverne 
and Shirley" and more recently, 
director of Tom Hanks' 
Big/helms this new do-gooder 
film "Awakenings." 
Based on Dr. Oliver Sacks' 
novel, this film attempts to ex- 
plore the problems surrounding a 
virtual living death, encephalitis 
letharglca. This disease attacked 
several people In the 1920 s and 
early 30 s, creating zombies who 
catatonlcally sat in a blank stare 
for decades. 
Set during the summer of 
1969, the so-called "Summer of 
Love," Dr. Malcolm Sayer (Robin 
Williams) applies for a neurology 
position at Balnbrldge Hospital. 
His specialty Is research, not 
hands-on medical care. Once he 
starts dabbling In patient care, he 
comes upon Leonard Lowe, a 
blank-eyed man who has sat In a 
living death for thirty years. 
Through a new experimental 
drug called L-DOPA, Sayer brings 
Leonard out of his coma and back 
to the world of the living. From 
this point, the film tries to make a 
statement about the frailty of life 
and How every moment should 
be lived to Its fullest. 
This Is where the film falls. 
Marshall relies on too many ges- 
tures and bits of dialogue to show 
the pain these people must feel. 
The patients quip about lost rela- 
tives, life, and the human spirit. 
Yet. In a film where this Is the 
theme and not merely a minor 
motif, these points are merely 
hinted at and never given the 
screen time they really deserve. 
Robert DeNIro, as Leonard, turns 
the character Into a cute man- 
boy, dressed In a nice little bow 
tie and matching brown blazer. 
Leonard's child-like Innocence Is 
hammered out rather than letting 
It develop Into a dysfunctional 
madness by film's end. He struts 
around the hospital, shuffling 
like E.T. did In that 1982 film. In 
one scene, he starts feeling the 
side effect of L-DOPA. and does a 
macabre dance a la The Talking 
Heads' David Byrne. As his little 
bow tie jerked up and down and 
his face contorted Into a mask, 
the resemblance to Byrne was 
comically uncanny. 
The main problem is the film's 
lack of humanity. Marshall brings 
little vignettes of these people 
experiencing (and becoming 
bored by) life's little wonders Into 
"Awakenings," but Is inevitably 
dogged by her query. As Leonard 
muses, "I would do everything 
you take for granted. I would go 
for a walk..." really poses a chal- 
lenge for Marshall to answer to. 
Well, Leonard never goes for his 
walk or re-experiences life as this 
film should let him do. It poses a 
big question regarding reawaken- 
ing but never answers the 
breadth of Its inquiry. 
The way "Awakenings" han- 
dles its subject matter is as leth- 
argic as Its patients-alive and 
breathing, but barely aware. Let's 
see a do-gooder film that doesn't 
attempt to canonize or simplify 
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Needing ajob, Dr. Malcolm 
Sayer has accepted the staff neu- 
rologist position at Balnbrldge 
Hospital. After a career spent In 
research environments, the In- 
troverted Dr. Sayer must confront 
human patients for the first time. 
Interpersonal skills lacking, deal- 
ing with his chronic patients 
—those with little hope for a 
cure, some whose aliment Is 
unknown — exacts Its toll on 
him. 
Despite this, Dr Sayer finds 
hope. He manages to elicit tiny 
responses out of catatonic 
patients that appear "Insubstan- 
tial as ghosts," and feels they are 
alive Inside. How can he awaken 
them from their "sleeping sick- 
ness"? 
This Is the crux of "Awaken- 
ings." the new film based on Dr. 
Oliver Sacks' account of the mira- 
culous events of 1969, starring 
Robin Williams and Robert DeN- 
Iro. 
Director Penny Marshall has 
Infused the film with heartfelt 
sincerity and humanity rare In 
Hollywood's "high-concept" 
movie era. One such film, Mar- 
shall's second film "Big."' worked 
because of her ability to weave 
comedy into a seamless, sensible 
narrative — even Its ending rang 
true. In "Awakenings" she lets 
the actors and story shine 
through. 
The performances by DeNIro 
and Williams are remarkable In 
their simplicity. DeNiro's Leon- 
ard Lowe allows you to fully em- 
pathize with a man who has lost 
thirty years of his life to a puz- 
zling disease. Leonard endures 
Parklnsonlan tremors, a side ef- 
fect of the miracle drug L-DOPA, 
yet DeNIro still conveys Leon- 
ard's dignity despite his suffer- 
ing. 
Robin Williams turns In a re- 
■ Scc Zakel. page x 
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*   LIVE COMEDY* 
SAT., FEB. 2 
STARRING 
STEVEIOTT 
A»* USA GOO 
and 
DAVELOCKARD 
RESERVATIONS A INFORMATION 
354-7499 
Saturday 8 and 10:30 p.m. $3.00 
DOORS OPEN 7:15 P.M. 
* Two Drink Minimum ' 
DOODLES 
Greenwood Centre • 1616 E. Woosler • BG 
ACROSS FROM BGSU STADIUM 
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ROCK GOSSIP 
FROM  THE 
BLACK SWAMP 
BABY, HE'S A STAR 
: Word on the street has It that 
local troubadour and rock celeb 
Paul Johnson Is starring In a 
cable-TV ad for downtown eatery 
Tuxedo Junction. Johnson's smil- 
ing mug pops up behind the bar. 
He's also shown carrying a tray 
of grub for some hungry patrons. 
Will such media success spoil the 
man who once crooned. "I'll take 
what's left/Who'd want It any- 
way?"? 
FINDESEMANA 
This weekend i Cleveland bar- 
rockers the Janglers at Easystreet 
Cafe.. .Frankle's In Toledo - Root 
House on Friday/Trip 20 on Sat- 
urday...Saturday at Good Tymes i 
Derek Wolfgram, Butt Loco, the 
Copulating Crabs, and the Es- 




: Art-rock freaks will be happy to 
find out that local sonic decon- 
structlonlsts Umclunk have 
released their fourth cassette. 
This one's called Naked Weenie 
San'wlch and It's a tribute to 
composers whose names begin 
with the letter "z." Including 
Frank Zappa, John Zorn, and 
Zamflr. It's available at Had Hat- 
ter Music Co. In downtown BG. 
UPCHUCK 
: In our Light In the Darkness De- 
partment, Chuck Travis, the bit- 
terest man In rock-n-roll, is one of 
the artists featured every Mon- 
day at Toledo's Ottawa Tavern. 
Travis strums his gut off along 
with other local artists as part of 
the Tavern's Alternative Acoustic 
Music night. The bitterness sub- 
sides. 
~&. 
t fids NeuiB: IJour sourer for campus news m 
■ From Wsr, page 5. 
them to live or die." 
Sleepless nights and night- 
mares are frequent occurrences 
for Martha. She said she Is not 
her usually peppy self and has 
trouble concentrating on her 
school work. 
Junior IPCO major Tony Mano- 
latos has two friends stationed In 
the Persian Gulf and he has 
reason to think two more are also 
stationed there. 
Tony and Marine Patrick Joynt 
played football together at a co- 
ed Catholic high school In Detroit. 
Patrick was deployed to the 
Middle East five months ago and 
Tony was shocked when he 
learned about the deployment 
through his high school alumni 
newsletter. 
"I remember being on the 
[football) field — the last thing on 
any of our minds was those guys 
being in the desert two-and-one- 
half years later," he said. 
Tony put off writing Patrick 
because he thought he might be 
resentful towards him since he Is 
"sitting here pretty In college" 
and Patrick Is In the desert. 
Tony said he thinks about 
Patrick often. 
Brought to you by . . . 518 Wooster 
352-6886 
"Am I ever going to see him 
again?" Tony wondered. "I'd re- 
ally feel like shit If I didn't. I'm 
not naive to the fact that he may 
die." 
Although she does not have a 
relative or close friend In the Per- 
sian Gulf. Junior liberal arts 
major Jennifer Postance comes 
from a military family. Her father 
was a military police officer, both 
of her stepfathers are Air Force 
members, her brother-in-law is In 
the Air Force and her uncle Is In 
the Army. 
Jennifer's boyfriend, a Navy 
radio communicator on a sub- 
marine, has not yet been de- 
ployed to her knowledge. 
"Two of his friends and his 
boss do the same work he does 
and they have been deployed," 
Jennifer said. "He must Just be 
lucky."  
Jennifer Is responsible for 
starting the Operation Desert 
Storm Support Group in Bowling 
Green after placing ads In the BG 
News. Jennifer has two pen-pals 
in the Middle East. Marine Chris 
Robinson, who calls himself Jen- 
nifer's "Desert Defender," has 
written to Jennifer more than 30 
times and sent her numerous 
momentos she has displayed on 
her bedroom wall. She has also 
received two phone calls from 
Saudi Arabia. 
All of these people have one 
very strong feeling In common - 
they despise the protests going 
on. Perhaps Karen summed up all 
of their sentiments best. 
"I hate those protestors," she 
said. "The first question I would 
ask is do they know anyone over 
there?" 
■From Zakel, page 7. 
strained performance as the shy, 
compassionate Dr. Sayer, whose 
discomfort In social situations 
provides the film's humorous 
moments. Williams' subtle skill 
makes these scenes work. 
Although at times overly sen- 
timental, Randy Newman's musi- 
cal score elicits a haunting long- 
ing for these patients' lost years. 
Additional support comes from 
the fine supporting cast Marshall 
has gathered for the film, Includ- 
ing Julie Kavner, Alice Drum- 
mond, Anne Meara, and the late 
Dexter Gordon. 
The scene I found most moving 
Involved Leonard, still trapped In 
his post-encephalatlc catatonla, 
communicating a poem's title to 
Dr. Sayer. Reading the poem, 
Sayer realizes the full extent of 
the misery Leonard has endured, 
trapped within the shell of his 
state, unable to communicate or 
participate In the outside world 
for the last thirty years. 
This scene's compassion and 
empathy Is consistent with the 
rest of the film, and "Awaken- 
ings" has many moving scenes. 
Although the last third lapses Into 
predictability, "Awakenings" 
remains sincere throughout, cap- 
turing the events of that 1969 
summer with profound sincerity, 
an Indication of Marshall's fine 
storytelling Instincts. 
Given the film's subject matter, 
It's likely "Awakenings" will gar- 
ner more Academy Award nomi- 
nations than It deserves. The 
Academy will undoubtedly em- 
brace the film's humanitarian, 
llfe-afflrmlng storyline — they 
have a long history of rewarding 
socially conscious films. 
■ From Dr.Dave, page 7. 
Sophomore level-Two points 
each. 
3. Who had both "Off the Wall" 
and "Rock With You" on the 
charts? 
4. What band had "Another 
Brick In the Wall" In the Top Ten? 
Junior Level-Three points each. 
5. Who had both "Refugee" 
and "Don't Do Me Like That" In 
the Top 40? 
6. What country singer sang 
"Coward of the County'? 
Senior level-Four points each. 
7. What band sang "I Can't Tell 
You Why'7 
8. What one-hit wonder sang 
"Romeo's Tune"? 
Graduate level-Five points 
each. 
9. What duo had the first Num- 
ber One hit of the 1980"s. "Yes. 
I'm Ready"? 
10. Who sang the song claim- 
ing, "Longer than there've been 
stars up In the heavens...I've 
been In love with you'? 
This week' winner win receive 
a FREE promtlonal cassette from 
Finders Records and Tapes, at 
128 N. Main. Bowling Green. The 
winner could be YOU. 
The Source 
See «s for Life in .Hell products 
■ From Hair, page 4. 
Spellbound during Claude's 
acid trip, the audience could feel 
the terror the character must 
have experienced as he realized 
he would die In Vietnam. The 
supporting actors added to the 
emotion of the nightmare and 
carried It over through the an- 
nouncement of his death to his 
beloved friends. 
After Claude's tragic demise In 
Vietnam, the audience was thrust 
back to 1991 as the cast sang an 
emotional "Let the Sun Shine In." 
urging them to make peace and 
"stop the war" In the Persian 
Gulf. 
All In an. we liked It. 
Two thumbs and a real big 
pinky toe up. 
\ ihSlDERi 
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Television Listings 
From February 1st 
Thru February 6th 
DAYTIME MORNING 
5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00         8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
O Cleveland Business News This Morning Sally Jessy Raphael JOker 5 Wild Challengers Price 
o Sign-On Cont'd Wok With Yan Mr Dressup Sesame St 
o Home Shopping Spree CBS News News g This Morning People Cl Trump Card B DeAngelis Family Feud Price 
0 
m 
Sign-Off Ag-Day News NBC News Todayg Sally Jessy Raphael Wh Fortune Concentr Tell Truth 
Sign-Off Cont'd ABC News Good Morning America g Live - Regis & Kathie Lee Joan Rivers Home 
0 Sign-Off Cont'd Business Homestretch Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
m S-gn-Off Cont'd Homestretch Contact Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
0 Sign-Off Cont'd G.I Joe Ninja Turtles Melodies Woody Muppets Robert Tilton 700 Club Paid Prog 
o Father News Corporate Video Power G.I. Joe DuckTales Gummi B Menace Happy Days Laverne Bewitched Webster Spoons 
nra Basketball Getting Fit In Motion Nation's Business Today SportsCtr Varied Frograms Getting Fit 
TMC Movie Varied Progra ms JMowie [Movie 
DAYTIME AFTERNOON 
11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
0 Price News Young and the Restless Bold. Bea As the World Turns Guiding Light GeraWo Donahue 
O Sesame St. Midday Country Practice Coronation Take the High Road Never Twain Talkabout Danger Bay Video (Ms Do It 
o Price Newsg Young and trie Restless Bold. Bea As the World Turns Guiding Light Oprah Winfrey g Golden Girls Cosby Snow 
0 Trialwatch News Closer Look Days ot Our Lives g Another World Santa Barbara Gro Pains ALFg Donahue 
0 Home Match Game Loving g All My Children One Lite to Live General Hospital Geraldo Hard Copy News 
0 Instructional Varied Instructional Programming Varied Reading Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Varied 
0 Instructional Instructional Programming Movie Animals Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Sq. 1 TV 
o New Beaver Jeannie Odd Couple Haidcaslle and McCormick Laverne Flintstones Peter Pan DuckTales Chip-Dale Tiny Toon Highway to Heaven g 
0 Jeffersons g H'mooner 1 Love Lucy Andy Gnffith B. Hillbillies [Facts ot Lite Chipmunks Peter Pan Chip-Dale Tale Spin Tiny Toon Gro Pains Head Clss 
ESPN Training In Motion Bodyshape Jake Varied Programs Legends ot Wrestling Varied Programs 
TMC Movie Movie Movie                                                                            Varied Programs 
HAIR UNLIMITED 
143 W. WOOSTER 353-3281 
Quality Hair Care at 
Reasonble Prices 
• Guys cuts always S8.00 
• Nexxus Products available 
THE TANNING CENTER 
3 convenient locations 
- 143 W. Wooster 
- 248 N. Main 
- 993 S Main 
Wl Htitr Mil LtCil 
competitors lomtr Unrtts* Meu 
THE 
COPY SHOP 
117 East Court St. B.G. 352-4068 
more than just copies ! 
Get the BEST PRICE — Call Us 
Copying • Printing • Typesetting 
Screen Printing • Word Processing 
Trophies • Plaques • Certificates 
EASYSTREET 
104 S. Main St. 353-0988 
Live Classic Rock 
jnNGL€RS 
Performing this Friday & Saturday 
•    •    *    * 
Wednesday the 6th 
GRIZWALDS 
(Blues Band) 
tit -,»11.»—II'»i ■■■ 11 • >- >■<—.  
Friday, February 1, 1991 
FRIDAY EVENING       FEBRUARY 1,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Cleveland Guns ol Paradise Dallas George Burns News Newharl Arsenio Hall 
O CBC News Fronl Page Sketches Street Legal Tommy Hunter                                      Journal CBC News Good Rockin' Tonite Ring-Bnghl 
ID News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy' Guns ol Paradise Dallas George Burns News Amenca-Nite Stingray 
ID New* NBC News NBC News Cheers Main Event Wrestling Dark Shadows Midnight Caller News Tonight Show Letterman 
m Personalities ABC News Cur Aflair Family Feud Full House Family Strangers Go Places 20/20 Arsenio Hall Nightiine Party 
Si Rod-Reel Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wash Week Wall St Doctor Who European Univ. Forum Mystery1 
m MacNeil/lehrer Newshour Business McLaughlin Wash Week Wall Si. Great Performances Marge Served? Frontline 
68 Boss? Charles Night Court Mama NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Washington Bullets Star Trek Next Gener Star Trek "Coach" 
CD Boss? Family Ties BOSS? Family Ties NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Washington Bullets News M#A#S-H Hunter 
ESPN Motowofld Up Close SportsCtr Skiing: Work) Alpine Championships Boxing: Tony Martin vs Donald Allison SpeedWeek SportsCtr Bodybuilding 
THC Bring on the Night Movie: "Secret ol the Ice Caves Movie: "Twins" Movie     Glory 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON        FEBRUARY 2,1991 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
o Bill S Ted Pee-wee Snakmaster Telecast Sports Express College Basketball Pittsburgh al UCLA PGA Go* Pebble Beach National Pro-Am 
o Sesame Street Homeworks Disability Gardener Fish'n Driver's Seat Peopi-Dog Sports weekend 
o Bill & Ted Pee-wee Dink Siorybreak Fisherman Newsmakers College Basketball: Pittsburgh al UCLA PGA Golf: Pebble Beach National Pro-Am 
o Saved-Beii Guys Sat Videos Inside Slufl College Basketball Wisconsin at Illinois Cheers Cheers College Basketball: Duke at Notre Dame 
o Bugs & Tweety Little Rosey Weekend Telecast Train-Dog Daily Mixer Robbins PBA Bowling: Quaker State Open Wide World of Sports 
s Gourmet Microwave Cooking Garden Gourmet Ok) House Workshop Homettme Conectors Tracks Austin City Limits Bradshaw on Homecoming 
CD VMS  Only Fred Trost MotorWeek Rod-Reel Ok) House Garden Workshop Hometime Gourmet Cooking Ciao Italia Alexander Classic Car Scl Model 
SB WWF Superstars Movie: "Bruce the Super Hero" Movie: "The Furious" Out ol Work) Secret ID Harry-Hen* Dummy 
m Charles New Lassie Move    Firestarter Movie: "Taps" Star Search Lilestyles-Rich 
ESPN Outdoors SportsCU 1990 Senior PGA Tour LPGA Goll Otdsmobile Classic Auto Racing: Daytona SuperBouts Star Shot Sr. GoH 
THC "Haunted Honeymoon" Move:   Heartbreak Hotel Movie: "Starman Movie: "Alien Nation" Winter Ppl 
SATURDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Big Chuck Ceveland Uncle Buck Lenny Movie: "Throw Momma From the Train" News Movie: "The White Buffalo 
o Sat Report Midday Real Fishing Don Cherry NHL Hockey: Detroit Red Wings at Toronto Maple Leals CBC News Night Muse 
ID News CBS News Wh. Fortune Cash Eip Uncle Buck Lenny Movie: "Throw Momma From the Train ' News Star Search Rock-Ron 
IB News NBC News Entertainment Tonight Amen Fanelk Boys Golden Girls Empty Nest Carol a Co Dear John News Saturday Night Live 
83 Fishing ABC News Current Aflair Extra Young Riders Undercover Twm Peaks Arsenio Hall American Gladiators 
O Degrassi Explorers Lawrence Walk Show Live From Lincoln Center Innovation Austin City Limits 
O European Tony Brown Lawrence We* Show Wonderful Work) ol Disney Movie "The Big Sleep" Lonesome Pine Special RedDwart 
a Boss? Charles Nigni Court Mama Totally Hidden Video Cops Cups Star Trek Comic Strip  Late Night Movie: "Christine" 
m Hunter Star Trek: Neirt Gener Totally Hidden Video Cops Copa News Emergency Comic Strip: Late Night Movie: "The Mechanic" 
ESPN Senior PGA Gat: Caribbean SportsCtr Auto Racing: Daytona Drag Racing: IHRA NFL All-Pro Team NFL 90 SportsCtr. College Basketball 
TMC Movie   Winter People  Cont'd Movie: "Haunted Honeymoon Movie: "Psycho Movie "Screwbel Hotel" 
BUILD INCREDIBLE STYLES! 
Wilh Matrix styling products you can create 
Oramatc. exerting hair designs   instantly) 
Main* puts extraordinary volume, body and 
styling control at your linger tips Plus you I 
experience exceptionally shiny and silky nan 
Slop m today and let one ol our expert stylists 





Haircuts   $8.00 
Worth 
Watching 
141 W. Wooster St. 
g*|||l'Ii^ 
354-8533 
The best in 
entertainment 
and information 
is on your public 
station, Channel 
27- Check the 




DO YOU WANT TO BE AN ENVIRONMENTAL 
SHOPPER? 
If you do, we are the business for you! 
^OlUJ) Op 
*VEW£& 
Wf  I .MI i)'.  the store to you' 
• 100% ORGANIC, NON-ANIMAL TESTED PRODUCTS 
• RARE OILS, BEADS, INSCENCE, ETC 
• STRING BAGS, CAN CRUSHERS. ETC. 
• GRATEEULDfAD MERCHANDISE 
• RECYCLING CONTAINERS, WOOD CLOTH RACKS, ETC. 
• MUCH, MUCH, MORE... 
CiStramikhMhowstoiiw^v QB olDVpmowlotdm 
call for info: 352 3081 
Friday, February I. 1991 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON      FEBRUARY 3,1991 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30   |    1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
a Wall SI. Jrnl Sports B College Basketball DePaul a! Georgetown Olympic Wmterfest PGA Goll Pebble Beach National Pro-Am 
o Coronation Bi",l Yeats Meeting Place Canada Hymn Sing   [Sunday Arts Entertainment Sportsweekend Gnzzly Adams 
o Coach's Jay Eck College Basketball: DePaul at Georgetown SI Jude One More Day PGA Goll Pebble Beach National Pro-Am 
B Shut-ins Mass Fishing NBA Snow NBA Basketball Phoenm Suns al Detroit Pislons NBA Basketball Chicago Bulls at Los Angeles Lakers 
m Solone> Week-David Brinkley Close-Up Telecast Home Agam College Basketball Purdue at Ohio State CoHege Basketball Regional Coverage 
® Tony Brown Market Adam Smith Wan SI. Carte Lena Taxbreak Your Tax 10 Firing Line Editors One on One McLaughlin Civil War 
HD Degrassi Newtons One on One Adam Smith Eyes on the Prize Eyas on the Prize Eyes on Ihe Prize Lawrence We* Show Nat Cole Health 
O Brain Sunglasses Movie:   Tr* Other Side ol tne Mountain Movie.   Scared SMI Charles        lorecuta Superboy Super Force 
o American Gledwtors Star Trek: Next Gener Mov»   The Karate Kid Movie   Silent Rage Boss' Gro Pams 
ESPN Reporters SponsCenter LPGA Goii OidsmoOik' Classic Event-, Auto Racing: Daylona Skiing Work) Alpine Championships Sr   Goll 
TMC Mad Max Movie:  Fast Food"                              JMovw   Mississippi Burning Movie.  Maxie Movie   Okxy 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:90    |   6:30 7:86- 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30    I   10:09 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
a 
o 
News 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrole Mow:   Sarah. Plain and Tar News Siekei Arserw Hal 
Bonanza Family Hour Nature of Things Ventura CsKNews The Last Outlaw 
a News CBS News M Minutes Murder. She Wrote Movie:   Sarah. Plan and Ta> News Mows    Honkytorvk Man 
• N.-ws NBC News Sunday Best Real Lire Expose Movie:  m Broad Oayfegtit News Roggns Byron Alien 
• ABC News Emergency Life Goes On Videos Funniest Movie:   Son of the Morning Star USSAUfe Rokcwis Doctor Ism 
• 
© 
Lawrence We* Shew Geographic Nature Masterpiece Theatre Eyes on ttye Prize Haas Beokmark Defense 
Biedahew on Homecoming Austn Cr* Limits Nature Footsteps Masterpiece Theatre The Old Believers RieavrejV 
(tar Trek: KM Gener Tr»e Colors Parker L. mCetor Oat able Merriest... Goad Graf Come SinpLrve Markeanf Marketing Fn tie ISO Series 
0 HeedCiss Family Ties True Colors Parker L In Color Get a Lie Married... Good Grief News Sports Xtra Comic Strip Live Kenneth Copekwd 
ESPN Senior PGA Goll: Caribbean SportsClr NFL Football Pro Bowl SportsCenter NFL s Greatest Moments 
TMC Movie   Glory  Conld       |Movie:   Troop Beverly Hills Movie:   Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome" Movie   Out of the Dark 
MONDAY EVENING      FEBRUARY 4,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Cleveland Shade Major Dad Murphy B Design W Cher.. al the Mirage News Newhart ArsemoHaH 
o CBC News Canada MaxGlick Fresh Prince Degrassi Heart of the High Country Journal CBC News SC1V Persuaders 
o News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy1 Shade Mafor Dad Murphy B      Design W Cher   at the Mirage News America-Nite Stingray 
ID News NBC News NBC News Cheers Fresh Prince Blossom Movie:  The Maria Hanson Story News Tonight Show letteiman 
9 Personalities ABC News Cur. Affair Family Feud MacGyver Movie    Son of Ihe Morning Sta: ArseruoHaf Nighlline Party 
* Chemistry Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Travels American Experience Eyes on the Prize EastEnders Civil War 
• MacNea/Lehrer Newehour Business WHO Am. Travels American Experience MKsaLuba Served? Mystery' 
O Boss' Charles Night Court Mama Movie   Flaehdance" Star Trek Nail Gener •tar Trek Messenger of Death 
O Bess? FamayTlea Boss? NHL Hockey: Loa Angeles Kings at Detroit Aed Wings News M-A-S-H M'A'SrM Hunter 
tm Sports Up Close SportsCtr College Basketball: Seton Hall at Pittsburgh College Basketball Northwestern at Hknois SportsCtr CoHege Basketball 
TMC Movie:  A Work) Apart ]'Scenes From the Class St ugglein Beverly Mils Movie:   My Man Godfrey Movie: "Coco on The Return 
We'd sex never 
sex use sex sex 
to sex sell      A 
sox an sc*- ad. 
ex sex sex sex 
ex sex sex sex 
ex sex sex sex 
ex sex sex sex 
ex sex sex sex 
ex sex sex sex 
ex sex sex sex s 
ex sex sex sex se 
ex sex sex sex tq 
ex sex sex sex s 
ex sex sex sex^BKex sex sex sex sex 
ex sex sex sex^^r sex sex sex sex sex 
ex sex sex s&m£' sox sox sox sex sex 
ex sex sex^PJyk sex sex sex sex sex 
ex sex sex sex s^c sex sex sex sex sex 
>ex sex sex sex sex sox sex sex sex sex| 
IOX sex sox sex sox sox sox sex sex sox 
136 1/2 e. court • 363-WAVE     WQVe 














f  Any 
Service 
Sl.OOoH w/fhis AD 
S6.00 or more. No limit'! 
Sole  special order, consignment. 
O' trades excluded 
Expires 2  7  91 
with a resume 
from 
UniGraphics 
211 West Hall 
372-7418 
CHECK OUR PRICES' 
12        Friday, February 1,1991 
TUESDAY EVENING      FEBRUARY 5.1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 H:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o 
o 
News CBS Nwn Cleveland Rescue 911 Movie   Sea ol Love News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
CBCNews Raccoons Allo. ABol 5th estate Market PI Man Alive Journal CBCNews SCTV Rising Damp Thats-Boy 
• News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy! Rescue 911 Movie "Sea ol Love" News Amenca-Nite Stingray 
0 News NBC News NBC News Cheers Matiock In the Heat ol the Night Law & Order News Tonight Show Letterman 
• Personalities ABC News Cur Allan Family Feud Boss' Davis Rules Roseanne Coach thirtysomething Arsenio Hall Nighthne Party 
o Chemistry Business MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Nova Frontline Eyes on the Prize EastEnders Ohio Bus American Expenence 
8D MacNeit/Lehrer Newshour Business Wild Am Nova Frontline Great Railway Journeys Served' Masterpiece Theatre ■ Boss' Charles Night Court NBA Basketball Philadelphia 76ers at Detroit Pistons Star Trek Next Gener Star Trek Movie: "Brief Encounter'' 
09 Boss' Family Ties Boss' NBA Basketball: Philadelphia 76ers at Detroit Pistons News M-A-S-H M'A*S'H Hunter 
ESPN NBA Today Up Close SponsCti College Basketball Oklahoma at Kansas State College Basketball Kentucky at Louisiana State SportsCtr Figure Skating: Work) Cup 
TMC Movie    Manna s War  Cont'd Movie   Great Balls ol Fire!'' Movie   She-Devil Movie:   Echoes ol Paradise'' 
WEDNESDAY EVENING     FEBRUARY 6,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Cleveland 48 Hours Jake and the Fatman Top Cops News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
O CBCNews B combers Stories Night Heat Nature of Things Journal CBC News SCTV My Girl My Girl 
o News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy1 48 Hours Jake and the Fatman Top Cops News Amenca-Nite Stingray 
CD News NBC News NBC News Cheers Unsolved Mysteries Night Court Seinfeld LA Law News Tonight Show Letterman 
Q) Personalities ABC News Cur. Affair Family Feud Wonder y Gro Pains DoogieH Anything Barbara Walters Arsenio Hall Nighthne Party 
m Write Business MacNeil/lehrer Newshour College Basketball Ohio at Bowling Green State National Geographic Innovation Art Beat Mardi Gras Floats 
QD MacNeil/lehret Newshour Business Wild Am National Geographic Talking With David Frost Hearth Care Relorm Served American Experience 
€D Boss' Charles Night Court Mama Movie:   Teen Wolf Slar Trek: Next Gener. Star Trek Movie: "Baffled" 
09 Boss' Family Ties Boss' Family Ties Movie: "Midnight Run' News M'A-S-H M'A'S'H Hunter 
ESPN Inside PGA SportsCtr College Basketball Provide nee at Georgetown College Basketball: N.C at N.C. St SportsCtr College Basketball: Ore St at Ore 
TMC Movie   Gilda Movie   "Glory' Movie: "Stealing Heaven Movie:  '976-EVIL 
THURSDAY EVENING       FEBRUARY 7,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Cleveland Top Cops Flash Good Sports Knots Landing News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
o CBC News On Road Ufa Adrienne Clarkson CODCO Kids m the Hall Journal CBCNews SCTV I Laugh 
ID News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy1 Top Cops Flash Good Sports Knots Landing News America-Nite Stingray 
IB News NBC News NBC News Cheers Cosby Show DM. Work) Cheers Wings LA Law News Tonight Show Let. trman 
CD Personalities ABC News Cur. Affair Family Feud Father Dowting Mysteries Fantasies Pnmetime Live Arsenio Hall Nighthne Party 
SB Wine Business MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Wild Am Butterflies Mystery! Miracle Planet Journal Frontline 
• MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Business WDdAm. Thurs Nile Ok) House Mystery! Bradshaw on Homecoming Served Thurs Nile Interests 
O Boss' Charles Night Court Mama Simpsons Babes Beverly Hills. 90210 Slar Trek: Next Gener Star Trek Movie: "Madame Sin- 
89 Boss' Family Ties Boss' Family Ties Simpsons Babes Beverly Hills. 90210 News MWS'H M-A#S"H Hunter 
ESPN Up Close SportsCtr College Basketball: Arkansas at Houston College Basketball: Virginia at Duke Final Four SportsCtr College Basketball 




- Order Early For Delivery! 
TELEPHONE: (419) 353-1045 428 E  Woosler St. 
STORE FRONT ON WOOSTER 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
